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CONTROLLED THERMONUCLEAR RESEARCH 
QUARTERLY REPORT 4  

March through June 1961 

Lawrence Radiation Laboratory 
University of.California 

Berkeley and Livermore, California 

August 4, 1961 

INTRODUCTION 

C. M. Van Atta 

Controlled thermonuclear research reports of this Laboratory have 
previously been issued on.a quarterly basis. The present report covers a 
four-month interval to June 30, 1961, the close of the fiscal year. Because 
the interval of three months has seemed to be too brief for significant prog-
ress between reports the intention is now to increase the interval to six 
months. 

• 	During the period of this report the following significant developments 
have occurred: 	 • 

The plasma multiple-compression facility (Toy Top) had been corn-
pleted during the previous report period bythe addition of the third stage with 
4-inch bore as originally planned. Because of difficulty in detecting any ev -
idence that the plasma entered the third stage s  the 4-inch bore section was 
replacedby an extension of the 9-inch-bore section with larger-diameter 
compression coils. The expected large increase in reaction rate and extension 

•pf the reaction period resulting from compression in the third stage has not 
been observed, Diagnostic studies are now in progress to determine whether 
energetic ions are lost because of charge exchange with neutral contaminants 
or whether hot plasma is lost because of instabilities, 

Simulated operationofthe Alice.facility for build'üpof a hot plasma 
by injection of high-energy neutral hydrogen atoms (approx 20 key) into a 
rnirior geometry predicts average pressure of about 10 -9  mm Hgduring in-
jection of a 10-m• a beam. The density of the room-temperature gas beam 
from the neutralizer is found to be generally not greater thanthat corre 
sponding to ZX 109 mm Hg. Ion source operation now .  yields 100 ma of 17-
key ions through the Alice input aperture of 2.5x8 cm located 335 cm from 
the source, believed sufficient to ensure plasma build-up with an operating 
pressure of 10 mm Hg. Alice l.iquid -nitrogencooled field coils have been 
successfully tested at currents from 2800 to 3500 amperes, to be compared 
to design current of 3000 amperes 

3 Parametric studies of the requirements for favorable energy balance 
have been carried out for conceptual designs of thermonuclear reactors both 
of the magnetic mirror and of the Astron type On the assumption that in-
stabilities do not interfere with plasma confinement, both studies define 
regimes of operation for which favorable power balance may be achieved. 

*Work done under the auspices of the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission. 
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A study of the blanket problem for converting 14-Mev neutrons into tritium 
for the D-T system showsthat a lithium fluoride—beryllium fluoridemolten 
salt system about a foot thick provides a conversion factor of about 1.35. 

Theoretical work has contlnüedon streaming instabilities, which 
may occur in configurations such as the Astron, 0 pinches such as Scylla, 
and energetic particle injection scheme's'such as DCX, Alice, and Ogra, in 
which energetic particles stream through the plama with a limited angle of 
divergence. Application to the Astron E layer in the absence of plasma 
build-up has been made, with preliminary indications that the E layer is 
stableagainst the particular type of perturbation considered. 

A theoretical study of an instability expected to occur in the Astron 
during injection of the first bunch of electrons into the E-layer region has 
been made. For almost any ratiO of injection radius to tank radius some 
transverse electric mode of the cavity should be excited, resulting in rapid 
radial loss of the electrons. Excitation of cavity modes with loss of injected 
electrons was observed more thaná year ago in the "dry run" injection ex-
periments. The troublesome Oscillations were suppressed. in those experiments 
by introducing radial conducting vanes, outside the layer regions, protruding 
inwards from the cavity wal1 

The Levitron was brought into full operation toward the end of the 
report period. Interesting.features of operationaiready observed clearly 
indicate that this device will facilitate the study of a great variety of plasma 
phenomena over a wide range of field conditions. Some aspects ofiondischarge 
operation with the injection of 40.kev electrons in a rising field have been 
studied by observing the prompt and delayed (x-ray) pulses with a s:cintillator 
probe. What appears to be the dumping of runaway electrons occurs after a 
period of 0,1 to 1 msec after injection, At a higher pressure, discharges have 
been initiated in air, both by a rising B 0  field and a rising Bz  field, and the 
behavior noted on magnetic and scintillator probes. In stellarator-type dis 
charges the dumping of energetic electrons by an instability is apparently 
observed. Preliminary observations have been made on the fastpinch regime 
of operation with initial Bz  and Be field and a fast-rising Be field (approx 50 
p. sec). Magnetic probe signals are reproducible, in contrast with the results 
obtained on the linear hard-core pinch, supporting the hypothesis that in the 
latter case the electrodes contribute to irregular behavior. 

7 The confinement of single particles by a bump torus field has been 
examined.theoretically on the assumption that the energy W, the magnetic mo-
ment W3/B, and the action integral J = 4). P11 dl are invariants of the motion. 
Experimental results obtained for confinement of positrons in a section of a 
bumpy torus field are in good agreement with the theory. An injection system 
by which energetic electrons can be injected into the bumpy tOrus field to study 
in greater detail the "invariant surfaces" for particles confined in such a 
field has been proposed and an experimental setup has been designed. 

8. In the ion cyclotron resonance experiment, magnetic-probe measure-
ments have confirmed the launching of a high-intensity Alfvn wave (peak in-
tensity of 40 gauss) corresponding to a power input of 1 megawatt with highly 
efficient coupling betweenthe oscillating circuit and the plasma column. The 
high energy-density wave is followed by magnetic probes down to the point 
corresponding 'to ion cyclotron resonance. At that point about 90% of the 
energy is transferred out of the wave, with no evidence at the moment that 
the plasma undergoes significant heating. 
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I. PYROTRON (MAGNETIC MIRROR) PROGRAM 

.1, INTRODUCTION AND-SUMMARY 

Richard F Post 

Most of the activity of the group in the most recent period has been 
directed toward preparation for new experiments or modification or repair 
of older ones A failure (after 20,000 operations) of one of the pulsed "trans-
fer " coils in Toy Top III resulted in a shutdown for several weeks Operation 
has now been resumed and a study of, the effect of timing and vacuum con-
ditions on the plasma heating and confinement is again under way.  

Nearlyall the components of the high-energy neutral-atom injection 
experiment (ALICE) are now developed. Sixof the eight main field coils 
have been tested, at liquid nitrogen temperature, -  to currents well in excess 
of their design operating value. Measured vacuum pumping speeds and 
neutral beam intensity (100 ma at 20 key) are seemingly adequate for initial 
operation, and final assembly of the complete equipment is under way. Test 
of the injection of short-duration plasma bursts to ?tprlmeu  the initial buld-
up are in progress using plasma sources of the same type as those developed 
by, the Toy Top group 

Reconstruction of Table Top to improve the injection and vacuum 
conditions and the field-holding times has been nearly completed Study of 
confinement for periods of several tenths of seconds should be possible 

A study of the critical conditions for self-sustaining reactions in the 
mirror machine has been ompleted; it isintended that it will be presented 
as an oral paper at the IAEA Conference on Plasma Physics and Contr011ed 
Nuclear Fusion Research at Salzburg in September. The upshot of the study 
is that there should be accessible plasma regimes, for both DT and DD 
cycles, that in theory permit power balance against all known losses These 
regimes, for which the ra1ues of 3 (plasma pressure relative to magnetic 
pressure) lie between about 0 01 and 0 1, are predicted to be stable against 
all known "microinstabilities" (such as the Ttmirror" instability) The main 
present utility of these studies is clearly to define the plasma regimes we 
should investigate, and to aid in understanding and avoiding various classes 
of theoretically predicted instabilities that could occur. They also show, 
however, that the main question as to eventual feasibility is the question of 
stability.  
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2. HIGH-COMPRESSION EXPERIMENTS 

Frederic H. Coensgen 

The period since 'the preceding .rep6rt hàs been spent in trying to ex-
tend the multistage compression experiment to a three-stage experiment. 
Construction of a 4-in. -diameter third stage was completed in January, 1961 
and the first operation was on January 28,. 1961. The performance, of the 
experiment through the second stage  was found to be essentially the same as 
that of the two-stage experiment reported previously 	As the three-stage 
device could produce four to five times the magnetic compression attained 
in the two-stage device, and as the decay time of the final compression fields 
was about eight times that of the two-stage device, it was expected that the 
reaction rate would be greater and the period in which reactions occur would 
be extended. However, neither of these effects was found. Instead,the 
reaction rate and period remained essentially unchanged, independent of 
changes in the dc and pulsed field conditions 

It was further found that the plasma did not transfer through the 4-in 
section There are a large number of possible explanations for such a re-
sult The simplest and perhaps the most optimistic is the possibility that 
the alignment of the various dc and pulsed magnetic fields was not accurate 
enough to guide the plasma through.the 4-in, chamber. A rather complex 
10-channel probe was constructed which could be inserted throagh the 4-in. 
chamber to the 9-in, chamber. The position of the plasma with respect to 
the 9in. chamber walls was determined før various dc and pulsed field 
conditions Indeed, the plasma was displaced from the axis a small distance, 
butcof the plasma contained along the field lines only part (less than 30%) 
should have struck the walls of the transition section between the 4-inc and 
9-in chambers However, no transferred plasma was detected a few inches 
inside the 4-in chamber.  

To eliminate all processes that depend on the presence of the 9-in to 
4-in, transition and.the 4-in,, chamber, the 4-in, third stage was replaced 
by a 9-in third stage In addition to approximately restoring the same wall 
configuration as used in the two-stage work, the 9-in final compression 
chamber greatly improves the accessibility of the plasma. It was necessary 
to replace the 16-in i d dc magnets in the third stage region with 24-in 
i d magnets in order to accommodate the larger final stage pulsed magnets 
Although the modification leads to a lower dc field level in the final com -
pression region, there should be a plasma-free region extending about 1 5 in 
from the walls. Thus, it should, be possibie 'to introduce detectors in the 
final compression region without interfering with the plasma. 

Transferred plasma was again detected after these modifications had 
been made. At present the ion energy distributions in the transferred plasma 
and the reaction. rate as a function of time are being investigated for various 
operating conditions. It is found that the rate increases as expected for a 
period of 50 to 70 sec, then it rapidly decreases. The behavior is essen-
tially.the same as found last October. At that time the decrease in reaction 

'Frederic H. Coensgen, in Controlled Thermonuclear Research Quarterly 
Report, UCRL-9598, March 1961, p.  8. 
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rate at 70 p.sec was ascribed to the known plasma loss due to the transfer 
process, and the latter decrease in rection• rate was compatible with the 
decay of the magnetic fields. Now there are no such explanations and it 
appears as though the same phenomenon.that is now apparent may have been 
present in.the earlier experiments also. 

The investigations of the phenomenon fall into two general classes. 
First, the effect of variations in the operating parameters (i. e., magnetic 
field distributions, time sequence, plasma density, injector and injection 
conditions, etc. ) on the total neutron production and time dependence is 
being studied, . Second, the plasma behavior and vacuum conditions in the 
final, compression chamber are being investigated in. detail through the use 
of various probes, by analysis of the light, and through the determination of 
the electron and ion energies as a function of time. The phenomenon as 
judged from the neutron studies has been found quite insensitive to the vari-
ations in operation introduced to date. 

Nearly two months of the period covered by this report were spent in 
changing from the 4-in, to 9-in., third stage and in repairing the system as 
the result of two independent magnet failures. The most recent failure 
occurred May 12 in a.transfer magnet. This magnet .failed after 20,000 
operations. New transfer. magnets were designed., built, and. installed by 
June 13. 

3. TABLE TOP III' 

Walton A. Perkins and Richard F . Post 

As discussed briefly'in the preceding Quarterly Report, Table Top 
is being modified so that long-time confinement studies can be made on a 
hot ion plasma (about 2 key). - 

Fig2ure 1-1 shows the new experimental arrangement. Pursuing ideas 
proposed and tested experimentally 3  by the Toy Top Section of the Mirror 
Machine group, we adopted the following magnetic field .trapping geometry: 
The plasma is injected (from washer-stack plasma sources) into an initial 
field of about 500 gauss. Angular distribution measurements 4  with this type 
of source have shown that the dc field can be increased.to 2500 gauss further 
down the axis.with only a small loss. in.transmi.ssion of particles. This 
allows one to increase the perpendicular energy and reduce the diameter of 
the main coils. . The particles finally encounter a large dc.field (stopping 
coil) which reflects a large percentage of the plasma. A gate coil with a 
fast-rising field closes the trap at the injection  end before the particles can 

'Walton A. Perkins, in Controlled Thermonuclear Research Quarterly Report, 
tJCRL-9598, March 1961, p.. 9. 

2F. H. Coensgen, W. F. Cummins, and A. E. Sherman, Phys. Fluids 2, 
350 (1959). 

3 F. H. Coensgen, W. F. Cummins, W. E. Nexsen, Jr., and A. E. Sherman, 
Phys. Rev. Letters 5, 459 (1960). 

4R.. F. Post,  in Proceedings of the Fourth International Conference on Ioni-
zation Phenomena in Gases, Uppsala, 1959, 1VB987. 
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run back "downhill. " The main pulse coils then compress and heat. a frac 
tion (about 1/3) of this plasma. The main pulsed field has a rise time of 
7.5 milliseconds and a decay time constant of 200 msec. 

Vacuum Test and Proposed System 

To have containment times of many milliseconds, for ions in the 1-key 
region, it is necessary to have long charge-exchange times. The character-
istic charge-exchange time is inversely proportional to the background pres-
sure, so it is very important to obtain a vacuum in the region 11-9  mm Hg. 

Some gas is emitted when the plasma sources are discharged and more 
than half of the injected plasma strikes the walls during compression. There-
fore, it is essential to have a fast pump as well as a low base pressure. We 
have decided to use molybdenum gettering 5  to attain the low base pressure 
and provide theneeded pumping speed. Molybdenum is evaporated onto two 
liquid -nitrogen -cooledcopper cylinders (see Fig. I-i). To coat these long 
cylinders (4 ft and 6 ft) with molybdenum after every few discharges of the 
source and still keep the central area free of the material requires a new 
technique. Resistance heating of long molybdenum wire failed because the 
molybdenum wire elongates with heating and does not return to its original 
position (i. e. , if hung from the top it would droop into the plasma region). 
Also, one molybdenum wire lasts for only about 30 evaporations before a 	

6 hot spot develops and the wire breaks. Following a suggestion of T. Passell, 
we now wrap molybdenum wire around braided tungsten wire which is heated. 
The tungsten expands with temperature increase, but returns to its original 
length after evaporation. The number of evaporations is larger,, since the 
heating still occurs even if the molybdenum breaks. The number of evap-
orations obtainable is not accurately known now, but will be known shortly 
after the machine goes into operation. 

Magnetic Field Calculations and Measurements 

Heide Vandersluis 

The axial magnetic field was calculated by using an IBM 650 computer 
code called "Tarbaby. " Given the geometric conditions of Fig. 1, we chose 
the field at convenient positions along the axis and from this calculated the 
desired currents in the coils and the initial axial magnetic field. The result 
is shown as the theoretical curve in Fig. 1-2. Theoretical calculations were 
also done for each coil (or set of coils run at the same current) and these 
were compared with the measured fields. The magnetic field variation with 
distance was in good agreement for all the coils, but correction factors of 
1.28 and 1.20 were applied respectively to the currents in the stopping coil 
and to the set of coils 2, 3, and 4. Using these corrected currents, we 

5A. L. Hunt, C. C. Damrn, and E. C. Popp, Attainment of Ultrahigh Vacua, 
Reduction in Surface Desorption, and the Adsorption of Hydrogen by Evap-
orated Molybdenum, UCRL-5889-Rev, , Feb. 1961. 

T. 0. Passell (Lawrence Radiation Laboratory), private communication. 

ko 
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times the theoretical value, and the current in coils 2, 3, and 
4 was 1.20 times the theoretical value when the experimental 
data were taken. 
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measured the axial field with a Hailtron, and.the result is also plotted in 
Fig. 1-2. A correction factor of 1.26 instead of 1.20 applied to the current 
in coils 2, 3, and 4 would bring these two curves into excellent agreement 
for the entire span. 

Calculations of the field during the initial trapping (maximum field of 
gate coil) and at the peak of compression (maximum field of main compression 
coils).are shown in Fig. 1-3. 

4. TABLE TOP DIAGNOSTICS 

Robert E. Ellis 

Scintillator probe measurements of the escaping electron flux from 
the Table Top II device have been used to deduce plasma electron energy 
distributions, electron mean energy or temperature, and plasma electron 
densities. The averaged plasma electron densities for some of the meas-
urements were given in an earlier report. 1  The values reported there for 
the particular mirror coil geometry and magnetic field. values used are in 
error (too high) as a result of the use of incorrect units in.the IBM code. 2 
It was an incorrect conclusion that those densities were in agreement with 
previously reported estimates 3  based on other methods of measurement for 
different mirror geometries and magnetic field values. It is now evident 
that the recently used mirror-coil setup, magnetic field values, and other 
machine parameters could have resulted in considerably lower densities 
than those reported in Ref. 3 for the previously used coils and operating 
conditions. For the mirror-coil configuration for which estimates of 
density were given in Ref. 3, with a peak axial magnetic field of 32 kilogauss 
in the median plane of the coils, an averaged density (averaged over a large 
number of pulses, and over the total volume of plasma seen by the probe) of 
about 3.6X10 1 ' electrons per cm 3  is obtainedat approx .0.5 millisecond 
after the peak of the compression cycle. As suggested by Richard F. Post, 
corrections to the averaged density to account for peaking of the axial 
density distribution about the median plane of the mirror coils will raise 
this estimate by about a factor of about 3 for.the density in the median plane 
at 0.5 mse.c after peak compression.. Anotherfactor that tends to under-
estimate the density in these calculations is the fact that in integrating the 
flux (E, t) over energy E it is necessary to extrapolate the curve of vs E 
to E . 0. The extrapolation used in the IBM computer code utilized a straight-. 
line extrapolation from the best straight-line fit to the five points ëalculated 
for 4 for lowest E values. Such an extrapolation would underestimate the 
total flux (t) if a large flux of electrons with E < Ec = 6.6 key (where Ec  = 
electron energy below which the probe is insensitive) were present in the 
escaping electron flux, . Estimates of corrections of this nature have been 
made elsewhere in this report by R. F. Post. 

1 Robert E.. Ellis and Norris W Carlson, in COntrolled Thermonuclear 
Researdh Quarterly Report, UCRL-9393, Sept. 1960, p.  8. 

2Robert E. Ellis and Walton A. Perkins, in Controlled Thermonuclear .  
Research Quarterly Report, UCRL-9002, December 1959,  P. 11. 

3R.. F. Posts R. E. Ellis, F. C. Ford, and M. N. Rosenbluth, Phys. Rev. 
Letters 4, 166 (1960). 
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5. . TABLET TOP PLASMA DENSITY 

Richard F. Post 

Prompted by the questions raised about the IBM code used in calculating 
electron densities in some of the Table Top experiment.s, a re-examination 
of some of the older data was undertaken. The calculations performed by 
Ellis and Carlson were used. to normalize the scintillation probe data. 
Corrections were made for the finite size of the orbits of the detected elec-
trons (on the order of 20% of the counter aperture), and for the axial density 
distribution of the electrons. In addition, a seemingly more realistic 
correction was made from the distortion of the escaping particle distribution 
by the counter (which does not detect electrons,. below about 7 key). .. From 
the data a new, figure for the.plasma electron density was calculated. As 
a check with theory, the experimentally observed particle flux and electron 
temperature, were used to compute the plasma density, .using.the theoretical 
mirror-loss equations. The close agreement (probably somewhat fortuitous) 
did, however, confirm the density measurement, and tend to support the 
contention that the confined plasma was entirely quiescent. The table ii-
lustrates an example calculation, made for a representative (large) plasma. 
By comparison with earlier data, it appears that these densities may possibly' 
have been somewhat lower. They are substantially greater, however, than 
those obtained in more recent experiments, in which velocity-space in-
stabilities, were studied, 	. 

Table I. Analysis of a single (large) plasma pulse 

Measured escaping energy flux (uncorrected) 	 13.watts/cm 2  

Electron temperature (from other data) 	' 	 20 key 

Calculated peak escaping particle flux 	 4.2X10 15/sec cm 2  

Initial fractional rate of decay of flux 	. 	 0.14/msec 

Peak electron density (at 0.5 msec) 	 3,1X10 12/cm 3  

Theoretical peak density (calculated from mirror 	 12 	3 
loss theory, using observed flux) 	. 	 3,2X10 /cm 
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6, ACCEL-DECEL PARTICLE ENERGYANALYZER 

Robert E. Ellis and Norris W. Carison 

Further runs with the electrolytic tank-analog computer trajectory 
plotter have provided information on some of the difficulties to be encountered 
in the operation of the electrostatic accel-decel charged-particle energy 
analyzer previously reported. In this analyzer, an electrostatic mirror is 
used to prevent particles with energy E <qV from reaching an accelerating 
region where they would be accelerated up to approx 100 key into a detecting 
fluor, . Here q is the charge onthe particle and V is the voltage on the 
mirror electrode. From the electrolytic tank trajectory plots and the re-
sults obtained from the use of a pulsed electron beam in conuntion with the 
analyzer itself, it was concluded it would be desirable to design a new set 
of analyzer electrodes which might minimize the focusing-defocusing effects 
of operating the analyzer with fixed accelerating voltages and variable mirror 
voltage. When a range of voltages is scanned from V = 0 to V = E/q. where 
EB = energy of the monoenergetic electron beam, the signal produced by the 
analyzer varies by several percent as a function of V, with a noticeable peak 
at a mirror voltage V just under the cutoff voltage at E/q. In the new sys-
tem of electrodes, the initial accelerating tube is replaced with a circular 
slit, the final, accelerating electrode diameter is increased so that a larger 
fluor may be used, and the central (or mirror) electrode is shaped so that 
the axial voltage more closely approaches the actual electrode voltage It 
is hoped that the net effect of these changes will result in a more nearly 
flat bias curve with a sharp cutoff at a mirror voltage corresponding to the 
beam energy. 

A small deuterium gas ion source, of the type used on the Cockcroft-
Walton accelerator, will also be available, with suitable accelerating elec 
trodes, to provide ion energies up to about 20 key for the purpose of calibrating 
the analyzer for ions, as well as investigating the possibility of detecting 
currents of ions (or neutrals) of a few key in energy by means of solid-state 
silicon-phosphorus diffusion detectors, 

7, TABLE TOP DIAGNOSTICS 

Thomas 0. PasseIl' 

A substantial fraction of the effort this quarter was devoted to designing 
and ordering hardware for diagnostic experiments on the forthcoming Table 
Top 1110 Most of the parts for an in-vacuo trial of the first mechanical shutter 
mentioned in the preceding quarterly report are completed, . This shutter is 
a simple 5:1 lever with a paddle (containing a 2,5-cm-diameter hole) on the 
long end and activated at the short end by an air cylinder operating through 
a bellows seal, 

The signal from a small solid-state photodiode (Sylvania 1N77B) was 
found to be unperturbed by a pulsed magnetic field of 8 kilogauss peak field. 
Hence it will be arranged to give a signal when the shutter is open, 

Thtanford Research Institute, Menlo Park, California, 
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Several varieties of infrared and thermal detectors have been purchased 
for time-resolved escaped-plasma energy measurements. If these are ef-
fective they will give a means for beter time resolution than is possible with 
the combination of mechanical shutter and integrating detector. However, 
both approaches are being readied for possible use. 

With the cooperation of .D. H. Birdsall and R. E. Riley, we have 
succeeded in swaging a 11/4-in. o. d. stainless steel tube full of 1/32-in. 
diameter copper-plated aluminum wire into a solid bar. Upon etching out 
the aluminum from a section. of the bar with aqueous sodium hydroxide we. 
have produced. a bundle of very-high-transmission (about 85%)  hexagonal 
tubes useful for separate determination of neutrals and charged particles 
by collimation techniques. The 6cherne will.be  useful for situations in which 
the orbit diameter and helical pitch of the charged particles preclude their 
transmis sion, 

The final report for calorimetry done on Table Top II is being prepared, 
data, reduction having, been completed this quarter. Some 2500 machine pulses 
representing 850 separate combinations of initial dc field source voltage, 
peak compre.ssion.field, and source-field delay time were studied .in a total 
of 14. days of operation. On the average, six separate measurements of 
escaping plasma energy were taken for eachmachine pulse. 

Recently it was discovered that the plasma energy detected by calori-
metry was typically 100 times that found associated with the fast electron 
plasma component (approx 25 key electron temperature). Previous calori-
metry experiments showed no energy tr3nsmission through an aluminum 
absorber of 140 micrograms/cm 2  thickness (a haif -thickness for 14-.kev 
electrons),. but at the time it was thoughtitlat the fast electron component 
might have a temperature around 5 to 10 key. Subsequent scintillator meas-
urements show the electron temperature to be approx 25 key. It appears 
that the energy observed calorimetrically must therefore be from a separate 
plasma component of electrons of less than 7 key energy, or positive ions. 
Since magnetic compression does produce a net heating of this lower-energy 
component, it is possible that it represents particles that scatter into the 
loss cone early in. the compression' cycle.. For low initial dc magnetic fields 
<20 gauss, it is probable the net heating observed is due to electrons.. At 
100 gauss initial dc field, some of the heat observed may be from heated 
hydrogen. ions. A more complete analysis of this situation will be found in 
the above-mentioned report now in preparation. 
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8. BEAM NEUTRALIZATION 

Charles C. Damm and Archer H. Futch 

Hydrogen Neutralizer 

The differential pumping system including the neutralizer gas cell and 
a simulated plasma chamber was assembled and a series of pumping tests 
was run. It was possible to admit hydrogenD nitrogen, or water vapor to 
the neutralizer, and a liquidnitrogen- cooled baffle was present to help 
pump the water vapor. The physical arrangement was essentially that 
depicted in the mechanical layout of ALICE. 1  The simulated plasma chamber 
was a stainless-steel tank, 15 in,. in diameter by 24 in, long, with molybdenum 
evaporators, and aliquid_nitrogencooled  copper liner. Two nude ionization 
gauges were located in this chamber. Gauge A was nearthe wall and meas-
uredan average pressure inthe chamber. . Gauge B was mounted in line with 
the center of the beam tube opening, and at a point corresponding to the 
magnetic axis of the mirror field, . Representative readings for the three 
gases are given in Table I, the readingsfor hydrogen having been corrected 
by a gauge factor of 2.0. The gauge .factor for water vapor is not known for 
these gauges, so the readings are uncorrected, (A recent calibration of 
another type.of ionization gauge yielded a factor of 0,71, which indicates a 
favorable correctionfor the water readings. 

Table I. Plasma chamber pressures (in mm Hg) 

Base pressure, Neutralizer 
Gas Gauge A pressure 

Hydrogen 1.3X10 10  1,0x10 3  

Nitrogen 1.3X10 0  l,0X10' 3  

Watervapor 1.3X10 0 
	 . 1,ox10 3  

H20+N2  1,3x10 0 	, 0.85X10 3  

The higher readings on Gauge B were due to molecular streaming 
from the neutralizer region. Even, with this, the pressures are close to the 
values needed for criticality in ALICE, and the average pressure is well 
below that required. Some reduction in the streaming was achieved with.a 
crude adjustment of the pressure profile along the beam tube. The last 
entry in Table I shows this result when a combination of water and nitrogen 
was used. It is expected that a refined, adjustment of the pressure profile 
will result in minimization of the streaming without resort to more elaborate 
methods. 

Since these differential pumping results with all three gases considered 
are similar, the optimum choice is not yet clear. It is planned to optimize 
the ratio of beam intensity to chamber pressure, as this is the determining 
factor for criticality. 

1 Charles C. Damm and Archer H. Futch, in Controlled Thermonuclear 
Research Quarterly Report, UCRL8775, June 1959, p. 89. 
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Water Vapor Neutralizer 

The remodeling of the ion source has been completed. Measurements 
to determine, the equilibrium (or thick-target) H °  fraction for a proton beam 
in water vapor have been extended to an energy of 17 key, - For the same 
beam velocities, measurements of the equilibrium D° fraction in water vapor 
agree with the measured equilibrium H° fraction within the precision. of the 
experiment. The results of,the.se.measurements are shown in,Fig. 1-4. 

.To measure the charge-transfer cross section for protons in water 
vapor, one needs an accurate gauge for the measurement of water vapor 
pressure in the range from io to lO mm Hg. A satisfactory gauge for 
this purpose was obtained by calibrating a Schulz-Phelps ionization gauge 
(Westinghouse Type-7676).. This calibration, has been described in a separate 
report. 

Work on the foregoing measurements was temporarily interrupted in 
April for an experiment on the Lorentz dissociation of neuti atoms pro-
duced by charge-exchange collisions. John R. Hiskes of thi' Laboratory 
has estimated the dissociation expected witha neutral H °  beam produced by 
charge exchange with.hydrogen gas., 3 His results indicate that a. fraction 
on the order of 	of a 20-kev beam is susceptible to dissociation in:•elec- 
tric fields of 1 )< 105. toZX 10 volts/cm. Because of the significance of this 
result to neutral injection, experiments, an attempt was made to measure 
this dissociation by a. method similar to the Riviere. and Sweetmanexperi-
ment for dissociation of H and H ions by electric, fields. 

At present we have not been able to measure,this dissociation. Our 
results indicate that' less than 5Xl05  of a 17kev H° beam produced by 
charge-exchange collisions with water vapor is dissociated by a field of 
2X 105  volts/cm. Present plans are to extend this experiment to a beam 
energy of 50 key, at which the beam fraction available for dissociation is 
estimated to be larger and at which counting techniques may be ernployed.to 
improve the signal-to-noise ratio. . The extension of this experiment awaits 
the arrival and testing of a 50-key ion source which has been ordered from 
a commercial source. 

We now plan to continue electrical measurements of the charge-
exchange cross section for protons on water vapor and to return to the 
Lorentz dissociation. experiment at a later date. 

A. H. Futch,' Ionization. Gauge Calibration for Water Vapor, (UCRL-6518-T), 
to be submitted to Rev. Sd, Instr. 	 . 
3 	 i J. R. Hiskes, Lorentz Dissociation n Neutral Injection Systems, UCID- 
4261, April 1961. 

4A. C. Riviere and D. R. Sweetman, Phys. Rev. Letters 5, 560 (1960). 
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Fig. 1-4. Beam neutralization vs hydrogen equivalent energy. 
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9. THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS 

Archer H. F.utch, Jr., Warren Heckrotte, John Killeen, 
and Charles C. Damm 

Inthe preceding quarterly report, 1  a new form for the build-up 
equations was described which could be solved iiumerically without making 
the approximation that the ion density was isotropic. Typical numerical 
solutions obtained by using the basic parameters of Table I are given in 
Figs. 1-5 and 1-6. 

Table I. Basic parameters used. in obtaining numerical solutions. 

	

Fig. 1 	 Fig.. 2 

Energy of injected deuterium 
atoms 	 20 key 	 20 key 

Magnetic field 	 50,000 gauss 	 50,000 gauss 

Deuterium neutral gas density . 1X10 8  molecules/cc 	5X10 7  molecules/cc 

Radius of curvature of a 
20-key deuteron 	 0.575 cm 	 0.575 cm 

Injected neutral atom current 	9.7X10 atoms/cm2/sec . indicated on graph 

Beam width 	 . . 	2.54 cm 	 2.54 cm 

Position of beam center 	 0.575 cm above 	 0.575 cm above 

	

magnetic axis 	 magnetic axis 

When the plasma growth rate as given by equations that include the 
effect of charge exchange between trapped. ions and beam atoms is compared 
with the growth rate as given by equations neglectin,g this effect results are 
as shown in Fig. I5. The effect of this process on the growth rate is seen 
to be essentially negligible. This contrasts with the enhancement of growth 
found in the earlier equations when the isotropic velocity assumption was 
included. Figure 	is a comparison of.the plasma growth rates for differ- 
ent injected neutral atom currents. A detailed account of the spatially 
dependent equations and their numerical solutions is to be given in a separate 
report. 

'Archer H. Futch et al., in Controlled Thermonuclear Research Quarterly 
Report, UCRL-9598, March 1961, p. 17. 
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10. ALICE DIAGNOSTICS 

James H. Foote and Charles C. Darnm 

A high-impedance low-current source has been designed and built. It 
will be used to check electronics associated with various diagnostic schemes 
for ALICE. The source consists of an evacuated glass tube with a battery-
powered electron gun sealed into one end and a metal collector plate sealed 
into the other. The electrons striking the plate are drained off to the external 
circuitry thus providing a current.flow, Currents from 106  amp to less 
than 10- 10  amp have been obtained, and lower currents appear possible. By 
modulating the grid of the electron gun with a square wave, we obtain a• 
similar signal at the output, with a rise time of less than 2 jisec. The utility 
of this electron source arises from its similarity to certain detectors planned 
for ALICE, such as the secondary-emission detector and Faraday cups. In 
each device, the source of current is electrically isolated from its surround-
ings. Also, the low currents obtainable from our electron source are 
comparable to those expected from the detectors mentioned. 

A "Diagnostic Development  and Testing" experimental facility is being 
planned, whose principal component will be an ion beam. Besides the ion 
source, the apparatus forming the beam will include an analyzing magnet, 
an electrostatic strong-focusing lens system, and a neutralizer. Theiitralizer 
will allow us to work with fast atoms as well as ions. The beam energy will 
be variable and centered around 20 key, We plan to use this beam to test 
and calibrate diagnostic equipment for ALICE, and to develop new diagnostic 
ideas, 	 . 	 . 

11. GRID SOURCE DEVELOPMENT 

Frank Gordon 

This was a period of parameter adjustment with the target at least 
300 cm from the source. 

The region of optimum curvature of • the carbon exit and acceleration 
slits was determined. The shape and position. of the iron magnetic shield 
that extractsthe beam were optimized, the shape selection. being limited 
to the three available choices. Equipment has been built which we hope will 
better optimize this shape. 

Three settings of beam radius other than:the standard (3.5 in. ) were 
tried, but the results were inconclusive, owing to other operating difficulties. 

Horizontal and vertical beam profiles were made at two positions in 
the beam tube: 5,5.feet and 10 feet, respectively, from the source. . These 
corroborated visual evidence as well as analog beam studies. 

Unfortunately parameter optimization could not be completed during 
this period because of unusual difficulties involving vacuum and power 
suppl.ie 5, 
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Source development and beam-focus experiments will now be sharply 
curtailed in order to get on withthe principal ALICE experiment. To date 
a beam of approximately lOOma (calorimetriá measurement) has been  
collected on a 2 5X8cm target 335 cm from the source 

12. TRAPPING WITH COLD PLASMA 

Charles C. Damm, James F. Steinhaus, 
and Norman L. Ol eson* 

Additional trapping of atoms can be accomplished by a separately 
introduced cold plasma through a mirror on the magnetic axis. Many of the 
particles thus introduced could exit through the opposite mirror region into 
a fast vacuum pump. By use of the notation by Post, 'the equilibrium hot 
plasma density is simply. d.educed from the basic differential equation, 
assuming trapping only  by cold plasma, and loss only by charge exchange: 

cry. 
IL 	n. 	icr +cr 	+ 	

10 
___ 	.1 I 1 	lo(A) 	. v 

nf_Vv 	.Xj.j ... 
° 	 lo(M) 

Cross.section ratios appearing in the parentheses approximate unity. The 
cold ions are assumed to be hydrogen,, as well..as the neutral gas. A.high 
degree of ionization of the cold plasma iscertainly required. The character-
istic growth time is the charge-exchange period,  

T
=..'' 

	() cx 	no  al O (M)v 

This time is generally short (Tcx << 1 sec), so that the cold plasma need 
only be of transient nature. 	 . 	. 

Should the critical condition for, exponential growth be exceeded in the 
presence of the cold plasma, trapping will merely continue to the diffusion 
limit and the major effect of the cold plasma then will be to reduce the total 
time of trapping. . It is conceivable that, should exponentiation of the build 
up never be achieved, a suitable transient cold plasma could raise the hot 
plasma density to interesting levels. 	, 

Experiments are currently under way to study (a) the effect on the 
high vacuum of the pulsed cold plasma aource, and .(b) characteristics of 
the cold plaspia itself as it traverses the mirror midplane. The first plasma 
source.to be investigated.is similar to the sources used by Frederic' H. 
Coensgen et al.  

U. Sd Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey, California. 

R. F. Post, Fast Neutral Partiále injection into a Mirror Machine, Riso 
Report No. 18, presented at the Plasma Physics Summer School, Roskilde, 
Denmark, August 1-13, 1960, p 529 

F. H. Goensgen, W. F. Cummins, and A. B. Sherman, Phys. .Fluids 
2, 350 (1959)..  
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High vacuum is .obtained.with a 6-in. diffusion pump 1  metal pinch 
gaskets 1  and molybdenum evaporating The effect of a liquid nitrogen liner 
in a baked system with a simulated ALICE geometry is currently being 
observed. Pressure pulses from the source before and.after molybdenum 
evaporation will be examined as a function of pulse length and energy. A 
variablelength pulse line has been built and produces square-wave current 
pulses up to 185 isec in length. The pulse line is presently designed for 
a maximum charging voltage of 20 kv delivering up to 2500 amp. 

Photographs of the plasma traversing the midplane have been taken; 
a spectrographic analysis in the same region is expected. An apparatus 
employing a tubular grid has been built for observing the neutral and charged-
partic1e profile as well as the ratio of these two components. 

13. VACUUM AND SURFACE STUDIES 

Angus L. Hunt, Charles C. Damni, and Earl C. Popp 

Adsorption of Residual Gases on Evaporated Molybdenum at 80 0 K 

A comparative mass spectrometric study was made of the adsorption 
of residual gases on evaporated molybdenum in an ult rahigh -vacuum system 
in which the molybdenum was evaporated on a stainless steel substrate at 
room temperature and at liquid nitrogentemperature. 

In this particular system a molybdenum film had been previously 
deposited on the walls of the experimental chamber before the system was 
opened to the atmosphere for installation of the mass spectrometer. The 
surface contamination of the previous molybdenum deposit by atmospheric 
gases had an unknown effect on the results to be described, but is thought 
that the molybdenum deposit could result generally only in a cleaner initial 
condition than that provided by the original stainless steel walls. The 
system was pumped by an oil-free getter-ion pump and lowtemperature 
sorption pumps. 

Before Baking and Before Molybdenum Deposition 

Before baking the system and before evaporating any molybdenum it 
was demonstrated that the composition of the gas desorbing from the unbaked 
experimental surfaces was critically dependent on the temperature of these 
surfaces in the temperature range 260  C to 140 C. However, it was found 
that if the experimental chamber walls were held at 14 0 C, reducing the 
temperature of the large-area stainless steel interior liner to liquid nitrogen 
temperatures without a fresh molybdenum deposit produced only insignificant 
changes in the total pressure and inthe composition of the residual gases. 

Before Baking and After Molybdenum Deposition 

With the system' unbaked and the substrate uncooled, a fresh molybdenum 
film deposited over the interior surfaces reduced all residual gas components 
with the exception of argon and carbon dioxide, which appeared only after 
deposition of the molybdenum film. It was found that a hot molybdenum 
filament operating below the temperature required for copious evaporation 
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would reduce the nitrogen or carbon monoxide partial pressures, but.would 
not reduce the methane contamination under these conditions. Further 
molybdenum evaporation completely. eliminated the argon spectrum and 
reduced the nitrogen and neon. As the film became saturated and the pres-
sure increased slowly an. increasing partial pressure of nitrogen was found. 
As the system was isolated from the pump by an all-metal valve it was 
.found.that the roomtemperature molybdenum deposit would degas pure 
argon to. partial pressures in,excess of 10:6  mm Hg. In explanation it is 
assumed that the adsorption of the more active gases displaced the argon 
from the molybdenum deposit. The argon content could be rapidly reduced 
by. opening the syst.em to the getter-ion pump. 

Withthis fresh..molybdenum film on the walls and liner, the total 
pressure in the system decreased from 10 8 to.3.5X10 9  as liquid nitrogen 
cooled the interior liner. As the system was isolated from the pumps with 
the liner at .liquid nitrogen temperature the total pressure increased by a 
factorof two to 6.5x10 9  mm Hg, with a corresponding increase in the neon 
partial.pres sure. It was concluded that in an unbaked system argon is 
effectively adsorbedon an active molybdenum deposit at low temperature., 
but that neon is not so effectively adsorbed. 

After Baking and Before Molybdenum Deposition 

Baking the system, including the mass spectrometer, at 200 0 C for 
more than 48 hours greatly reduced the water vapor content, but the hydrogen 
and carbon monoxide or nitrogen indications were increased. When the 
system was isolated from the pump, the pressure rise was due to methane, 
carbon monoxide, and hydrogen. A very large proportion of the residual 
gas was hydrogen. 

Only a small pressure reduction was observed as the exterior walls 
of the .baked system were reduced in temperature to 14°C. The bakeout, 
even at as low a temperature as 200 0 C, reduced the sharp dependence of 
the pressure on the wall surface temperature. It was also found now that 
if the molybdenum filament was operated below the copious vaporization 
temperature, a massive hydrogen peak could be produced as well as a slow 
increase in the methane and in the carbon monoxide or nitrogen. 

After Baking and After Molybdenum Deposition 

After rapid evaporation of molybdenum on the room-temperature 
substrate, the pressure increased over a period of many hours with a 
concurrent increase in the hydrogen and the carbon monoxide or nitrogen 
partial pressures. Other partial pressures remained low, showing the 
deposit was still effective in reducing the degas sing rate even.though the 
deposit was inactive with respect to a chemically reactive gas such as 
hydrogen. This observation confirmed a previous conciusion.that a covering 
of contamination is responsible for part of the effectiveness of molybdenum 
of a getter in ultrahigh-vacuum systems 

Now, as the interior liner was cooled to liquid nitrogen temperature 
with the fresh molybdenum deposit, it was found that the low-temperature 
deposit was capable of adsorbing H 2, Ne, Ar, N 2 , and CO to reduce the 
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total pressure from 7.7X10 8  to 1.5X10 9  mm Hg. At a total pressure of 
1.5X 10 mm Hg, the partial pressure of any single component was below 
the sensitivity, limit of the.mass spectrometer. Additional molybdenum 
evaporation directly on the cold liner with the.system isolated from the 
pump produced no change in pressure, but as the liner was allowed to 
approach room temperature over a period of 2 hours, with the system still 
isolated from the pump, the pressure increased to 3.5>< l.O. This pressure 
rise was due solely to an increase in the argon partial pressure and perhaps 
the partial pressure of neon. As was the case before the system had been 
baked, the massive argon or possibly neon desorption from an active molyb-
denum deposit was observed as the temperature of the deposit was increased 
from liquid nitrogen temperatures. As' liquid nitrogen was again introduced 
there was an accompanying reduction in the argon partial pressure to below 
the detectable limit. By a slow heating of the substrate to room temperature 
it was shown that any neon component was not desorbed before the argon 
component. Both the neon and argon desorption occurred at about the same 
temperatures. As all parts of the system approached 15 0 C, and the system 
was opened to the pump, neon was the only detectable component at a total 
pressure of 5X109  mm Hg. . 

In summary, it was found that the deposition of molybdenum on a 
substrate at liquid nitrogen temperatures lowers the total pressure below 
that obtainable with a water-cooled substrate, and especially reduces the 
partial pressures of the inert residual components. 

14. P-4 (STEADY-STATE PLASMA) SYSTEM 

William L. Barr, Andrew L. Gardner, and Norman L. Oleson' 

Operation on Hydrogen 

The P-4 system has been operated for several hours with hydrogen 
as the input gas. Although the replaceable tantalum cathode has shown a 
possible tendency to develop cracks, it has been sufficiently demonstrated 
that reasonable cathode lifetimes. (many hours) may be expected. The 
operating characteristics of the P-4 hydrogen discharge are very similar 
to those with helium operation except that the initiation of the discharge 
(with the ion-heated cathode initially cold) is much more difficult with 
hydrogen. The method used has been to start the discharge on helium and 
then switch over to hydrogen during operation. . The cathode lifetime may 
possibly be extended by switching back to helium before shutting off the dis-
charge, in order to outgas the cathode, but this procedure has not been 
employed. 	. 

Spectroscopic Measurements 

A survey is under way' to identify the spectra observed along the system 
with hydrogen operation. This analysis is being undertaken primarily by 
Lt. Fred Kinley and Lt. Robert 0' Malia of the U. S. Naval Postgraduate 
School, Monterey, California. 

U. S. Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey, California. 
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P:robe Measurements 

The low-duty-ratio method of using the rotating probe (applying a 
potential on only every third revolution in order to prevent overheating of 
the probe) has been used to obtain characteristic curves at various radial. 
distances from the axis of the plasma. The indicated plasma potential, has 
less radial. variation than was previously estimated from stationary probe 
measurements in the outskirts of the plasma. The. total rise in plasma 
potential from the axis to a radius of 2cm is apparentlyless than 10 volts 
with typical helium opeiatio±i. Measurements, within the central core of 
about 1 cm diameter indicate the presence of a class of electrons haying a 
somewhat thermal distribution., with a temperature of the order of 50 ev,  
in àddition to the bulk of electrons representative of a temperature of around 
20 ev. A typical, plot of electron curren,t vs probe voltage on the plasma 
axis at port 4 with helium operation. is shown in Fig.. 1-7. 

With hydrogen operation, the electron temperature is similar to tiat 
with helium (approx 20 ev a.xis) but the ion density (approx 6x 1012 cm ) is  
roughly half that indicated by probe ñasuremeits"with helium. 

The use of boron n,itride as a probe insulator has continued to show its 
merit. The feasibility of hot-pressing BN powder around a tungsten probe 
wire is being investigated. 	 . 

Electron Beam Interaction withthe Plasma 

Although this study is only in its initial phases an energetic electron 
beam has been introduced into the plasma and some observations have been 
mad  

1 Using microwave receivers in the region between the mirros, 
Charls Wharton has observed radiation, during the elect:ron pulse, at 
frequencies Which presumably correspond to the plasma frequency and the 
electron gyrofrequency (the plasma density and the magnetic .fiel,d undergo 
appreciable spatial variation in this region and thus the frequencies can not 
be sharply defined). Power of the order of a microwatt was received by the 
loosely coupled horn at the plasma frequency. 

A plastic fl,uor cOvered with aluminum foil has been used to detect 
x rays produced when the rotating probe acts as a target for the electron 
beam. Spot tests of the x-ray signal with the plasma on and off have shown 
no significant difference. Less than 20% attenuation of current or energy 
of the electron beam (approx 0.5 cm diameter, 6 tii 17 kv, about 10 to 100 
mais caused by about 3 meters of traversed plasma of approx 1013.  electrons/ 
cm . Refinements and extension of the measurements are under way. 

' The presence of the electron beam causes electron current collection 
by the rotating probe to increase by an amount that exceeds the current of the 
entire electron beam. This is an indication of an interaction. It is hoped 
that meaningful probe characteristics can be obtained for equivalent situations 
with and without the electron beam present. A first look for plasma frequency 
radiation, by currents in the probe wire was not fruitful. 
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IL ASTRON PROGRAM 

1. INTRODUCTION 

N. Christófilos 

Iuring this quarter the efforts Of the Astron group were devoted to 
the experimental and theoretical field. The experimental work was pri-
marily associated with the final details of development of the components of 
the electron accelerator. The most Important electronic component of the 
accelerator is the thyratron modulator, switching 32 kv, 2000 amp to each 
of the 500 cores that generate the accelerating electric field A final 
prototype of the modulator has been built and successfully tested Con-
sequently the 500 units can now be ordered 

In the theoretical field some of the effort has been concerned with 
stability of the E layer and with theoretical investigations to determine 
beam parameters for a study of the interaction of a 200-amp electron beam 
with a plasma. Both high-frequency (electrostatic) and hydromagnetic 
oscillations, and possible associated instabilities, can be studied directly 
with the 4- to 5-Mev 200-amp beam under more controlled -conditions than 
in the E layer. A series of such experiments is contemplated in parallel 
with the.experi.n-ients to establish the E layer. This group of experiments 
or "beam research" program is described in the next section 

Prelimirfary experimental work associated with the beam research 
program is related to methods of measurement of the plasma conductivity, 
by Daryl Reagan, described in Section 3, A requirement of the beam re-
search is study of the electron beam. behavior as it interacts with neutral 
gas of relatively high pressure so that it will generate adequate plasma density. 
during the '03-sec duration of the pulse Therefore it is required to 
separate the tank of high-pressure neutral gas from the electron accelerator, 
either.hy differential pumping or by thin foils or by a combination of both. 
Experimental work done with foils by W. Sherwood, R. E. Hester, and 
R. E. 'Wright is described in Section 4. 	 .. 

Some preliminary work was done by H. Furth and the writer on.the 
conditions for marginal stability of the E layer alone, before the plasma 
formation. It appears that the most dangerous perturbation is a wave normal 
to one of the two electron beams traveling in opposite directions in the E 
layer. If momentarily, the presence of one beam is ignored one finds a, 
criterion for marginal stability, l 2 namely that the E layer is stable against 
this perturbation provided that the velocity spread is larger than a certain 
critical value, However, the .criterion of marginal stability is valid provided 

H. P. Furth, The "Mirror Instability" for Finite Particle GyroRadius, 
UCRL-6384, May 1961. 	 . 	-. 	. 	 . 	. 

2N. C. Chri;stofilos, Note on the Stability of,the E layer, UCID-4274,. 	. 
May12, 1961, 
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that 	= 0 (where I' is the wave vector and v the organized motion of the 
E layer). In the above-mentioned perturbation the' condition i' - 	= 0 is 
satisfied when one of the beams is ignored. However, because.the condition 

0 is isolated for one beam, the validity of the criterion of marginal 
stability is questionable in this. case. . The only perturbation in which the 
marginal stability is valid is an axially symmetric perturbation. The E 
layer is stable against this type of perturbation because of its large axial 
pressure. 	 . 	.. 	 . 

Finally, the conditions to obtain energy balance on'.the Astron was the 
subject of a paper prepared by the writer for the Salzburg International 
Conference, The results of this investigation, described in Section 5, are 
very encouraging, and indicate that there is no difficulty in heating the plasma 
by Coulomb collisions with the E layer up to the so-called ignition temperature, 
even if the diffusion losses are as high as ten times the theoretical diffusion 
losses. However, power production will be feasible only if the E layer is 
stable and able to support a high 3 plasma. 

2. 1  ASTRON BEAM RESEARCH PROGRAM 

N. . C. Ch'ritofilo,nd W 	S.. iamh 

Since the magnetic confining field of Astron depends upon an organized 
beam of relativistic electrons moving through a plasma it is of concern to 
determine the limits on the theory of plasma behavior, 	which predict 
energy losses of the, beam to feed these oscillations. . From the linearized 
theory the, conditions .under,which these phenomena can appear, can be 
prescribed and the growth rate at zero amplitude determined. Various modes 
of oscillation can occur under the appropriate, conditions; their initial growth 
rates are given by the theory. Utilizing the beam from this accelerator 
provides a means to study experimentally some of these oscillations. 

We must,' first devise a.system in order to conduct the beam from the, 
high vacuum in the accelerator column to a region where there is sufficient 
gas density to support a plasma of the appropriate properties. . A design in-
vo,lving differential pumping has been tested from atmospheric pressure to a 

A. Vlasov, J. Phys. U.S.S.R. 9, 25(1945). 

2 L.. D. Landau, J. Phys. (L.  S. S. R.) 10, 25 (1946). 	. 

3D. Bohm and E. P. Gross Phys. Rev. 75, 1851, 1864 (1949). 

4N. G. Van Kampen, Physica 21, 949 (1955). ' 

I. B. Bernstein, J. M. Greene and M. 'D'. Kruskal, Phys. Rev. 108, 
546 (1957).  
6 	

Buneman, Phys.. Rev. Letters 1, 8 (1958). 0. 

7 J. D. Jackson, Plasma Oscillations, Space Technology Laboratorie, Inc., 
GM-TR-0165-00535, December 3, '1958, 

1.' 
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few millimeters, and a design, for further reduction to high vacuum is to be 
tested. In addition we are making and testing aluminum oxide foils about 
1000 A thick in order to hold off, residual pressures if necessary. We con-
sequently assume in, the following discussion.that we have an arbitrary 
neutral gas pressure in the target tank at our disposal.as an arbitrary 
experimental parameter up to 1 atmosphere. 

The rate of production of ions by a beam.of electrons of radius a 
centimeters, of current I amperes, in a gas of neutral atomic density N 
and atomic number Z is given by 

= 6 	10 	n' NZ - an. 2 , 	 (1) 

where n1  is the .ion.density, a is the three-body recombination coefficient, 
and 

1. 
tie 	2 

 
'ira 

One also has . . 	 . . .. . 	. 	. 

19 
.. 	. 	a = a0  (N/5.4 .. 

where a0  is the recombination coefficient at NTP. If we now let 

A2  = 6 10 ne  NZ = 76.4 

then.the solution of Eq... (1) is  

n.N tanh 
1 	S 

and 	 . 	. 	. , 	. 	.. 	. 	. 

4aNt, 

where N s  is the equilibrium denit (dn/dt = 0), and is 

N5. 	- 17 

Substituting, one has finally  

	

- 6.42 .10 10 	(IZ \1/2 
N5. 	1/2

aa0  

and 

= 1.19 . 10 	
a.0 	

Nt Iz a 	
(Z—O0) 

 

 

 

 

(.) 
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Selecting hydrogen for a typical example, we have, 'for 
a0(H) = 16 10 cm 3/sec, and taking as a beam radius 0.5 cm and 
I'. 200 amperes, 	 . 	 .. 	. 

2 i 
	

. 
N 	10 1. 	ons/cm , 	 (10) 

and 4 for 1/10 atmosphere or N = 5.4. 10 18  

= 1 52 	10 7 t. (11) 

Hence the time for n to reach 0.9 N 5  is then 	. 

tanh4 	0.900, 

1.48, 

t 	10 	sec. 

It is clear from the above example that the beam will produce rather 
dense plasmas in something less than 1/2 the available pulse length, and 
now it remains to see if one can obtain the conditions appropriate to the 
growth of the instabilities mentioned previously. 

Electrostatic Instabilities or Unstable Plasma Oscillations 

A beam of fast electrons moving through a plasma can excite oscil-
lations at a frequency equal to the plasma frequency w p, where 

' 	2 
(A)  2 
	

4rrr c n., 
p 	e 

where n is the plasma density, re  the classical electron radius, and c 
the velocity of light. . The streaming electrons can excite an oscillation of 
growing amplitude by the so-called Landau antidamping mechanism. The 
beam of fast electrons appears as a small perturbation in the velocity 
distribution. This perturbation, in contrast to the Maxwellian distribution, 
is symmetric about a value of the velocity, thus having both negative and 
positive slope. The excitation term or the growth rate depends on the slope 
of the velocity distribution of the beam electrons, which in turn depends on 
the transverse beam temperature. The higher the beam temperature the 
smaller the growth rate is. However, any: organized motion jn the plasma 
tends to be destroyed in a time T equal to the inverse value of the plasma 
electron, collision frequency. Therefore, there is a competition between the 
growth due to the positive slope of the velocity distribution of the beam 
electrons and the damping caused by the collisions of the plasma electrons. 

The instability can. be  suppressed if the beam temperature is higher 
than a certain critical value. Since the radius of the neutralized beam is a 
function of the temperature, one can express the condition of stability as, 8 

2 
a2> 	 . 	 (13) 

M. Rosenbluth, G. Ascoli, and N. Christofilos, Summary: Present Status of 
Instability Studies, Stanford Research Institute Progress Report, January 1960. 

(12) 
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This condition is derived by assuming 

v<<w. 	 (14) 
p 

For a study of the effect of the beam temperature in generating the instability, 
the parameters of the experiment must be selected to satisfy the condition 

2 
- 	2.4iic 
a = 	. 	 (15) 

p 

In this fashion, by changing the neutral density (thus varying the 
collision frequency .v ),, both the stable and unstable region will be studied. 
An important property of this type of instability is that.the frequency w is 

w=kv+ E,. (16) 

wherek-and vare the-wave number and beam velocity respectivly, and € 
is a.yery. small number of the .order of 107 4  o.. Since the resonance is 
ery shap, it is required.that the plasma density along t1e..elect.ron beam. 

be  maintained as constant as possible. However, as the plasma is generated 
by the electron beam the density increases linearly with time (Eq. 8). . If the 
recombination rate is high enough, equilibrium can be reached during the 
0.3p.sec the electron beam lasts. It i.sadvisable in order to perform a 
meaningful experiment to select the parameters so that equilibrium can be 
reached in 0.10 to .20 p.sec; thereafter the plasma density remains constant, 
thus satisfying the required conditions. 

- Substituting the numerial values in Eq. (12), we find 	 - 

= 5.66 	10 4  N 1/2 
	

(17) 
p 	 s 

Equations (5), (15), and (17) yield 	 . 

3.32, 	. 	24 

N N ' 
1'2 2 	

o 	, 	 ( 18) 
a 

S 

- N being the neutral atom density and 	 . 
• 	

. 

1 	I• 	1 L 3 dn.(T) 
- 	 I 	

1 	
, 	 ( 19.) 

-"T 	
cr(T)".)T 

1 	''- 

where T is the plasma energy in evh  u(T).the collision cross section in 
units of nr0 2  (where rQ = 5 3x 10 cm), and n(T) the density distribution 
of the plasma electrons as a function of-the energy.- In evaluating 2 we 
assumed a uniform energy distribution of the plasma electrons up to the 
ionization energy The value of the onductivity is 	

(20) 
my ... 	. 	•.. 	 . 	.. 

where n is the plasma density. 
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Substituting the value of N from Eq. (18) in Eq. (9), we obtain 

	

2.53 a3N1/2 	
io(zoo\ i/z 

t = 
	

10 	
iz) 	

sec. 	(21) 
CL o  

Eqiations (8) and (21) yield 

	

642 a 5R 	/zoo\l/ 4  
= 	8 	3/4 	1TZ1 	isec. 	 (22) 

(10 a0) ' 	\ 	/ 

The quantity (a' 	z1/4) is the same for both air and hydrogen Hence O 	

= 8a5/2 (zoo) 
1/4 sec. 	 (23) 

The beam radius, a, which àppeârs iñEq (23) isa parameter which 
is within certain limits at the disposal of theexperiments; however, multiple 
scattering on the background gas causes an increase in a. Using Eqs. (12) 
and (15),we have 

a 2Nr, 	 (24) 

which becOmes 

- 	180a 	fiz l/2 

V 	 C10 8  aO) 	
zo0) 

For air we have Z = 7.2, I = 200 amp, 108  a0  = 17; we have 

= 117 a.. 
V 

Since a is larger than 0,2 cm, we see that condition. (14) is met. 

For the beam parameters 

I = 200 amp, 

a0,Zcm 	1 

the other quantit;ies:are 

equilibrium plasma density, N = 2 iolS  el/cm3, 
neutral density (air) N = 	1.1 

or p = 0.02 atm, 
10 12 , plasma frequency w 2.5' 

collision frequency V= 1.1 10 11 . 

The beam radius is e-folding by multiple Coulomb scattering after it 
travels a length L = 3."8 meters. 
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The expected growth time of the instability is quite short, conse-
quently the growth of the beam radius because of scattering should not 
present any difficulty in the performance of the experiments. 

Another type of electrostatic instability is the so-called collision-
driven instability, where 

v >> W. 	 ( 27) 
p. 

This type of instability should not depend upon beam parameters, 
therefore it is not necessary to satisfy (13). We have for the collision 
frequency 

6• 10 8 N 

	

v 	 , 	 (28) 

and, once again, 	
T 

. 	 1 	
2 	

1 1. 3 dn. 
1 
 (T) 

	

= - fT 
	

(29) 

 

Equations (8), (7), and (17) combineto yield. 	. 	. 	. . 

	

N = 2.38 	1019 (1 
	ah/2(108 	)1/4 	

(30) 

In order to aoida.iryhigh neutral density we select a beam radius of 
1 cm for this experiment. Then for hydrogen and air the neutral density 
becomes, respectively, 

NH =1.4. 1o19()  

NA = 8.8 	1018 v) . 	 (32) 

The corresponding length of trajectory for -y = 10, where.the beam radius 
e-folds by multiple scattering, is. 	 . . . 

LH = 15.4(_) meters,. 	. 	 (33) 

LA = .. 43 17p  meters. 	 (34) 
V 9 

We observe that if air is used as the neutral gas the e-folding distance 
becomes uncomfortably small Consequently hydrogen is the best selection 
for this experiment For hydrogen in atmospheric pressure and a beam 
radius of 1 cm, the various quantities are 
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= .3.24 . 	10 12 ,  

N = • 1.6 	10 1 el/cm 3 , 

= 7.2 	' 	10., 
p 

• 	 (v/w) 4.50, 

= 3.42 meters, 

= 22.4 t (i.sec). 

We observe that at 0.15 sec = 3.35, i.e. the plasma density reaches a 
value of 0.997 of the equilibrium density. 

Hose Instability 

The hose instability is of mägnetohydrodynamic nature and is generated 
by-lateral displacement of the magnetic field of the electron beam within the 
plasma of the channel. The moving magnetic field of the beam generates in 
the plasma an electric field E = (v/c) X B which in turn generates a plasma 
current j = aE. This current interacting with the magnetic field olthe beam 
opposes the motion of the beam, The restoring force, however; is pro-
portional to the lateral velocity of the beam (and not to the displacement) 
if the frequency is lower than the betatron frequency of the electron beam. 
Therefore, the dispersion relation yields complex values of , i. e. , the 
motion is oscillatory with growing amplitude. The growth rate Tin is 

Tin = 	Z 	
b) 	 (35) 

where a is the plasma conductivity, a the beam radius, kb  the beam 
betatron wave number, and k the wave number of the perturbation. This 
mode cannot exist for k > kb; hence the maximum value of Tin  is 

2 
T 	iTaa 

imax 	2 c 

This instability generates a dipole current-in the plasma. If the electron 
beam is of finite length the dipole current left behind the beam decays with 
a time constant T 1 , namely 

T1 	
2naa 2 	 . . (37) 
5.76c 

In order to create the initial perturbation to enhance the growth of this 
instability it is necessary to move the beam laterally during the pulse (0 25 

sec). - It is therefore planned to constructa fast low-inductance magnetic 
deflector for the beam which can be operated in such a way with appropriate 
diaphragms as to either perturb the beam on the order of a beam radius or to 
chop an interval out of the beam on the order of 1/3 of the beam pulse length. 
In this way one can generate the currents in the plasma mentioned above with 
the first beam pulse and probe them with the second part of the beam pulse. 
This reduces the measurement to a determination of the displacement of the 
beam current. 

(36) 
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3. PLASMA CONDUCTIVITY MEASUREMENTS 

Daryl D. Reagan 

The apparatus for measuring plasma conductivity by means of skin 
effect, described in an earlier report, 1  is operating. We now need the 
microwave apparatus to check.the results. We have a 3-in. -diameter 
12-in, -long discharge tube and a pulser delivering typically 20 joule s to the 
discharge. With air, for example, measured conductivities range from 
3x10 2  mhos/m to 3X103  mhos/m for pressures in the range 900 to 150 p.. 
These measurements were made after a wait of 20 p.sec. after the current 
pulse (approx 2 p.sec) in the discharge. 

Radio-frequency equipment is being built to extend this technique to 
smaller diameters and lower conductivities. This requires more elaborate 
equipment, but will probably make possible the measurement of the con-
ductivity of a discharge as small as a centimeter in radius. 

Suppose one has a very long uniform cylindrical plasma of radius r 
and conductivity a, with a long solenoid wrapped around it, creating a 
uniform magnetic field B'= B0  cosw:tjust outside the plasma. The flux 
inside the plasma is given by Smythe and is 

	

2 1T r I' [i 	a)h/2 r] B 0  cosw t 

= 	 1/2 	 1/2 
0 p.a) 	1 0 [(jw p.a) 	r} 

where 
J0[(j)1/2 

 x] = ber 0 x + j bei 0  x, 	and p. = 	for our purposes. 

Tgraph (Fig. 11-1) shows the behavior of for small values of 
(w p. a) 1/2  r. If one measures only the magnitude of the flux rate of change, 
one can have a reasonably sensit,ive measurement of a when 	is chosen 
so that the parameter ( o a) 1 / 2 r is 2 or 3.. For example, if r . is 1 cm 
and a is 100 mho/m, then a frequency of about 100 megacycles would per-
mit a good measurement. 

One of the aims of this scheme is to measure the plasma parameters 
without introducing any probes into, the system. If the pickup (-sensing) 
loop is wrapped on the outside of.the vacuum vessel, considerably outside 
the plasma region, the sensitivity of measurement will be reduced. It may 
be possible, however, to improve the accuracy by measürng the phase of 
the pickup signal. 	 . 

D. D. Reagan, Astron Gas Target Electric Conductivity Measurement, 
CVL.6028, October 1960. 

2 W. R. Smythe, Static and Dynamic Electricity (McGraw-Hill Book 
Company, New York, 1950), p. 393. 

3H. B. Dwight, Tables of Integrals (MacMillan, New York, 1960), p. 276. 
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4. DEVELOPMENT AND TESTING OF: THIN A1 20 3: FOILS CAPABLE 

OF TRANSMITTING HIGH-CURRENT ENERGETIC ELECTRON BEAMS 

W. A. Sherwood, R. E. Hester, and R. E. Wright 

The Astron beam research program 1  is an experimental study of a 
number of instabilities that are theoretically predicted to occur under 
appropriate conditions when a relativistic, high-current electron beam 
traverses a plasma The program imposes a requirement to conduct the 
beam from the high-vacuum accelerating column to a region of high enough 
pressure to support the appropriate plama density. The beam quality 
factor--i, e., the product of the average random angle and the beam radius- - 
must remain, low during the transition. The required beam quality factor 
after the transition sect,ion.is 10 	radian cm. 

A very thin A1 20 3  foil (about 1000 A) in series with a differential 
pumping section appears to be capable of trarE.mitting beams of the required 
quality for beam energies as low as 2 Mev'and. currents as high as 200 amp 
withabeam pulse width of. 3x  io sec and a repetition rate of 60 pulses 
per second (pps). 

The A12 0 3  films are made..byanodizing.carefully machined pure 
aluminum discs in a 3%,  by weight ammonium citrate solution after the 
method of Hauser and Kerler. 2  The process used here deviates only in that 
thesurface to be anod,ized.is ,superfinished. Films'of high quality have been 
made with diameters as large as 1.5 in. whose thickness varies between 
25 ana.50 ig/cm 2 . 'The .thickness is determined by detaching a representative 
foil from its mount and weighing the foil. Over a limited range the foil : 
thickness can then be controlled by the anodizing voltage, because the foil 
thickness varies linearly with voltage.. . 

An electron gun has,,been. constructed for testing the foils. As a. 
consequence of the increasing energy loss as the incident beam energy 
decreases, a 1-amp beam of electrons at 10 key and the appropriate pulse 
width and repetition rate is a good test of'what will happen at 4Mev and 
200 amp. The gun is arranged so.the current can be focused through a 
collimator on a target and adjust.ed to the pro'per value. The foil is then 
placed between ,the collimator and the target, and.the cur,rent on the tar.get 
is continuously monitored during,the bombardment. A typical 1000A foil, 
1 in.. in, diameter, bombarded by a. 1. 5-amp 0.3-.ii.sec -wide pulse at a 
repetition rate of 300 pps survives.2 hours' bombardment. Any abrupt 
change inthebombarding current, however, results in a.:ruptured foil. 
This problem is corrected by. evaporating a very:  thin, layer of carbon on 
the ,foil (approx 200 A). Indeed at this time foils prepared with the carbon 
surface have not been.r,upturedbybeam bombardment and tests have. per-
sisted as long as 6 hours under the above conditions. The carbon-coated 
films can be subjected to abrupt changes in bombarding conditions without 

'N. C. Christofilos and W. A. S. Lamb, Astron Beam Research Program, 
UCID4272, May 1961. 

2 Ulrich Hauser and Werner Kerler, Rev. 'Sci. Instr. 29, 5, 380 (1.958). 
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indicating that the electrical stress présnt on the pure AlO3  foil is greatly 
relieved by the carbon. Figure .11-2 shows the electron gun foil,-testing device. 

The foils have been subjected to static pressure tests. One inch 
diameter foils, 1000 A thick quite regularly withstand pressure differentials 
as high as 1.5 mm Hg. Smaller diameter foils can of. course withstand 
greater pressure differentials.  

These foils can be handled readily with a minimum of care, as long as> 
they are dry. They should be stored in a dry atmosphere. However, they 
give every promise of meeting the requirement for a window in the beam 
research prograrri. 

5. ENERGY BALANCE IN THE ASTRON DEVICE 

N. Christofilos 

In a recent report 1 the co.nditions for obtaining energy balance in the 
Astron device as well as achievement of ignition temperature were discussed. 

The electric power generated by the thermonuclear e.nergy expected 
to be releasedin an Astron device was compared with the power required to 
maintain the E.layer and the external magnetic field. The calculations in-
dicated that at the break-even point and for an E-layer electroncenergy of 
the plasma confined in the closed pattern of magnetic lines does not exceed' 
the total kineticenergy of the E-layer electrons. Therefore if the E layer 
by itself is stable it is not unreasonable to expect that it will be able to 
support the plasma.. 

The conditions of achieving ignition temperature have been investigated 
for the parameters optimizing power production. . The result is that ignition 
temperature can be reached ev.en if thei actual diffusion losses are more than 
ten times the theoretical diffusion losses.'  

The plasma synchrotron radiation loss was calculated wall reflection 
or plasma re-absorption altogether neglected. According to these calculations 
the synchrotron radiation loss in the Astron. is very small in comparison with 
the thermonuclear energy trapped in the plasma. 

The plasma temperature and - density for E-layer electron energies of 
5, 50, and 100 Mev have been calculated as functions of 3 and the ratio of 
the actual to the theoretical diffusion losses. . The results are shown in 
Figs. 11-3, 11-4, and II5. For an Elayer electron energy of 50 Mev the 
plasma, density is greater than 1014  ions/cm 3  for any desired temperature 
between. 5 ev and 100 kev, without any help from fusion.' 

N. C. Chritofilós Enegr Balance in the Astron Device, UCRL-6390, 
May .1961. 
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Fig. 11-2. Foil-testing assembly. 
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A very interesting result is that the ratio.of the produced power to 
the power required to operate the device is independent of the E-layer or 
plasma radius. Thus the radius of the E layer can be selected from 
technological and economical considerations At a 50-Mev electron energy 
the range of 30 to 40 cm fórtheEiayer radius appears to be suitable. 
The parameters for a power reactor have been calculated for net produced 
electric power that is six times the power required to maintain the E layer 
and the external magnetic field. The E-layer radius is 35 cm, i. e. only 
30% larger than.the Astron model now under constructipn. 
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III LIVERMORE PINCH PROGRAM 

Dale H. Birdsall, Stirling A Colgate, Harold P Furth, Fred 0 Halliday, 
Charles W Hartman, Ross L. Spoerlein, and Alvin W. Trivelpiece 

1 LEVITRON EXPERIMENTATION 

The Levitron is now essentia11y in full-tirneoperation as a plasma 
physics research tool; About 500 "levitated" shots have been madeLthus 
far without the slightest sign of trouble, and the operation has become routine. 

The initial studies are being devoted to particle containment in the 
vacuum field and to steilarator-like low—voltage discharges. B z and B 9  
fields of a few kilogauss and with rise, times in the millisecond range are 
being used (see Figs. HI-i and 111-2). At present the base pressure is limited 
to 10 	micron (see next section), but results of considerable interest are 
already obtained. 

At 10 	micron a discharge occurs in the gas without any need for pre- 
ionization. The vacuum field must, however, have both Be and B z  corn-
ponents, otherwise there is no discharge. One can either begin with a vacuum 
B z  field and then fire the Be field, in which case the breakdown occurs during 
the rise of the Be field, or begin with a vacuum Be field and then fire the B 
field, in which case the breakdown occurs during the rise of the B z  field; or 
one can fire both fields simultaneously. 

Some measurements on these three types of discharge are given in 
Fig. Ill-i for levitated and unievitated operation. The time derivatives of 
Be and B z  are measured just outside the stainless steel liner. The time 
derivative of the gas current 	is obtained (approximately) by feeding B0 
and the rate of change of the total 0 flux (as obtained from a voltage divider) 
into a difference amplifier so as to produce a null signal in the absence of gas 
current. The total visible light and the x-ray signal are monitored near one 
of the levitator support rods. The x rays appear to come mostly from elec-
trons striking the scintillator itself, which must protrude slightly (1/4 in. 
into the chamber in order to obtain large signals. 

For a B 0-pinch with initial B z  (see Fig. 111-1) the maximum gas current 
amounts to about 20% of the total current (or about 25, 000 amp), and the gas 
current lasts for about a miliison'U. The maximum initial voltage is 100 v.1.
The corresponding electric field is 0.2 (log-.- /log .L)v/cm, where r c  = 5 cm 

-c 	c 
and r w  = 15 cm are the core and liner radii respectively. Magnetic-probe 
measurements show that the current is distributed throughout the volume. 
An approximate plasma resistivity is therefore given by p = 10 ohm-cm, 
which is remarkably low considering that the initial gas is air. Note that with-
out levitation the resistivity increases, but that the presence of the levitator 
rods does not appear to have any effect on the light signal. Note the character-
istic second peak in the light signal, which may correspond to residual plasma 
being driven into the liner by the receding magnetic field. 

The parameters of operation and the results obtained inthi.$ Be pinch 
are quite similar to those for the ohmic heating cycle in the steliarator. The 
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gas current is, of course, much larger, since there is no difficulty abo.ut 
hydromagnetic instabilities, which tend to keep the current in the stellarator 
below the Kruskal limit. The appearance of x rays at the beginning and end 
of the gas current flow appears to correspond to the Tdumpingft  of energic 
electrons by an instability, just as in the stellarator. 

The great flexibility of the levitron field-generating system permits 
one to extend the preceding stellarator-like experiments by generalizing the 
geometry without changing the basic regime. A B z  pinch with initial Be 
field produces a visible departure of the Bz  trace from its vacuum behavior 
(see Fig. 111-1), as well as a comprssion of the Be field. In the latter context, 
note that the toroidal gas current 19 

 is now opposite in direction to that oh-
tamed in the B0pinch. The transient compression of the Be field lasts 
almost a millisecond, which again demonstrates the remarkable good con-
ductivity of the plasma. 

The effect of levitation on light and x rays is much more complex than 
for, the Be pinch. Lack of levitation inhibits the initial x-ray burst, but 
does not interfere with,a delayed burst folloing the reversal of B0. The 
second peak in the light signal, associate.d with the receding Be field, is 
also much more pronounced without levitation. (The effects associated with 
lack of levitation can be induced also by inserting a probe to within4 cm or 
less of the central ring. ) Presumable the late peak in light and x rays is 
associated with particles being driven against the levitator rods by the re-
ceding Be field. 

When Be and B z  are applied simultaneously (see Fig. 111-1), the 
light signal does not depend markedly on levitation. The initial x rays again 
disappear in the absence of levitation, but a large burst of delayed x rays 
occurs exactly at the time when the receding Be gives rise to the second 
light peak. 

These complex and curious phenomena are remarkably reproducible, 
and appear to be really characteristic of the pinch types that have been de-
scribed. Coniderabiy more experimentation will be needed in order to 
arrive at a detailed understanding of the processes involved. 

At deuterium pressures above a micron, the Be pinch (but not yet the 
B z  pinch) can be inhibited. The pressure threshold rises about linearly with 
increasing Be.  Without levitation, larger values of Be are required to 
obtain a discharge. 

The inhibition effect has been used to create vacuum-field conditions 
for purposes ofcarrying out an aperture-testing electron-beam experiment. 
An electron gun is inserted at the end of a probe, a 40-ky accelerating voltage 
is applied for 0.2 sec, and a 1- to 10-ma electron current is injected into 
the levitron during riing vacuum fields. The scintillator crystal, which is 
located 90 deg downstream, registers.a prompt signal for helical fields, and 
a slightly delayed signal for pure B. field, where only the inhomogenous-
field drift acts to carry the electrons aiong the torus. If.either the gun or the 
scintillator protrudes less than 1/4 in. beyond the liner, the signal is weakened, 
which indicates that the magnetic aperture of the levitron is quite satisfactory. 
(The ring core tends strongly to produce regular and well-centered flux 
surfaces in spite of any irregularities in the outer windings. 
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In the course of these eiectron-gun experiments, aremarkable phenom-
enon was discovered. Under certain conditions, the scintillator recorded not 
only the prompt signal at the time of firing of the gun, but also.a delayed sig-
nal of 10 to 10 3  times as great an integrated magnitude, coming 0.1 to 1 msec 
after the gun firing. 

The interpretation of this phenomenonis evidently that at values of 
neutral density and electric field just sufficient to keep thermal electrons 
from starting ageneral avalanche, the injection of energetic electrons starts 
a limited avalanche, consisting of those secondary electrons (produced by 
electron-neutral collisions) which have sufficient initial energyto run awar in 
the'electric field. These high-energy avalanches apparently involve relatively 
few particles. The associated current and light output did not register on the 
monitoring system used in connection with Fig 111-1. 

The x-ray signals shown at the top of Fig. 111-2 were obtained for three 
different timings of the Be field relative to the gun firing (which is indicated 
by a spike on the t?Marker !t trace). In each case there is a very faint x-ray 
signal at the time of gun firing, and a large delayed signal, with a delay time 
inversely related to the Ez  field at the tjme of gun-firing. The total absence 
of k-ray signals between the initial and delayed spikes is due to the time re-
quired for secondary electrons to gain 20 key (the minimum energy that is 
detectable) by running away in the electric field. This process is readily 
calculated to involve about 103  transits around the levitron (depending on E ' ), 
which corresponds to a few hundred microseconds delay. 

The manner in which the runaway electrons giverise to the observed 
x-ray signal is in itself of great interest. The signal appears during atime 
of rising magnetic field, so that ordinary diffusionof R < B drift is ruled out 
as a means of bringing electrons to the liner, The E X  B drift towards the 
ring core is too small to offer a plausible explanation. The most likely inter-
pretation appears to be in terms of a cooperative 'dumping of the beam after 
it reaches. a certain magnitude - apparently the same sort of dumping of run-
away electrons as takes place in the steilarator-type discharges. If these 
ideas prove correct, the study of the :tunaway electron instability will prove 
extremely interesting, as well as fairly manageable, since the high-energy 
mechanism in question can now be isolated from the complex phenomena of 
the low-energy discharge. 

The delayed signals observed are of twocharacteristic types: I, a very 
sharp initial spike, followed by several smaller ones; or II, a broad symmet-
rical pulse. Signals of Type I (Cases a and 3 in Fig. 111-2) are obtained under 
conditions favorable to runaway, that is, high electric field, or relatively low 
deiity, low admixture of air, etc. Signals of Type II (Case ' in Fig. 111-2) 
are obtained under unfavorable conditions. 

The effect of lowering the electron-gun voltage for the magnetic-fieid 
regime of Case p is alsO shown inFig. 111-2. There results an increasing 
lag of the delayed signal and a change-over from Type I to Type II signals 
as the voltage is lowered. 

Similarly, for large B z  one obtains a Type-I signal (presumably 
because the component of 	along magnetic field-lines is:maximized), where 
as for low B z  one obtains a Type-Il signal (seeFig. 111-2). For null B z  there 
is no delayed signal at all. 
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The phenomena described above were obtained, with the core levitated. 
Without levitation, there is only an occasional Type-Il signal of vanishingly 
small amplitude. Insertion of a 3/8-in, rod to within 5 cm of the core has 
little effect, but beyond that the x-ray signa,l drops. If the original signal 
was very strong and of Type I, the drop is slight. If the signal was weak or 
of Type II, it is effaced completely on insertion of the rod. Positioning the 
electron gun beyond the usual 1/2-in, depth permits deeper insertion of the 
rod before attenuation of the signal sets in. 

The results reported above were øbtained with an initial B field and 
a rising B6  field (see, Fig. 11-2). Very similar results can be oZbtained with 
an: initial B 0  field and a rising B z  field. 

Recently an investigation of the fast-pinch regime in the levitron has 
been begun. Fo.r,this purpose initial B  and B0  fields. are set up, and a 
fast-rising B 0  field (about 50 Ilsec,  approx 3 kg at the liner) is then applied. 
At pressures of about a micron deuterium, quite satisfactory pinches are 
obtained without preionization. The B  field is compressed towards the core, 
with resultant departures of about 50% from the vacuum-field distribution and 
relaxation times of about 100 sec. The magnetic probe traces are smooth 
and substantially reproducible - in marked contrast with traces obtained for 
configurations of this kind in linear hard-core pinch experiments. This fing-
ing supports the theory that thepresence of electrodes in linear pinch exper-
iments contributes to the erratic behavior of the magnetic field distribution. 

At lower initial pressures, the fast-rising B 0  does not couple as well 
to the plasma (as.determined from the light output) or to the B z  field (as de-
termined from magnetic probes). 

'Large xray bursts are observed during the rise of the fast.B. At 
low pressures, part of these x-rays are above 100 key, and can be aetected 
at some distance outside the levitron. At pressures of about a micron, where 
good coupling is obtained, the hard x-ray component disappears., 

The difference in breakdown behavior for the stellarator regime (better 
coupling at low pressure) and the conventional pinch regime (better coupling 
at high pressure) is probably, related to the dumping phenomenon previously 
discussed., At the very high electric fields of the pinch regime, it is not the 
collisional mean free path 'but the mean..path before dumping that appears to 
limit the motion of the conduction electrons. The ability of the levitron to 
operate continuously in the range between the stellarator and the pinch regime 
will permit us to investigate this point more closely. 

2. LEVITRON DEVELOPMENT. 

Both Be  and Bz  fields have been pulsed together for B'  s up to 5000 
gauss (out of a possible 15,000 gauss) and B0?  s up to 2000 gauss (out of a 
possible 5000 gauss). The slow-rise.-time connections were used (1.5 msec 
B. and 3 rnsec Be) so that coil loading  stresses were maximum. No unex-
pected mechanical stresses occurred, and at present no mechanical constraint 
relative to the iron is needed. The fast-rise-time connection of B z  was pulsed 
at 5000 volts (5000 gauss) and showed the expected critical damping'caused by 
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the resistivity of the liner In terms of electrical constants, the levitron has 
behaved as expected. 

The vacuum inside the liner is typically 10-5  mm Hg, and with titanium 
filament pumping can be reduced to 5X10 7  mm Hg. The primary vacuum 
aid of liner heating has not been achieved, although the copper ring core has 
been baked to 450 0  C for 8 hr with separate vacuum pumpout. The stainless 
liner heating had been based on 20kw of 500-kc power available from a self- 
excited oscillator. This system had worked adequately during the initial bake-
out tests with temporary windings on -the vacuum copper shell, but when the 
same heating was attempted with the final windings in place, the interwinding 
capacitance and insulation heating became unacceptabi large. In addition, 
the secondary interaction with the main capacitor'bank, in the form of rf 
breakdown, was exceedingly complex and dangerous from the standpoint of 
insulation failures. Consequently, it-was decided to go to a more favorable 
frequency (10 kc) for liner heating at which the effective circuit Q of the 
liner would be close to 4 instead of 40. A motor generator set for this pur-
pose is being purchased. A l-kc ignitron inverter proved inadequate, but 
a conversion of the vacuum tube oscillator to '10 kc has provided a temporary 
heating method. 

- 	 3. ELECTRON-BEAM PINCH 

In the preceding report the hypothesis was advanced that the extrrne 
elongation of some vacuum-field beam traces' in the azimuthal direction was 
due to ordinary "optical distortion." This hypothesis has now been completely 
verified, The beam enters the helical field on flux lines distributed over a 
finite extent in radius from the axis of the tube. As is well known, a helical 
vacuum field has substantial shear: i. e. , there is a difference iiypitch for 
field lines on flux surfaces at different radii. The beam smear therefore - 
represents the different amount of rotation about the tube axis for beam parti-
des near the inner (small-radius-) edge of the beam spot relative to particles 
near the outer edge. In Fig. 111-3, two beam traces obtained for different 
initial beam size are compared with theoretical predictions, and are found to 
fit perfectly. 'The beam smar can be regarded simply as a mapping of a flux 
tube that is cylindrical in cross section at the -  beam-input end and acquires a 
highly elongated cross section further down the tube. Since the smear of the 
beam is proportional to - the shear of the field, - it provides a convenient tool 
for determining the local shear of magnetic field distributions in pinches, 
and therefore a useful indication of theoretical hydromagnetic stability. 

Among the second- order perturbations of the beam trajectory is the 
drift associated with the acceleration of the electrons during passage from 
the initial rectilinear trajectory to the helical path imposed by the pinch 
fields. 	- 

- The radial displacement of the beam on entering the piach tube is cal-
culated as Ar =a 11 t-an 1  (Bo/B), where -a 11  is the gyroradius that an electron 
would have in' the total field A radial drift of this order has been observed, 
with a reversal in sign for a reversal in B6 
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Besides the initial radial drift, there is also a continuous axial and 
azimuthal drift due to the centrifugal force on the beam as it follows the 
helical field in the pinch tube. This drift causes the beam to emerge with 

a B 0  B 
an azimuthal displacement A 0 = 0 	

Z 
, where U is the total angle 

r B 
of rotation of the beam. The magnitude of this drift is indicated on Fig. III-3 

Further studies have been made on "inverse stabilized pinches," with 
a view to producing sufficiently large field gradients so as to induce small-
scale "nonhydromagnetic" turbulence. Figure 111-4 shows typical results. 
When the beam is passed through the region of high field gradients, where 
the magnetic probes indicate turbulence, it appears markedly perturbed, but 
remains within a well-defined zone. The beam can be pa&sed all the way 
down the pinch all through the discharge cycle (which cannot be done with the 
stabilized pinch). When the beam is passed through a region where the field 

- gradients are low and the magnetic probes indicate no turbulence, it is es-
sentially unperturbed. These results indicate that, in a pinch where th& 
"probe flutter" remains confined to a limited zone, loss of particle-contain-
ment properties can be avoided. If this hypothesis is correct, the implica-
tions for plasma heating in the levitron are considerable. 

Hard-core pinches with nulls in Bz  or Be have also been investigated 
(Figs. 111-5 and 111-6). As always, a null in Be produces marked probe flutter 
whereas a null in B z  does not (see Fig. 111-7). Remarkably enough, the asso-
ciated electron-beam' traces for the two cases show a roughly comparable 
degree of perturbation, and neither pinch will pass the beam at an advanced 
stage of the pinch cycle. It is perhaps worth noting that the "turbulent" beam 
traces of the reverse Bz  pinch are not wholly irreproducible. Traces obtained 
on successive shots show a certain degree of family resemblance. This is the 
first instance in the present experimental series in which the diagnosis of 
stability by magnetic probes appears to disagree with the diagnosis by electron 
beam. The extremely low pitch of the field lines near the null of Bz  may be 
leading to a highly elongated beam path, with resultant hypersensitivity to 
irregularities in the field structure. 

4. COLLISIONLESS PLASMA SHOCK (EXPERIMENTAL) 

A survey has been made of the dynamic friction experienced by a deu-
terium plasma of density 5X 1015  moving with 1 kv energy for 50 cm through 
a stationary deuterium plasma of the same density. Within an experimental 
uncertainty in velocity of about ± 20%, no dynamical friction has been ob- 

- served for axial-focusing magnetic fields sufficient to collimate the accel-
erated plasma (B between 1 and 6 kilogauss). 

In weak or null focusing fields uncertainties are introduced by the rapid 
radial expansion of the plasma. It appears, however, that friction due to the 
spontaneous growth of transverse magnetic field does not materialize. Ex-
amination of the-several-hundred-gauss transverse fields 'initially trapped in 
the accelerated .plas±ta. has failed to show enhancement. 

An idealized coilisionless first-order perturbation treatment of the 
contra-streaming plasma configuartion indicates rapid growth of transverse 
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Fig. 111-6. Reverse-B 0 -fie1d pinch distribution. 
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magneti'c fields by the firehose instability' in axial fields less than about 10 
kgauss and by interaction with transverse magnetic waves in weak or null 
fields., The apparent absence of such phenomena indicates that a number of 
additional effects must be considered (stability against electrostatic two-
stream interaction is expected because of low electron temperature). At 
present, it appears that the most likely stabilizing factor is small-angle ion-
ion scattering between the opposed streams The lower limit placed on the 
amplitude of magnetic perturbations that will grow is roughly estimated to be 
in the severai -hundred- gauss.range. 

5. COLLISIONLESS PLASMA SHOCK (THEORETICAL) 

The improved electrostatic shock calculations with a one-dimensional 
sheet-charge plasma (mass ratio = 10) reported in the preceding quarter have 
continued to demonstrate the essential features of large amplitude wave gen-
eration by the two-stream instability; Improvement of the code to correct for 
multiple sheet crosings within a time step has eliminated a small class of 
tt runaway ?t electrons which had attained sufficient velocity to make multiple 
crossings on nearly every time step. 

Calculations extended to 10 ion plasma periods, with energy conserva-' 
tion within several percent, indicate saturation of ion-wave potentials at about 
the ion streaming energy in the frame of the shock plasma. In the frame 
moving with the shock, a static sinusoidal potential is developed for about a 
wave length near the shockfront. The potential generated by energetic pös-
itives forming the front has a wave length that is about the mean of the ion 
and electron plasma wave lengths, and has an amplitude equal to the electron 
streaming energy. Several wave lengths into the shock the wave field increases. 
in amplitude, and oscillating modes dominate. 

The electron velocity distribution is nearly thermal after penetration 
of about one ion plasma wave  length, and the average kinetic energy in random 
motion approaches 30%of the ion streaming energy Te/Tj  1/2. Complete 
thermalization of the ion streams has not occurred after. 10 ion plasma wave 
lengths, but appears to require penetration that is greater by a factor of 
about 2. 

6. OPTICAL PUMPING OF A RUBY LASER BY A. DYNAMIC PINCH 

The abstract of a paper presented at the Quantum Electronics Conference, 
Berkeley, California, March 1961 to describe the initiation of a new experiment 
is as follows. 

"The optical radiation that occurs in a dynamic plasma pinch experi. 
ment depends in part on the amount and type of impurity atoms present in the 
system. By proper choice of these impurities,  it should be possible to tailor 
the optical radiation from-the pinch in intensity, spectrum and duration such 
that the kinetic ènergyof motion (100 to 1000joules) appears as radiation 

E. M. Parker, J. Nuclear Energy, Pt. C: Plasma Physics Z, p. 146-153(1961). 
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energy in less than 10-6  sec; . This should provide .a'good  method of optical 
pimping for pulse laser operation. Thispaper discuses the optical radiation 
from the dynamipi.nch.and describes an experiment that is, beirssetup':t:o'use 
this radiation, as the pump, source for a. laser.. 

Figure 111-8 sh.pws the experimental .appatus., To new features have been 
incorporated in this dynamic pinch —n. .ameiy, the multiple spark triggers for 
init.iati.ngthe pinch symmetrically and. a heated.-ignir.on fired condenser, bank. 
The addition of both features has delayed operation so that laser action of the 
ruby has not yet been observed. The pinch is presently behaving properly, 
but the pinch forces fracture the central quartz tube. 

7. HIGH-MAGNETIC-FIELD RESEARCH 

The recent discovery of high-field superconductivity' has given new 
impetus: to research on force-free .cQl-1  design. The critical magnetic field 
for, wire;orientation along the field direction in Nb3Sn is found to be 50% 
higlie.r than the critical field for the, transverse wire orientation. 2  Thus it 
seems that force-free superconducting magnets of Nb3Sn will be able to a-
chieve 50% higher fields than magnets of conventional,design. The force-
free structure, need only be. used in those coil regions  whe.re .the magnetic 
field i.,h'i.gbest. 	. 	. 	, 	. . . 	. 	.. 	. 	. 	. 	. . 	. . 	. 

Pre;vious attempts to make force-free coils, of wire have met with only,  
partial success, because of the difficulty:f extremely precise shaping. The 
present line, of attack is to use specially.cut.strips. of sheet metal. 

8. INSTABILITY THEORY : 

Further calculations have been made on the "streamer" mode in Astron. 
In the. thin-E-layer small -beam- spread. approximation with a high degree of 
field reversal, the m = 1 stability criterion for helical b'eams.crossing at an 
angle "9c  is given' by 

R 	2 	11(x1) 1, 	 , 
1>4 -cos (Oc/Z) 	tIl(xl)Kl(xz) - I 1 (x 2 )K 1 (x 1 )]  

1 1 (x 2 ) 

where 5 is the E-layer thickness, R is its radius, I and K are imaginary 
Bes'el functions, x 1  = cot(Oc /2) and x.2 = ..cot( 6c /2), where b is the radius 
of the, tank. Ex.cept for 6c  =0, them = 1 mode is the  most unstable. Because 
of the periodicity condition for m = 1, the most unstable wave length is given 
by k =cot (Oc / 2 )/R. 

E. Kth-izler; E. Btiehler F. S. 'Hsu, and J. H. Wernick, Phys. 'Rev. Letters 
6, 89 (1961) 

O Betterton, Jr , R W. Boom, G. D. Kneip, and R. E. Worsham, Phys 
Rev. Letters 6, 532 (1961). 
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For  
Tr  , we have approximately 

1>2 	cos (-0/2)  {i - 	. 	 (2) 

This holds exactly for the m = 1 mode as 0 - rr, and, as it happens, also 
for the m = 0 mode when 0c = 0. (Here there is no periodicity requirement, 
and so the most unstable wave length is given by k = 0. ) For small but non-
zero 0c'  the m = 0 mode is stable,, and stabilityagainst the m = 1 mode is 
great, because k is restricted to large values. 

When the field reversal is only slight, the factor 2 (R/6) cos 2 (Oc/ 2 ) is 
replaced by ,/Za 2 , where a 2  is a measure of the beam spread and . is 
Christofilbs 1 s. field-reversal parameter, which is about unity. 

For reasonably large values of the ratio R/b and of the beam spread .  
a 2 , and for slight field reversal, it is thus possible to satisfy the stability 
condition. Unfortunately the present treatment break-s down under precisely 
these conditions. It would seem, however, that most of the approximations 
made are such as to reduce apparent stability. Thus it seems likely that the 
Astron thermonUclear reactor, as currently envisaged, will be stable against 
the "streamer" instability.  

As pointed out in the preceding  quarterly report, the streamer insta-
bility in sheet pinches has a close relative which can appear in thermally 
anisotorpic plasmas. The curent pIii for Astron calls for 0c  60 deg, so 
that the mean sq.uare axial velocity v greatly exce_eds the beam spread and 
even exceeds the means square directed velocity ye2.  Thus there is a sort - 
of Hthermal  anisotropy" situation. An instability analysis has been done for 
an E ler of finite thickness in the nearly plane limit. It is found that for 

Z> v0  there is an instability mode with k = 0, m = 0 consisting of the appear-vz 
	of B e  field within the E layer (with a spatial distribution identical with 

the zero-order particle density distribution). To first order, the total par-
ticlederisity is unperturbed, but particles of opposite axial velocity undergo 
opposite radial displacements. (The associated pattern of axial current flow 
creates the Be field, which in turn causes the radial displacemnt of the 
electrons. 

Since the condition v 2 >V 02  is to be approached gradually during E-
layer build-up, the "instabitity" is really better described as the spontaneous 
generation of B e field.hic.hwili  take place substantially before field rever-
sal, which requires v >3v 0 2 . 

Correction of the present stability criterion for cylindrical geometry 
is not expected to produce changes in excess of 10%.  Sincethe B field 
appears only within the E layer itself, the presence of stabilizing walls has 
no effect to first order. 

The previous work on an infinite thermally isotropic plasma without 
magnetic field has been extended to cover the case of a weak magnetic field 
in the direction of maximum thermal velocity. (This case is of great practical 
interest in connection with colliding plasma streams.) The-marginal stability 
condition is 
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c 	.1 	j 	-a 6 	2 
1-e 	1 0 (a E) 	-i <1 , 	 (3) 

k 

where r = e Z/mc 2 , a 2 < 1 is a measure of the anisotropy, and E (k r )2 
wherer is the thermal gyro-radius. The factor 4 iir 	2  n/k can aiJbe 
written as p/Ze, where 1 =8 ii m nv 2/B 	In thatcasethe criterion re- 
sembles that for the well-known firehose instability, 

- 1 )< 1 	 (4) 

It is easy to show that Eq. (4) is viOlated whenever Eq. (3) is violated; How -
ever, experimental details and instability, growth rates may on occasion 
favor the streamer mode (Eq. 3) over the firehose mode. 

The pOint of basic interest to the theorist is that the streamer mode 
does exist (for p >2/3, a 2 << 1), but only for wave lengths comparable to 
the thermal gyro-radius (e = 1). Thus there is an example here of overlooking 
an instability in the usual procedüreOf first assuminge 0 and thenlooking 
for unstable wave lengths. 

The "mirror instabilityt' analysis has been generalized to hold for ar-
bitráry e ) 2.  inthe limit where the wave length along the field becomes 
infinite. One otains 

p 	- l e 	10 (e) - Il(E )} <1, 	 (5) 

where a 2  measures the thermal anisotropy (the direction along field lines 
now being that of minimum thermal velocity). This reduces to the conven-
tional criterion at e = 0. The present treatment is of interest, because the 
instability growth rate obtained in the conventional treatment increases with 
decreasing, wave length. Thus the conventional treatment has the peculiarity 
of being inapplicable to precisely those modes that will actually gr.ow in.an  
experimental plasma—namely modes for which € is finite. In the present 
treatment the maximum growth rate (for small E ) is found to be 

3 	1 	 3/2 
4 	av 	1 

	

:m 	9_Prg 1 	a 2 	i 

corresponding to a wave length 

ki 	= 	{ P( 
	1/2 

m  
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IV. BERKELEY PLASMA RESEARCH 

1. SHEET PINCH STUDIES 

Oscar A. Anderson 

In a pinch experiment, if loss of plasma occurs before wall impurities 
are detected in the discharge the impurity emission may be considered the 
result of the pinch breakup. On the other hand, if impurities appear first, 
one may suspect them to be a contributing cause. In the Triax experiments 
the latter situation has prevailed, and for this reason most of the recent 
Triax work:has been concentrated on the contamination problem. 

First, several changes were made inthe vacuum system. The pump-. 
out apertures in the Triax anode were enlarged, and a PMC-1440 diffusion 
pump was installed. As a result, the base pressure measured in the tube1.  
was reduce4 from about io -  mm to 4Xl0 - ° mm of Hg. In addition, all 
rubber gaskets and valve seats were replaced by teflon, and an Eimac 
palladium filter was used to purify the deuterium used in the discharge. 
After these modifications, the intensity of 4650 A (C++)  was observed with 
a monochromator while a series of discharges was fired. The carbon im-
purity level measure4 in this waywas initially quite large, perhaps, because 
the tube had been contaminated while. disassembled. After several shotsthe 
C intensity leveled off at a lower value, but there was no great improve-
ment over previous results. It was then suspected.that the teflon seals and 
seats, although not exposed directly to the discharge, might nevertheless be 
responsible for most of the carbon found. This idea was confirmed when 
F 	spectrum lines, e. g  3121 A, were detected. Furthermore, it was 
noticed that these had'thé same time behaviorduring a discharge as C++ 
lines. 	 . 	 , 	. 

All of the teflon in the vacuum system has now been replaced by indium 
except for the seatsof two valves which must be operated frequently. The 
carbon and fluorine intensities are now only about one-fifth of what they were 
before. Ways to eliminate theremaining teflon from the system are being 
investigated.  

A voltage clipper has beenconstructed for measurements of plasma 
resistance at peak curient. . For 15-ky discharges the total resistance 
between electrodes was usually about 1 milliohm, corresponding to a tem-
perature around 10 ev. Occasionally the resistance showed values greater 
than 2 milliohms; this tended to occur on those shots with bursts of impurity 
light. Now that the plasma contamination has been somewhat reduced, such 
events are relatively rare. 

Impurity line intensities have been studied for preheating times of 
6.0 isec  and 2.0 sec, and also for the case of no preheat. For the last two 
cases, the impurity behavior was found to be about the same, but for the long 
preheating time the contamination was greater and started earlier. This may 
be related to other differences that have been noted for long preheat times. 1 

1 Oscar A. Anderson, in Controlled Thermonuclear Research Quarterly 
Report, UCRL9598, March 1961, p.. 42. 
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When the Triax tube was opened recently to enlarge the pump ports, a 
coating of dust was found within. This was analyzed and found to contain 
mostly aluminum and oxygen from the insulating wall, and also some copper 
from the electrode. It is possible that some of this .dust maybe connected 
with the flare effect described in the preceding quarterly report. 1  Con 
struction:has started on a stereoscopic system for the streak camera, which 
will show whether the flares are localized or not, and help to check the dust-
flare theory. In any case a coating of dust in the tube would seem detrimental 
to uniform pinch formation. Frequent cleaning is indicated. 

• 	No way is known to prevent the present type of alumina (Coors AD 99) 
from powdering when exposed to hot plasma. Although quartz is known to 
remain sniooth under the same conditions, it has been difficult to obtain 
large pieces of suitable quality. Recently several quartz blanks were manu-
factured forthe 6x10 Triax by the Amersil Company. These are now 
being ground and polished. The remaining problem is the relatively low 
mechanical strength of quartz, which prohibits the compression.type indium 
seals used with the ceramic insulators. Attempts to make vacuumtight 
soldered seals have recently been successful. 

For some time,: operation of the Triax has been difficult because of 
frequent misfiring of the low-.pres sure switches. The cause of these spon-. 
taneous breakdowns has been traced to áontamination by oil from the me-
chanical pump. The addition of a coldtrap between pump and switches has 
resulted in greatly improved reliability. 

Preliminaryobservations have been made with a new flat sheet pinch, 
of ,  2 in. X 8. in, cross section. Results are to be given later in a Laboratory 
repo.rt 

2. . HOMOPOLAR PROGRAM 

The Experiment 

Klaus Halbach, G Donald Paxson, and Didier Veron 

Much of the time covered by this report was used to bring Homopolar 
IV back to normal performance after the number of shots with back voltage 
dropped down to 5 to 10%.  Although we do not know exactly the reasons for 
this behavior, it seems certain that a contributing element was the addition 
of about 5% methane to the deuterium gas in order to increase the emission 
of light from C+++.  A short time after we started to use .this gas mixture, 
the number of useful shots dropped and drastic changes on the electrodes 
took place. The center electrode showed small burning marks,and blue 
discolorations--which, however, seemed to stem from deposits rather than 
heat.. The outer electrode showed hand-sized patches of grey discolorations. 
That the area of the pathhes on the lower half of the horizontally mounted 
outer. electrode was at least 50 per cent.larger than on the upper half in 
dicates that dust particles must play some role in the creation of these 
patches. A thorough cleaning and polishing of the electrode surfaces im-
proved the performance of Homopolar IV only slightly. The machine 

*Visitor  from Centre d' Etudes Nuclaires de Fontenay-aux.-Roses, France. 
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started working satisfactorily only after we exchanged the titanium elements 
in our..Vacion pump, although these elements had not nearly usedup their 
total pumping capacity. This move was initiated because of a .paper that 
indicated that the titanium elements in Vacionpumps can, after some ser-
vice time, produce and release hydrocarbons. I  This was confirmed by the 
observation that for some time after the element exchange we were unable 
to find light emitted from C+. 	. 	

. 	 I 	 . 

In order to make. Doppler-shift measurements we built a nine-channel 
polychromator of the same basic de.ign as the one described by William 
Cooper. et al. in the Hothouse I section of this report. Since we are dealing 
with a fairly hot plasma, the intensity of the emitted light is very low. Con-
sequent1y, considerable effort was necessary to avoid the pickup of elec-
trical signals from the discharge and the effects of the x rays emitted by the 
machine. 	 . 	. 	 . 

We used this instrument to observe the light that is emitted along a 
line which intersec.ts the outer electrode uiider 4.5 de.gres. 	.So far we 
have investigated the light around the following wave lenths: 5801 A (C . ), 
5411 A (He+),  4860 A (D p ) 4686 A (He+),  and 4411 A (C 	T he observed 
line, widths ranged from 10 to 20 A, which was not in disagreement with the 
line shape.s calculated in the.next section. Also some features of the meas-
ured lines agreed with the calculated line shapes. However, that the line 
shapes obtained with the two polarities of the magnetic field were.not.mirror 
images with respect to each other indicated that all line shapes were pro-
duced by the superposition of at least two different spectral lines. This 
made a quantitative analysis and evaluation of the measured line shapes 
impossible, although the widths of the lines seem to support the values for 
the drift and Larmor velocities resulting from electrical h-ieasurements. 

Theoreticaa Shape of Doppler -Shifted 

and Broadened Lines in Homopolar IV 

Klaus Halbach. 

In order to obtain more information about the rotation and heating of 
the plasma in Homopolar IV, one can observe the light that is emitted along 
a linein the center plane of the machine that intersects the outer electrode 
by 45 deg (Fig.. IV.. 1). In this machine one expects a Larmor velocity of the 
same order of magnitude as the drift velocity. The shape of a spectral line 
resulting from the broadening associated with the Larmor motion and from 
the Doppler shift associated with the drift motion is therefore fairly complex. 

To obtain the shape of a spectral line we calculate the distribution of 
the ion velocity component in the direction of Observation. We derive first 
the observed shape of a spectral line emitted by an ion moving with the 
Larmor velocity vL  on a circle. According to Fig. IV-2.the velocity com-
ponent v in the direction of observation is 

VVL S1n.  

'D. Lichtman, J. Appl, Phys. 31, 1213 (1960). 



< 	 / 

Direction of 
observation 

Fig IVZ Illustration for derivation of 
• 	•. • 	 • Larmor broadenng.., 	 • 

Since there is equal proba1ility of finding the ion at any place on the circle, 
the probability of finding an ion with a velocity component in the direction of 
observation smaller than a given value v is 	• 

•+ 	 * 4••..• sin. 	
•• 

P(v) 	.: 	 .L, 	
(for/Z<</Z). 
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From this we obtain 1  for the velocity distribution function, 

1' 
dv 	 -. 	2 	2172 

The singularities at v = ± vL are of course resolved if we intrpduce some 
Larmor velocity distribution. Before we do this explicitly, we should obtain 
a qualitative understanding of the line shape resulting from drift and Larmor 
motion. In Fig. IV3 the dotted curve represents the distribution of the 
velocity component in the direction of observation originating from ions 
around the vicinity of 0 in Fig. IV-1. ..It'is assumed that the drift velocity is 
equal to the Larmor velocity, thus leading to a Doppler shift of onehalf the 
total width of the distributiOn. The dashed curve is the distribution resulting 
from ions farther from the center electrode, thus having, smaller drift and 
Larmor velocities. 

V 

Fig. IV3. Qualitative line shape and two 
of itscbnstituents. 

Superimposing distributions like this from the whole path OC (path 
A0 gives the same), one can see that all peaks near v = 0 come on top of 
each other, whereas the other peaks spread over a fairly wide velocity 
range, thus leading to a line shape that looks qualitatively like the solid 
curve in Fig. IV-3. Depending on whether the Larmorvelocity is smaller 
or larger than the driftveldcity; the positionof the maximum of the dis 
tribution can be on either side of the origiñ To obtain a quantitative descrip-
tion we have to take into account the drift-velocity component in the direction 
of observation (yb.  co's a) and integrate over the path 0G. "This leads 
obviously to 

1 	 dx 
P (v ) -. i. 	 ' 	 ' 	 ( la) 

J [v 2 	-(v vD(r)cos  a2] 1/2 
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It should be noted that, in order to obtain the shape of a spectral line, one 
should include a weight factor f(r) in.the integrand to account for the emis-
sivity of the plasma as a function of the radius. Since, at this stage, we 
have no idea what this function should look like, we use. 1(r) = 1. When we 
introduce the hr dependence of vD  and vL) 

r 0  

vD vDO 	= VDO COS 0., 

VL vLO cos a, 	- 

and the new variables and parameters u = v/vLOJ k  vDO/vLO  x = r 0 .tana, 
dx= r 0 (da/cos a), the last integral becomes 

r 	r 	 / 	2 1 	0 	 . 	dacos a P 1 (n,k) - - 	
2 2 l'Z 	

( b) 
it vJ0 	

[co.s a - (u - k,cos a) ] " 

It is easy to show that Eq. (1) has a singularity at v vD - VL for vL <ZD 

In order to remove this singularity, one can make the somewhat simpli-
lied assumption that for every r the Larmor ,  velocity has the same relative 
distribution. Introducing this in (1), we obtain 

0.
/4 	

f
o00' 	

r -. ,. 	g(')
P(u,k) = - -/ 	da 	dy2 

	2 	2 	 2 2 1/2 
It 	vJ0JO 	. 	cbs a{y cos a - (u - k cos a) 

(2) 
where g(y) describes the relative Larmor velocity distribution around its 
relative average y = 1. 

If g(y) is .narrower than the corresponding resolution of.the spectrometer 
or, in our case, the channel width of the polychromator, the introduction of 
g(y) is not necessary. In case of the polychromator one simply integrates 
(la) or (lb) over the v or u intervals corresponding to the channels of the 
polychromator. At present a computer program for the computation of 
P 2 (u, k) and J'P 1  (u, k)du is being prepared in order to enable us to compare 
the experiment with the theoretical ecpectation. 
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3 HYDROMAGNETIC WAVEB AND CYCLO.TRON.HEATING 

Hothouse I 

William S Cooper III, Alan W DeSilva, 
George R. Spiliman, and .JohnM Wilcox 

Polychromator 	 - 

Previously we have been able to determine the time dependence of the 
ion density of the hydrogen plasma produced. in the Hothouse I experiment, 
using data from about 60 or .70 shots. . The ion density was determined by 
observing with a monochromator the change.in  shape with time of the Stark-
broadened hydrogen emission line profiles. This quarter we have developed 
a rnultichanneled monochromator (a "polychromator"), which enables us to 
observe the.instantàneoüs shape of a.line profile. This allows us to determine 
the ion density as a function of time on a single shot, and eliminates the 
necessity of depending on reproducibility from shot to shot, the largest 
s.ource of error in the previous ion density measurements. 

The .polychromator consists of a modified Jarrel-Ash 82-000 mono-
chromator. The exit slit of this instrument- was removed,, and the line image 
magnified by a factor of about 50 by a,cylindrical.'Lucite lens. The magnified 
line image was sliced up by nine narrow light pipes leading to nine lPZl 
photomultipliers. A schematic diagram of the optics of the polychromator 
is shown in Fig IV4 The range covered by the nine channels is variable, 
depending on the focal lengthof the cylindriè'al lucite lens used. With the 
instrument set up to cover a range of 15 A, the resolving power of each 
channel is better than 0.4 A, much less than the half-width of any spectral 
lines.:we intend to study ;  (.which are typically .3 to 5 A).. .... . 	.. 

Preliminary data yielded line profiles which fitted theoretical profiles 
.'cver,y well, and indic,ated.ion densities in good agreement with the averaged 
values,.obtained previously.. .. . . . . 

Plasma Inhomogeneities 	. 	 . . . 	 . 

Data from the polychromator led us to suspect the presence of in-
homogeneities in the plasma durng the decay period. . Kerr-cell and framing-
camera'.pictures confirmed this.Shortly after crowbar the plasma breaks 
into several- -usually 3 4, or 5__ttswirls, " arranged like the spokes of a 
wheel, with their axes parallel to the magnetic field, These structures 
apparently extend all the way through the plasma. Later in time the visible 
structure becomes more diffuse; motion, either rotation or drift across the 
field, is very slow. Figure IV-5 shows a series of pictures taken with a 
framing camera, looking endwise into the tube. Crowbar was at 19 Flsec. 
By 30 .tsec  the voltage across the plasma was essentially zero (i. e . , the 
plasma had stopped spinning). The interframe time in. this case was 3.3 psec; 
the exposure time was 0.7 1isec. 

*We wish to thank Willis C. Goss, Richard L. Woodcock, and the other mem-
bers of the Optical.Measurements Group at LRL, Livermore, for loaning us 
the framing camera and assisting in its use. 
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Fig. IV-4. Schematic diagram of the optical system of 
the polychromator. 
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Fig. IV-5. A series of pictures of the Hothouse I plasma, looking 
endwise. The interframe time was 3.3 psec; the exposure 
time about 0.7 4sec. The time in p.sec of each frame is indicated 
under each picture; crowbar was at 19 psec. Breakdown 
occurred at 3 lisec.  The dark strip on the right of each 
picture was caused by vignetting. 
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As the development of the swirls apparently involves motion of plasma 
across magnetic field lines, with an accompanying  vXB electric field, it 
wasthought that the presence of a conductor at the eid f the tube to "short" 
the field lines and maintain this field at zero would prevent the formation 
of the swirls. Figure IV-6 shows another series of pictures taken with the 
framing camera, under the same conditions as in Fig. IV-5, but with a metal 
mesh in the end of the tube (in contact with the plasma). . The grid does 
greatly inhibit:the formation of the swirls. Further work with the framing 
camera is in . progress. 

Ion Cyclotron Resonance Experiment 

Peter A. Forman, Gordon W. Hamilton, and John M. Wilcox 

A torsional hydromagnetic wave is induced at one end of a cylindrical 
plasma in a magnetic mirror. The wave propagates in the axial direction, 
and in the center of the device a resonance occurs between the hydromagnetic 
wave frequency and the local ion cyclotron frequency. . The 8.5-Mc oscillator 
that.induces the wave delivers 1 Mw of power to the plasma for a 3-ms.ec 
pulse. A magnetic probe inserted in the plasma near the, end at which,the 
wave is induced gives a peak signal of about 40 gauss, which is the amplitude 
that one would calculate for a power input of 1 Mw. Thus the transfer of 
energy from the oscillating circuit to the hydromagnetic wave is very effi- 
c ie nt. 

The amplitude of the wave magnetic field b 0  has been measured as a 
function of axial position. When the wave propagates in a uniform magnetic 
field the dashed curve in Fig. IV-7 is obtained, i. e., there is a gradual 
attenuation as the wave propagates along.the tube. When the wave propagates 
in a magnetic mirror field, with the ion cyclotron resonance condition at the 
center, the solid curve of Fig. IV7 is obtained. The wave amplitude in-
creases for the first several centimeters of propagation, and then drops 
abruptly by a factor of four. The explanation for the increase of amplitude 
as the wave propagates is to be found in the .fact that the wave is propagating 
into a region of decreasing magnetic field, so that the hydromagnetic wave 
velocity is decreasing. . Then the wave length is also decreasing. However, 
neglecting dissipative effects (which is a good approximation in the region 
in which the resonance condition does not exist), the same amount of energy 
is contained in each wave length of the wave and therefore the energy density 
should increase. Since the energydensity is proportional to b/ 87r, then 
b0  should also increase, as observed. A geometrical effect associated 
with the decreasing magnetic field will reduce but not eliminate the effect 
discussed above. 

The abrupt drop in the solid curve of Fig. IV-7 at the ion cyclotron 
resonance region indicates that about 90% of the energy is transferred out of 
the wave. The fate of this energy and the resulting effects on the plasma 
are being studied spectroscopically and with a diamagnetic probe. 

In the resonance. region the phase of the wave magnetic field b0 should 
be 90 deg different from the phase, of the radial component br•  An ion will 
then see a rotating electric field that will accelerate it. The relative phase 
of b0 and br  is shown in Fig. IV-8. In the resonance region this condition 
is satisfied. 
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Fig. IV-6. Another series of pictures taken with the framing 
• 	camera, conditions being idehtical with Fig. IV-5 except 

for the presence iof a metal mesh inside the tube in contact 
• 	with the plasma. 	 •• - - 
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Fig. IV-7. Amplitude of wave magnetic field b 0  versus axial 
position. The dashed line is for a uniform magnetic 
field and the solid line is for a magnetic mirror geometry 
with ion cyclotron resonance at the center. The neutral 
gas pressure before the shot was 5 	Radio-frequency 
power into the plasma was 1 Mw for 3 msec. The wave 
propagates from left to right. The wave amplitude at 
the left (driving) end is consistent with an energy flow 
of 1 Mw in the hydromagnetic wave. 
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When the applied magnetic field is much larger than the field corre-
sponding to ion cyclotron resonance, the amplitude of br  is small compared 
with the amplitude of b 0 . As the wave propagates into a decreasing magnetic 
field the ratio br/b0  increases, until finally in the resonance region br/b0 = 11 

The measurements of br/b0  are shown in Fig. IV-9 in the resonance region 
the above condition is satisfied. 

Considerable evidence of an ion cyclotron resonance condition has been 
obtained. A computer program is in progress to solve the dispersion equation 
and provide a detailed theoretical comparison with the experimental results. 

4. HYDROMAGNETIC IONIZING FRONTS 

Wulf B. Kunkel 

The analysis of the ionizing fronts that are observed to propagate 
during the plasma-preparation phase in the Hothouse experiments' has been 
generalized. A complete treatment can be found in a separate paper; 2  here 
we give an account of only the salient features. .. In earlier reports 3 ' the 
treatment had been limited to "switch-on" waves, i. e. to cases in which the 
propagation proceeds along an initial strong magnetic field, so that the trans-
verse magnetic driving field starts abruptly in the front itself. In general, 
however, a finite transverse component of the magnetic field may exist ahead 
of the front, because it is perfectly feasible to drive a plasma hydromagnetic 
shock in a direction that makes a finite angle with the initial magnetic field. 5 

In the analysis we have restricted ourselves again to a simplified one-
dimensional model. The geometry is best explained with the help of Fig. 
IV-10. The gas is considered to be confined between. two infinite conducting 
planes, both parallel to the xz plane. The initial magnetic field is also 
parallel to the xz plane, while the applied electric field is always parallel 
to the y axis, and everything is assumed to be independent of both the y and 
z coordinates. This means we are looking at plane wave motion and are 
choosing our x coordinate along the direction of propagation. It also implies 
that the viscous drag at the flow boundaries and.any variation, of the electri-
cal conductivity that might appear in the neighborhood of the surfaces are 
being ignored. 	. 	. 	'. 

'John M. Wilcox, Alan W, DeSilva, William S. Cooper III, Pierre Pellissier, 
and William R. Baker, A Device for Generating a Highly Ionized Hydrogen 
Plasma, UCRL-9528, Jan. 12, .1961. 

2Wulf B. Kunkel and Robert A. 
UCRL-9612, May 16, 1961. 

.3 
Robert A. Gross and Wulf B. 

Quarterly Report, TJCRL-9393, 

4Wulf B. Kunkel, in Controlled 
UCRL-9500, Dec. 1960, p.  71. 

.5  
R. M. Patrick, Phys. Fluids 

Gross, Hydromagnetic Ionizing Waves, 

Kunkel, in Controlled Thermonuclear Research 
Sept. 1960, p. 58. 

Thermonuclear Research Quarterly Report, 

2, 589 (1959). 
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The gas ahead of the wave is, of course, assumed to be at rest, in 
equilibrium, and nonconducting. Furthermore, we shall assume that 
immediately behind the shock the gas is again in thermodynamic equilibrium, 
so that it obeys an equation of state and so that its relevant physical prop-
erties such as composition, electrical conductivity, etc. can be computed 
from equilibrium considerations. This means we are limiting ourselves to 
densities high enough to ensure sufficiently rapid equilibration rates. We 
need not make any assumptions concerning the shock structure in this case 
other than requiring that the shock thickness be finite and constant. The 
exact mechanism of ionization is not under discussion here. The require-
ment of equilibrium behind the front implies that the current there is zero 
if the flow is steady. This means that the electric field must be zero in the 
frame of the moving gas behind the front, even if the gas has finite resis-
tivity there. Therefore the shock relations are alwys automatically in-
dependent of the conductivity. 

It is not immediately obvious that a steady wave should propagate in 
a shock tube experiment in which, for instance, the current input is kept 
constant. Since shocks are usually compressive, the front must ordinarily 
be followed by an expansion wave with its nonsteady flow, unless a suitable 
additional piston is provided, However, it has been shown that in the limit 
of negligible dissipation, i. e. , isentropic conditions behind the sh9ck front, 
the flow there can be described as a "centered rarefaction wave. "° This 
means that, in this approximation at least, the entire flow pattern spreads 
at a uniform rate and draws constant total current s  so that a steady shock 
can indeed be driven ahead of it. Accordingly, we have treated the problem 
in two steps. First we discuss the shock relations under the assumptions 
of steady flow. Here we have to include the effects of dissociation and ioni-
zation. Then we look at the expansion wave, assuming negligible resistivity, 
viscosity, and thermal conductivity. Finally, we combine the two regions 
to describe the entire phenomenon. The model is depicted schematically in 
Fig. IVll. The situation and the analyses here are very similar to those 
treated by Kemp and Petschek, 7  the only difference being that the latter 
assume complete dissociation and ionization ahead of the wave, while we 
require negligible electrical conductivity. Our model will not be applicable 
to extremely strong shocks in which the emitted radiation ionizes the gas 
at large distances from the front. 

The shock relations, which can be written down directly, are the same 
as those used previously by other authors in the analysis of ordinary hydro-
magnetic shocks 8 ' 9  except that we must allow for the energy stored in 
dissociation and ionization and for a change in y across the wave. Moreover, 
as pointed out before, the electric field ahead of the wave cannot be directly 
related to the magnetic field there because of the lack of conductivity. This 
means the shock relations alone are still insufficient to determine the flow, 

6 K. 0. Friedrichs et al., Notes on Magnetohydrodynamics. VIII. Nonlinear 
Wave Motion, NYO-6486 (1958). 

7 N. H. Kemp et al,, Phys. Fluids 2, 599 (1959). 

Lust, Z. Naturforsch. 8a, 277 (1953). 
9 j. Bazer et al., Astrophys. J. 129, 758 (1959). 
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or the propagation speed of the front, when the state of the undisturbed gas 
and one shock strength parameter such as, say, the driving field are speci-
fied. Another physical criterion must exist which determines the process 
and on which an additional equation can be based to close the set mathemat-
ically. This situation was already indicated in a previous report in con-
nection with the switch-on" ionizing wave. The phenomenon has several 
features in common with gaseous detonation waves: energy is released in 
the front (in this case electromagnetic energy from the driving circuit is 
dissipated), and for given initial conditions and given driving current the 
propagation speed of the front must be equal to or greater than a certain 
minimum value. 

In the theory of gaseous combustion waves the so-called Chapman-
Jouguet hypothesis is used to render the problem a determined one, 10 
According to this hypothesis the detonation will propagate at the minimum 
speed unless a piston is provided which forces the gas to flow more rapidly 
than with the velocity corresponding to the minimum shock speed. This 
operating point is usually called the ChapmanJouguet point. At the C-J 
point the detonation front travels exactly at the speed of sound with respect 
to the gas behind. This means the rarefaction wave, which must necessarily 
follow the compressive detonation, just remains attached to the front. More-
over, the entropy of the gas behind the front is a relative minimum at the 
C - Joint. 

In the analysis of our hydromagnetic ionizing fronts it is shown that 
similar relations exist for switchoff waves, i. e. in the cases in which the 
transverse component of magnetic field exists only ahead of the wave. It 
turns out, however, that the entropy behind the front is a maximum rather 
than a minimum when.the hydromagnetic switchoff• ionizing front propagates 
at its minimum speed. In gene rali. e. , when the magnetic field behind the 
front has a transverse component we note, on the other hand, that no 
simple analogy for the CJ operating point can be found. Yet we may 
postulate that the physical condition that determines the speed of the front 
always has one essential feature in common with the C-J process: the 
rarefaction wave must always remain just attached to the front, i. e., in 
Fig. IV11 the region R Z  must always be reduced to zero width. The argu 
ment is as follows: if the front travels faster with respect to gas behind 
than the propagation speed of small disturbances, the rarefaction wave will 
lag behind, but the front will probably be unstable with respect to small 
depressions. And if the front travels slower than the speed of small dis-
turbances, the rarefaction wave catches up with the front and weakens it so 
that no steady propagation is possible, in disagreement with observation. 1 
Of course these arguments apply only- .and the existence of a we1ldefined 
steady front of finite thickness can be predicted only- -if the electric field 
which exists ahead of the front does not cause an appreciable ionization, and 
hence conductivity, throughout the entire region ahead of the front. In 
arrangements such as are used in the Hothouse experiments the latter con 
dition seems to be satisfied. 

10 
R. Courant et al,, Supersonic Flow and Shock Waves (Interscience 

Publishers, Inc., New York, 1948, pp. 204232. 
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We therefore add as an additional equatiOn the condition that the 
plasma leave the front .at the speed of the appropriate hydromagnetic dis - 
.turbances, i.e. , here the slower of the, two possible hydromagnetic speeds. '' 
Now the system of equations is complete and the problem is reduced to 
ordinary algebra.: We introduce again the symbole for the energy per unit 
mass stored in the form of ionization and dissociation, and assume thatthe 
plasma obeys a perfect gas law. Furthermore we again introduce dimen-
sionless variables: 

p 1 Uv 2 	... 	. 	' 

p1U2 	' 
Y - 
	(H) 	. 

p 1 Uw2  
z= 

- 4H) 2 

	
(1) 

p 1 e 

H)
Z 

 

H 
x 

CL 	
LH 

H+H zi 	•z 
AH 

where zH = H 	- Hi O, H.being the.transverse field, 1,3 is the speed 
of the front, v is the longitudinal and w is the transverse speed of the plasma, 
all measured in. the laboratory system, and quantities in regions R 1  and R 2  
are distinguished by subscripts 1 and 2. . In terms of these quantities the 
solution takes the form 	 - 

Y 
p2=p1 	 (2) 

(3) 

(y 2+l)X2  + (y2-i-p+2v277)X  + (' 2 -1)a 2 	- 
(4.) 

as a- consequence of the shock relations. 	. 	. . 
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The additional equation mentioned bêfo.re.becomes 

(1+ ) 2 (Y - X) = 4(y 2 X + X - Y - y/2 + y 2 )(a 2  + X - Y) 	(5) 

In general we would still have to exp.ress.E and.'y 2  as functions of p2  and 

p 7 with the.help Of the reaction-equilibrium equations... 1nthe limit of corn-
tete ionization and dissociation of hydrOgen, however both E and 	ob- 

viously become simple constants. For illustration. purposes we have con-
sidered both as constants throughout this.treatment. Furthermore, in all 
cases of interest we can neglect17. - This means that y, also disappears 
from Eq (4) and we can drop the subscri.pt of Y?  If we wish to find U when 
P1' a, p, €, and LH are all given, we have to eflminate the quantityX betw2een 
(4) and. (5). In general this procedure is cumbersome, but for a. 2  >> (1 + 3) 
Eq. (5) can be approximated by a simpler form and the solution for Y be-
comes very similar to the earlier result. 4 

Other quantities of interest are then readily expressed in terms of U, 
the propagation speed of the front, e. g., 

v(i 	 (6) 

+ l) 

(l p/zY)' 
	 (7) 

p 1 U 2  

2y+l 	 (8) 

Since it can be shown that Y >> P if also a >> 1, Eqs. (6), (7), and (8) 
state that v2, p2,  and p 7  in this model are insensitive to P. and very simply 
related to U. In particflar, the compression.approaches a constant, sur-
prisingly low value: for y = 5/3 we have p 2/p 1  1.6. 

The electric fields can also be evaluated from the jump conditions in 
terms of our new variables, 	. 	.. 	. 	•• . 	: 	

• 

UH = UH + 1 = 
	+ 1 	

(9) 

Since U and E 2  are readily observable in experiments such as Hothouse 
in which hydromagnetic ionizing fronts are generated:- experimental verifica-
tion of Eq. (9)  pro.vides a.test for.the adequacy of the n-iodel analyzed here. 

As indicated - in Fig.IV-11, if regionR has zero width our model in-
volves a rarefaction wave iminediatelyfoilowing the front. A general treat-
ment of this problem calls for a --numerical integration. ' Again 7  however, 
in the limit of H >> H ,  approximations can be made that result in con- 
siderable simpli?cation, particularly since then also p << p.H 

x 
2 . ,  In.this case 

an analytic solution can be obtained.that is essentially identical with the 
ordinary acoustic expansion wave. We find for the speed of the trailing edge 
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of the rarefaction FaVe-i.e. , for thespèed of söund inthe  uniform plasma 
in region R4 -- 	 - 

/ 	\1/2 	 / 
C 4 (___) 	=: 	U(\l -). 

	

(10) 
sp  

Other quantities of interest are given by the relatiOns 

( Y 4 2  	

) 	

(11) 

U2 ..  ... 	 ,. 	 •. 

(RT)4 	- 	 (12) 

H 
z2 

-H 	
2  ' 	 (13) 

H4 Hz [i + H2 (p2 - P4)] 	 (14) 

x 

E4 Z E 2 . 	 (15) 

In other words, region R4, in which v 4  = 0, expands at about half the speed 
of the ionizing front and for y = 5/3 the plasma density there is given by 
p4 	0.8  p 1 . 

Finally, it can be shown that it should be possible to generate non-
compressive hydromagnetic ionizing waves for 3 <0. The conditions for 
such a phenomenon are found simply by setting X = 0 in Eqs. (2), (3), and 
(4) and by adding.the requirement that.the speed U be equal to or smaller 
than the slowest hydromagnetic signal speed in, region R 2 . For instance, 
for a switch-off wave, 3 = -1, this condition is found to e 

(H 
x 
 ZYPe/L 

z 	

) 	
(16) 

H 2>Z(l) 	
2 i 

V 
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In such a case, a uniform plasma is produced in re-gion R 2  that extends 
from the starting point without rarefaction wave all the way to the front. 
This plasma is permeated by the uniforri magnetic field H,, has the pressure 

p2 = .LH 
1

2/2 , 	 (17) 

and has a.transverse drift velocity given by. 

w 2 2e + 	 H 2 
	

(18) 
2 	(j - 1) p 	zi 

It would be interesting to attempt experimental verification, particularly 
of these last predictions. 
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5. PLASMA PHYSICS AND MICROWAVE DIAGNOSTICS 

Donald B. Hopkins, George A. Paulikas, Robert V. Pyle, 
Henry F. Rugge, and J. Warren Stearns 

Dissociation. of Molecular Ions by Magnetic Field 

Experiments are in progress to investigate the dissoci1ation of atoms 
and molecular ions by the Lorentz force of a magnetic field for possible 
application to the problem of high-energy injection into confining magnetic-
field geometries. The experiments are being carried out under the most 
agreeable conditions available at this Laboratory, namely high velocities 
and modest magnetic fields. Some of this workhas been reported. No 
manetic field dissociation was observed for directly accelerated H2+  or 
H 3  ions; however, H2+  ions produced by gas stripping of H3±  ions are left 
in higher vibrational states than are those ions which are produced in the 
ion source itself and have been dissociated by magnetic fields. The results 
are shown in Fig. IV-lZ. We observe the breakup of ions accelerated to 
10 Mev per nucleon, which is consistent with the dissociation of ions in the 
v = 17 vibrational state as calculated by Hiskes. There is perhaps an in-
dication of the onset of breakup of the v 16 vibrational state; also shown 
are the results obtained by Riviere and Sweetman 3  for breakup of these ions 
by electric fields, 

Preliminary work has been done on the production of beams of neutral 
hydrogen atoms, HD+  ions, and HeH+ ions, which may be more easily 
dissociated than the ions which have been tried so far. The investigation 
will be extended to higher magnetic fields and, if the results are promising, 
to lower ion energi. es . 

Ion Density Measurements 

In cooperation with members of the physics department optical pumping 
group, we are attempting to measure ion densities in a nondestructive way 
by the scattering of resonance radiation. This work is part of a study of the 
diffusion of plasma in magnetic fields. A rather highly ionized strontium 
plasma with a maximum density of about 1014  per cc is obtained from a 
hollow cathode discharge which uses an oven as a source of strontium vapor. 
Ions diffuse along and across a magnetic field. One of the resonance lines 
from a Rb lamp has a wave length which corresponds almost exactly with the 
wave length of a line of singly ionized strontium, and can be brought into 
exact resonance by Zeeman. s:plitting with a magnetic field of a few thousand 
gauss. The attenuation of this resonant line is a measure of the ratio of 
the strontium ion density to the 1  thermal broadening in the plasma. We have 
observed the attenuation of the light, but the signal-to-noise ratio is not yet 
sufficiently good for meaningful diagnostic measurements.. The electron 
density is monitored with Langmuir probes and with a Goubau'guided micro-
wave li-ne,.  

'JohnR Hiskes, Phys Rev 122, 1207 (1961) 

2Selig Kaplan. George A. . Paulikas, and Robert V. Pyle, Dissociation Of H2+ 
Ions by a Magnetic Field, UCRL9763, June 1961. 

3A. C. Riviere and D. R. Sweetman, Phys. Revi Letters 5, 560 (1960). 
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The Instability of the Positive Column in a Magnetic Field 

The study of the growth of a macroscopic instability in. a dc positive 
column in a magnetic field has been summarized in a report submitted for 
publication. 4  It was observed that the experimental measurements were 
in good agreement with the.hydromagnetic instability theory of D. B. Kadomtsev 
and A. V. Nedospasov 5  in all details, but that the less satisfying and com-
pletely different sheath instability according to Hoh 6  predicted fairly well 
the magnetic field at which the instability should set in. 

According to our measurements, as well as the theory of Kadomtsev 
and Nedospasov, the instabilities grow in a time of the order of 100 micro-
seconds. From the mechanism involved in the Kadomtsev and Nedospasov 
theory we.would expect that the discharge would be stabilized if it were run 
at a sufficiently high alternating frequency. We therefore operated a dis 
charge at 50 kilocycles and under conditions otherwise similar to the previous 
measurements, except that a hot cathode was placed at both ends of the dis-
charge tube. If one cathode were cold the instability developed in the same 
way and at the same magnetic field as was determined previously. How-
ever, when both electrodes were sufficiently hot to emit electrons during 
their portion of the rf cycle, then the discharges. were stable up to our maxi-
mum magnetic field strength,, which was about five times as high as the 
previous instability threshold. . The experimental result is therefore quali-
tatively consistent with the Kadomtsev and Nedospasov instability theory. 

Microwave Diagnostics 

In addition to carrying on standard microwave diagnostic instrumentation 
we are using the Goubau dielectric wave guides for localized electron-density 
measurements in the diffusion experiment. As described previously, 7  the 
line was calibrated by placing it in dielectric media and in a glow discharge 
tube with electron densities up to 10 12  per cc. The advantage of the glow 
discharge calibration is that the electron densities for given currents and 
pressure can be calculated very well. The line behaves well in the hollow 
cathode discharge except in the central core where the 30amp/cm 2  beam of 
50-volt electron quickly overheats it. 

4George A, Paulikas and Robert V. Pyle, Macroscopic Instability of the 
Positive Column in.a Magnetic Field, UCRL-9682, April 1961 (submitted 
to Phys. Fluids). 

5D. B. Kadomtsev and A. V. Nedospasov, J. of Nuclear Energy Part C 1, 
230 (1960). 	 . 
6 
F. C. Hoh, Phys. Rev. Letters 4, 559 (1960). 

7 	 . 
Hopkmns, Paulikas,. Pyle, Rugge,, and Stearns, in Controlled Thermo- 

nuclear Research Quarterly Report, TJCRL-9598, March 1961, p.  57. 
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6. MEASUREMENT OF THE DRIFT VELOCITY OF ELECTRONS 
IN H2 , D 2 , ANDHe 	 - 

Melvin J. rnstein and Wulf B Kunkel 

Measurements of the drift velocity of electrons in hydrogen, deuterium, 
arid,helium across a strong magnetic field have been completed. The cylin-
drical geomètrywas the- same as described for the ionizatioii measurements. 1 
This experiment measured the ratio of the perpendicular (E)< B) drift. 
velocity t the transverse (E) drift velocity. In the strong-magnetic-field 
limit (wb  >> vc 2 , where wb  and v are respectively the electron cyclotron 
and elastic collision frequencies) the perpendicular drift is given by E/B 

-' The ratio of the drift velocities was-determined simply by locating the 
point of arrival at the anode of electrons that were emitted at a known point 
on the cathode. The electrons were emitted by a hot filament set in a slot 

• iñthe cathode parallel to - the rna-gnetic field.  The anode was divided into 
four quadrants-. Two electrometers were used to measure the current to 
two adjacent quadrants. - The pOsition of arrival of electrons at the anode 
was taken to be-the dividing line- between two such quadrants when the anode 
currëñt was equally -divided between -them. Thus, the observations consisted 
of a measurement of the magnetic fields which resulted in a predetermined 
given-ratiO ofdrift velocities for given values of pres sure and electric field. 
TheratidOf the perpendicular to transverse driftvaried from 12 to 48 in 

• this wo-r-k. The ranges of parameters used were: electric field, from 22 to 
315 volts/cm; pressure, from 0.5 to 4 mm Hg; magnetic field, from 1800 to 
9000 gauss. 	 -- - ---- 

he results agree very .well..with known.vaues-or the cross sections 
an.ave.rage energy losses per collision in. hydrogen and helium. Experi-
mental values for the drift velocity were compared with those computed from 
theoretical expressions given by.A-liis.. 2  

An experiment is now under way to try to measure the diffusion parallel 
to the magnetic field when the electrons are drifting transverse to the mag-
netic. field. Analysis of the diffusion -meas-urements.with the drift velocity 
measurements should yield very accurate values for the.cross, section. Ex-
pressions for the diffusion constant given by Allis will also be used. The 
analysis is simplified in the limit of a strong magnetic field because the 
energy distribution in the absence of electronic excitaion collisions becOmes 
Maxwellian.  

1 Melvin J. Bernstein and Wulf B. Kunkel, in Controlled Thermonuclear - 
Research Quarterly Report, UCRL-9598, March 1961, p. 59. 

2W. P. Allis, .: Motion of Ions and -Electrons, Handbihder Physik, Vol. XXI. 
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7. A PROPOSED EXPERIMENT TO MEASURE 
THE ELECTRIC FIELD DISTRIBUTION INCROSSED-FIELD DISCHARGES 

Theodore G. Northrop 

The trajectory of an injected electron beam in a plasma experiment 
with crossed E and t fields may be useful diagnostically. The electrons 
drift with velocity E  cE3  x /BZ, so that the total drift in traversing the 
plasma is the time-integrated effect of uE.  The first-order (in gyration 
radius) drifts are negligible. Consequently, the integrated drift contains 
information about the potential distribution and the existence of sheaths. 

The applicability of such a technique to the ion magnetron, Fig. IV-13 
has been studied. There may be an electron sheath near the anode across 
which appears most of the applied voltage. If this is the case, a large angular 
drift .0 (Fig.. IV-13) of the electron beam should occur when the beam is 
directed along magnetic lines of force that come close to the anode. And 
little drift should occur for thelinés farther ôüt. The presence of. a. thin 
electron sheath would be qualitatively obvious from the experimental results. 

Quantitative information about the potential, distribution is more diffi-
cult to extract from the experimental data, since the total precession 0 is 
an integrated effect over the trajectory. In principle a nonlinear integral 
equation must be solved. It is more. practical to assume a model forthe 
potential and then to fit the parameters of the model to the experimental data. 
The potential has been assumed of the form 

= a(i) + b(qi) sin Tr  
—t- 

where 	is the stream function for the magnetic field, s is the distance 
along the magnetic surface between the plane of the electron gun and the 
plane of the particle, and L is total distance on the surface between the 
plane of the electron gun. and that of the collector. The parameters a(4i) 
and b(i) are to be determined so as to fit the experimental data. The pre-
cession angle 0 involves da/d, db/d4, and b. The theoretical dependence 
of 0 on these three quantities and on electron energy has been obtained. 
By observing 0 as a function of electron energy and of electron gun position, 
one can in principle determine a(4) and b(4i). 

Scattering of the electrons by collisions withions and neutrals is 
negligible for 10-key electrons at densities prevailing in the ion magnetron. 
Scattering would diffuse the beam and make the measurement of 0 less 

• 	precise. Scattering due to rapidly fluctuating fields must also diffuse the 
beam. Although it is hoped that the machine operates in a steady state, 
there could be rapid variations. Any scattering of the electron beam greater 

• 

	

	than the quantitatively predicted electron-particle scattering would indicate 
such fluctuations. 

It has also been determined that only low angular collimation, like 
10 deg, is required of the beam from the electron gun, essentially because 
of focusing by the magnetic field. 

Details of the calculations are available in UCID-1372, of June 12, 
1961. 
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V THEORETICAL AND BASIC EXPERIMENTAL PLASMA PHYSICS 

1. INSTABILITY OF A RESISTIVE SHEET PINCH. 

Harold P. Furth and John Killeen 

The effect of finite conductivity on the stability of a sheet pinch has 
been investigated. An analysis has been made of a model using an incom-
pres.sible fluid of infinite extent, with a sheet-like region of finite, isotropic 
conductivity representing the pinch. 

The equations used are 
\ lay 	- 	-' 1 - 	-0 

p 	+ v. VV) = j X B - Vp, 

dlv v = 0 

aB 	 - - curl E  

curl3, 

-0 

div B = 0. 

The sheet pinch is infinite in the x and z directions and is located in the 
neighborhood of the plane y Q. The model used is 

B = B0 { F() + (, t) c o s k x} 

B 0 ka(t,t)sin:k, 

B0, 	 (Z) 

p = B0 	- 1/2 [F() 	+ p 1  (,t) coS k 

v. = u (, t) sink x 

vy = y (t)cos k x 

vz  0, 
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where 	y/a. There is .noz. depexdence. The uni pexturbedconfigu1atión 
is specified by F and p0, and the first-order perturbations are given by 

PP 	Uy 	The resistivity r is assumed isotropic 7  and is a given function 
of 	but is constant in:.t.ine; 

We introduce the parameters 

a = ka, 

- 1/2 
VA = B0p 

2 
Td=a/O 

TA = a/VA ,  

• 	P = T/T = VA a/ 0  . 

• We substitute the expressions given by Eq. (2) into the set of Eq. (1), 
and introduce the new Variables: 

W = U./V 

Tt/Td. 

If we keep only zero- and first-order terms we obtain the two equations 

LP 
- 	F () w + 	

)/ o 	
-LP 

1 	f a2w a w  2} = F..() Ya} 	
•fl 

a 	8T 	 d 

for TO J  O 	<oo, 

The boundary conditions ae 	 - fl 

aqi 	-o 	
w(0, T) 	 T > 0, 

= 0 

LP 
 + a = o, 	W

+ uw = o, as 	 T > o. 
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The initial distributions 4'(, 0) and w(,, 0) are specified for each problem. 
The partial differential equations for 4' and w are solved by replacing them 
by a pair of implicit difference equations. The solution of the difference 
equations is accomplished by an IBM 709 code called RIPPLE. 

We muist specify F(t) and r (rn,) for a particular problem. We have 
chosen  

F() = f e -i/z 	
dx 

Jo

,  

= 	
e' 

as a reasonable model. The initial perturbations that we have used are 

w(, 0) = - t, e 	, 
	

0r1 0) = 0, 

The two numbers that we use to describe the various cases are a and P . If 
we consider a and vA  fixed then a determines the wave length of the perturbation 
and p determines the conductivity. 

We have computed cases for 

p = 1, 10, 100, 

a = 1.0, 0.1. 

In each of. these cases the disturbance was damped for a = 1.0 and the 
disturbance grew for a = 0.1, i. e., unstable relaxations are found for wave 
lengths large compared with the thickness of the sheet pinch. 

The.time scale in T differs for each value of P, since T depends on 11 0 . 
In order to compare the results for various values of 3 it is desirable to use 
the ltdynamic?t  time, 

O t/TA = PT. 

We present the results for a stable and an unstable case with 3 = 10. 
The results of the first case (a. = 1.0) are shown in Figs. V-i, V-Z, and V-3. 
The variables w and 4' are plotted against for various values of the time 
9. It is evident in:this case that the disturbance is damped. The  results of 
the second case (a = 0.1) are shown. in Figs. V-4, V-5, and V-6. In this 
case the disturbance steadily grows. 

Considerable auxiliary information can be obtained by analytic means. 
The numerical results indicate that there exist purely exponentiating modes 
which may be written as 

4' 
PU w -e 

where p is a positive dimensionless parameter. 
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For the "marginal stability" case p = 0, we obtain 

( 	+ F"/F) 	 (3) 

and 

g=- 	
F" 	 (4) 

13FF' 

Equation (3) must be solved subject to the conditions '. 	 0 at 	O 
-~ 0 as r - oo •  This gives an eigenvalue problem 1  with an associated 

upper limit for a, the imposition of which amounts to a marginal stability 
condition. For the choice F = tanh , Eq. (3) can be reduced to the associated 
Legendre equation. The eigenvalue problem is then identical with that en-
countered in the analysis of the "streamer" instability in the collisionless 
limit. 1  Thus the marginal stability condition is simply a < 1. 

It is easy to see that the quantity F"/(F 2 F' ) goes to infinity at t, = 0. 
On the other hand, g has a null there and 4) remains finite. Thus the marginal 
stability condition a . 1 can apply only in the limit 13 - 	 (the infinite- 
conductivity limit). 

A detailed examination of the limiting process shows that a < 1 is indeed 
the marginal stability condition obtained for P 

- 
oo p - 0. For finite 13, 

there is no solution for which p = 0, and the stability criterion is less re-
strictive. One can also readily demonstrate a feature that is conspicuous 
in the numerical results, namely that 4)" is always positive at 	0. 

The present stability result furnishes an example of a situation often 
encountered in hydromagnetic stability problems, where the limit of "maxi-
mum instability" in terms of the range of unstable wave lengths is the limit 
of "minimum instability" in terms of growth rate, 

H. P. Furth, The "Mirror Instability" for Finite Particle Gyro-Radius, 
International Atomic Energy Agency Conference on Plasma Physics and 
Controlled Nuclear Fusion Research, Salzburg, 1961, to be published. 
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2. STABILITY OF THE INITIAL PULSE OF ELECTRONS IN ASTRON 

V. Keivin.Neil 

A study of instabilities which maybe quite serious in the Astron de-
vice is in progress.. These problems will be encountered by the first pulse 
of electrons as it.enters theE-layer tank. The tank has walls of highly 
conducting irnaterial, and therefore possesses character.istic electromagnetic 
modes just as any radio-frequency cavity. 

When an intense pulse of relativistic electrons is injected into the 
tank it is, almost inevitable that the particle velocity will coincide with the 
phase velocity of one of the eigenrnodes of the tank. Such a resonance con-
dition .eads to an instability, since a small variation of particle density will 
.give rise to periodic currents which. in turn excite the electric fields of the 
mode. A treatment of this problem is given in Electromagnetic Coupling 
Instabilities in Astron, UCID-4288, June 1, 1961. In this work an example 
is given which corresponds to the proposed parameters of the first pulse 
of electrons from the accelerator. A cylindrical ring of electrons with 
length L = 20 cm in the axial direction circulates at a radius R = 27 cm. 
This value of R places the electrons very close to resonance with the lowest 
transverse electric mode of the tank that is characterized by n = 1, where 
n is the number of wave lengths in the azimuthal direction. The resulting 
stability criterion is more stringent than that which would result from 
resonance with any other mode of the tank. This criterion places an upper 
limit on the number of particles that may be injected in the pulse. The 
proposed number violates this criterion by at least two orders of magnitude. 

As the bunch passes do.wn.the E-iayer tank it will expand axially. The 
rate of, this expansion is unknown, and the effect was not considered in the 
treatment. However, the growth time for the instability is so short (much 
less than a period of revolution) that the expansion should have a negligible 
stabilizing effect. This point is being investigated. 

In addition to..the work reported in the above reference, a value of 
R = 36 cm has been investigated. This value of R places the electrons 
in resonance with the n = 3 transverse electric mode. The resulting upper 
limit on the number of particles is greater by about an order of magnitude 
than that of the previous example. However, the system now suffers from 
another type of instability for n = 1. This is an electrostatic effect, and 
arises becaus,e the electrons behave as if they had a negative mass. A 
criterion for stability for a bunch of finite axial extent has not been derived, 
but consideration of a system infinitein the axial direction shows that the 
criterion for the n,= 3 resonance is far more stringent than that for the n 
electrostatic instability.; At present it appears that any practical value of 
R will lead to troublesome resonance effects. 
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3. THEORY OF AN ELECTROSTATIC PROBE IN A PLASMA 

Donald. P. Geesaman and Laurence S. Hall 

In the original formulation' of this problem the charge density of the 
attracted particles was found from the difference of two velocity-space 
integrals, both of which were done numerically. For large r this proved 
computationally unsatisfactory. The integrals were large, but their dif -
ference was small relatively, and it was impractical to do the integrations 
to sufficient accuracy to assure the necessary precision. 

The comparable integrals within the ass.umptions of the original 
Langmuir theory can be done exactly. Using this result it was possible to 
rewrite the attracted-particle charge density as the sum of analytical terms, 
and integrals which were greatly reduced.in  :.mag.nitude. This modification 
made the numerical solution of the problem appear feasible for a restricted 
set of the parameter values, 

'Laurence S. Hall and Donald P. Geesaman, in Controlled Thermonuclear 
Research Quarterly Report, UCRL-9598, March 1961, p. 67. 

4., LAGRANGIAN AND HAMILTONIAN METHODS 
IN MAGNETOHYDRODYNAMICS 

William A. Newcomb 

The Lagrangian and Harniltonian formulations of classical dynamics 
have been applied to the motion of an infinitely conductive plasma with a 
frozen-in magnetic field. Two sep3rate cases were considered, one with 
a scalar plasma pressure and one with a tensor. The treatment of the 
former was based on the conventional hydromagnetic equations, and that 
of the latter on the modified hydromagnetic equations of Chew, Goldberger, 
and Low. 1  In each case it was possible to derive the plasma equation of 
motion, in either the Lagrangian or the Eulerian form, from a variational 
principle, with the other hydromagnetic equations functioning as holonomic 
constraints. 

The general formalism was then applied to the solution of a few hydro-
magnetic stability problems, with the following results: (1) an unusually 
simple and concise derivation of the hydromagnetic energy principle, and 
(2) an extension of the energy principle (which was originally designed only 
for static equilibria 2 ) to steady flows of a certain special type, i. e. purely 
azimuthal steady flows around a symmetry axis, with the frozen-in field 

G. F. Chew, M. L. Goldberger, and F. E. Low, Proc. Roy. Soc. A 236, 
112, (1956). 

I. B. Bernstein, E. A. Frieman, M. D. Kruskal, and R. M. Kulsrud, 
Proc. Roy. Soc. A 244, 17 (1958). 
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either purely toroidal or purely poloidal. The extended energy principle 
gives the necessary and sufficient condition for the m = 0 stability of this 
type of flow, and in this manner provides a hydromagnetic generalization of 

Is 	 Rayleight s condition for the stability of Couette flow in hydrodynamics. 

This work is presented in detail elsewhere. 

3 C. C.. Lin, The Theory of Hydrodynamic Stability (Cambridge University 
Press,, Cambridge, 1955), pp. 49-52. 

4William A. Newcomb, Lagrangian and Hamiltonian Methods in Magnetohydro-
dynamics, UCRL-6387, June 1961. 

5. REARRANGEMENT COLLISIONS 

Marvin H. Mittleman 

Two new developments in the theory of scattering previously reported 1 ' 
are being examined by using them for the problem of proton-hydrogen scat- 
tering. . As a first step the scattering equation in the impact parameter 
formalism is being solved on the IBM 650 in order to examine the effect of 
the optical-potential corrections in the coupled equations. This will yield 
excitation cross sections more reliable than any previously reported. 

The wave functions thus obtained will then be put into the various 
transition matrix expressions to compare the newly proposed solution 2  with 
older ones, . This paper describing this calculation has been accepted for 
presentation at the 5th International Conference on Ionization Phenomena in 
Gases. 3 

'Marvin H. Mittleman and Robert Pu, A Connection Between Two Methods 
for Calculating Electron Atom Scattering, UCRL-6269, January 4, 1961. 

2Marvin H Mittleman, Formal Theory of Rearrangement Collisions, 
Phys. Rev. 122, 1930 (1961). 

3M. H. . Mittleman, Rearrangement Collisions: Proton-Hydrogen Scattering, 
TJCRL.-6368T, March 17, 1961. 	. 	. . 
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6. ,  ENERGY TRANSFER FROM HOT IONS 
TO COLD ELECTRONS IN A PLASMA 

John Killeen 

The study of the energy transfer from hot ions to cold electrons in a 
plasma by means of the numerical solution of the Fokker-Planck equation 
has been described in earlier progress reports. 1, 2 Several additional 
cases have been calculated. In one case the deuterons are kept at 200 key 
and the electrons are initially at 750 ev and Iat up to 2 key. In the next 
three cases the ion temperature is kept constant in time, as before 1  but the 
ions are not all at the same velocity. The ion-distribution function is a 
Maxwellian corresponding to an average deuteroñ energy of 28 key. The 
initial electron distributions are Maxwellians corresponding to average 
energies of 7.5 ev, 75 ev, and 750 ev, respectively. 

The details of these results, with a comparison with the Spitzer ex-
change :.rates,, 3  are given in a report 4  to:be presented at the Salzburg 
meeting. 

W. Heckrotte and J. Killeen, in Controlled Thermonuclear Research 
Quarterly Report, UCRL-8887, Sept. 1959, p. 86. 

2W. Heckrotte and J. Killeen, in Controlled Thermonuclear Research 
Quarterly Report, TJCRL-9 106, March 1960, p. 68. 

3L. Spitzer, Physics of Fully Ionized Gases (Interscience Publishers, Inc. 
New York, 1966), p. 79. 

Killeen, W. Heckrotte and G. Boer, Energy Transfer from Hot Ions to 
Cold Electrons in a Plasma, UCRL-6383, June 12, 1961. 

7.. DECAY OF THE MAGNETIC FIELD COMPONENTS 
GENERATED BY A RELATIVISTIC ELECTRON STREAM 

MOVING THROUGH A PLASMA 

Warren Heckrotte and John R. Hiskes 

Previously we have considered the problem of the diffusion of the 
vacuum magnetic field of a relativistic electron stream into a cylindrical 
plasma. 1  The boundary conditions for the problem were chosen appropriate 
to an experimental design which necessitated closed plasma current loops 
during the diffusion of the fields. One conclusion of this work was that after 
the passage of the electron stream through the plasma the primary field 
(n = 0 azimuthal dependence) and the field distribution appropriate to the 
development of the hose instability (n = 1 azimuthal dependence) decayed 
with the same time constant, 

1 W. Heckrotte, R. E. Hester, and J. R. Hiskes, Diffusion of the Vacuum 
Magnetic Field of an Electron Stream into a Plasma, UCID-4222, December 
13, 1960, 
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We. have extended.this problem to the case in which the plasma currents 
arenotclosed;withinthe -  plasma region but are assumed tobe closed in an 
external circuit; in this case we find that in general the primary field decays 
more rapidly than.doe.s the n = 1 azimuthally dependent field distribution. 
Further, we have-considered the problem whereinthe plasma currents are 
assumed to be closed by displacement currents external to the plasma region. 
In this case the primary field persists longer thandoesn = 1 azimuthally 
dependent field distribution; however, the amplitude of the primary field 
which persists is only a few percent of the initial field and has opposite a 
sign to that ofthe initial field, i.e., the remnant field that persists longer 
than the n = 1 azimuthally dependent distribution is small and is reversed 
in direction. 

As part of, the proposed experiment it is intended to interrupt the 
beam pulse in order to study the interaction of the second pulse with the 
residual fields of the first pulse. Qualitatively, one can distinguish three 
different interactions between the residual field and the second pulse de-
pending on the length of time between the two beam pulses: 

(a) The interval between pulses is short and the interaction between beam 
and field is similar to the uninterrupted case 

(.b) The interval is sufficiently long that the n = 0 field is essentially zero, 
and the interaction is with the remnant of the n = 1 field. 

(c) The interval is sufficiently long that the n = 1 distribution has decayed, 
leaving only the reversed n. = 0 field. 

The interaction of the second pulse with the reversed field has the effect of 
dispersing the beam radially 

This work is discussed in more detail in a separate report 

Heckrotte and J. R. Hiskes, Dec.a:y of the Magnetic Field Components 
Gene;rated by a Relativistic.; Eiectron Stream Moving through a Plasma, 
UCID4251,. March 21, .19.61. 

8. FORMATION AND ELECTRIC DISSOCIATION OF 
He H+ AND He 2  IONS 

John R. Hiskes and George A. Paulikas 

The formation of the helium hydride ion results from the collision of 
a helium ion and a hydrogen molecule.. The reaction proceeds along the first 
excited repulsive electronic state of the system, suggesting that the tran.sition 
to the ground electronic state occurs at a relatively large internuclear 
separation, and that the population distribution of the vibrational levels is 
shifted toward the uppermost levels. The electric dissociation ofthe ion 
leads to a neutral helium atom and a hydrogen isotopig ion. The dissociation 
threshold for the uppermost level lies in the range 10 to 10 7  v/cm; this 
uncertainty in the threshold is due to the uncertainty in the potential function 
and hence the position of the uppermost vibrational level. A different 
isotopic mixture results in a different distribution of vibrational levels 
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in the potential, suggesting that the probability of observing the dissociation 
at the lower fields is increased by considering.all possible isotopic mixtures. 

The yibrational level of He2 +.populated in,the'Hornbeck-Molnar ex-
periment will di.ssociate in a field of approximately 10 8  :volts/cm. 

This work is discussed in a separate. report. 

J. R. Hiskes and G. A. Paulikas, Formation and Electric Dissociation of 
HeH+ and He 2  Ions, UCID-1351, June 8, 1961. 

9; ELECTRIC AND MAGNETIC DISSOCIATION OF 
MOLECULAR IONS AND NEUTRAL ATOMS 

John R. Hiskes 

The threshold electric fields required for dissociating the successive 
vibrational levels of all isotopic mixtures of the hydrogen molecular ion, 
H2+, HD+, HTt D 2  DT+,  and  T2+,  have been calculated. For the upper-
most .leveig of these (nonrotating) ions the threshold fields range from 0.6 
to 0,9x 10 v/cm, Rotational, effects have been considered in detail; the 
presence of rotation reduces the threshold of the uppermost vibrational 
level by approximately an order of magnitude. 

The formation of neutral hydrogen or deuterium atom beams by the 
charge-exchange reaction provides a population distribution covering all 
excited states. The equilibrium populations of the excited levels are 
sufficiently large that the dissociation by the Lorentz force competes, favorably 
with the other dissociation processes.. A 30-key H atom moving in a 60-kgauss 
field is susceptible to dissociation down to the n = 8, 9 levels; a 100-key atom 
in the n = 6 level is dissociated by a 130-kgauss field. Some additional cal-
culations are necessary to further clarify this problem: (a) calculations of 
the ionization, cross sections for the excited states of the hydrogen atom, and 
(b) calculations of the energy dependence of the charge-exchange cross 
section for capture into the excited states. 

This work is discussed in a separate report. 1 

J. R. Hiskes, Electric and Magnetic Dissociation of Molecular Ions and 
Neutral Atoms.3  UCRL-6372, June 9, 1961.  

I 
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10, THE BUMPY TORUS IN THREE DIMENSIONS 

Cornelius H Woods 

All predictions of the motion of single particles in the Bumpy Torus' 
have been based on the assumption that the energy W, the magnetic moment 

= Wj.. /B, and the action integral J = 4) p 11  d are invariant The quantities 
p. and J, being adiabatic invariants, can not be expected to be rigorously 
constant except in special cases, of which the Bumpy Torus is not an ex-
ample, 2  and when they are not constant, predictions based on their use may 
not cor-respond with reality. It.is therefore important to establish, either 
by experiment or other methods of analysis, the range over which approxi.-
mate constancy prevails, and supplementary predictions where it does not 
prevail. 

• Experimental observations of positrons trapped in one section of the 
Bumpy Torus have shown good agreement with adiabatic theory. 3,  How-. 
ever, for particles traversing the torus, no experimental results are avail-
able. Yet the motion of this class of particles is least adiabatié, because 
they move more quickly, from one field value to another, Furthermore, 
this class of particles is subject to the drift normal to the plane of symmetry, 
associated with the average curvature of the field lines (not the local cur-
vature), which drift is not observable in particles trapped in a single section. 

With these considerations in mind, a program has been arranged to 
compute numerically particle trajectories in three dimensions and the 
corresponding values of magnetic mOment p.. The computations have re-
vealed several interesting facts: 

(a) The magnetic moment is roughly (say ± 2 0%) constant for particles 
located less than approximately 0 5 coil diameter from the ring axis (the 
ring axis is the circle on which the coil centers are located), but is not 
constant for particles further away than this. 

'(b) Where' p. is.roughly constant the direction of particle drift is consistent 
with the theory that the guiding center remain's on a surface of constant J. 

Gibson, W. C. Jordan, and E. J. Lauer, Steady Injection of a Beam of 
Energetic Charged Particles into the Bumpy Torus - Design of a Proposed 
Electron Experiment, UCID-4241, Feb 1961 

2A good example: B uniform, p. constant.  

3Gordon Gibson, Willard, C. Jordan,.. and Eugene J. Lauer, Phys. Rev. 
Letters 5, 141 (1960).  

.4  
Gordon Gibson, Willard C. Jordan, and Eugene J. Lauer, Containment of 

Positrons in an Asymmetric Mirror Geometry, UCRL-6380, June 8, 1961. 

5Difference equations and error analysis by N. W. Hetherington: IBM 7090 
program by E. S. DeGraw. . 
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The adiabatic theory predicts that all particles started initially parallel 
to the lines of force (6 = 0) continues to traverse the torus. The computations 
indicate that this is not true except for particle'snear the ring axis. In fact, 
particles projected along a line of force sometimes never get past the first 
coil they encounter, butinstead are reflected' and go backwards in the torus 
some 'distance, become temporarily trapped in an unpredictable section, and 
then move either way to some other section (something like diffusion along 
the torus). Such behavior is of course possible if i is not constant. 

Particles projected initially at an angle of 6 = 30 deg with the lines of 
force do traverse the torus. It is remarkable thatthese particles traverse 
the-torus more easily than particles started with angle zero, 

e) Whether p. is constant or not the trajectories, so far as any have been 
obtained, do not go outside the field. Whether or not the motion is adiabatic 
is probably irrelevant as long as the particle does not leave the macjune. 

The availability of a program for calculating the magnetic field of the 
Bumpy Torus, necessary for trajectory computation, has made possible the 
computation of the action integral J outside the plane of symmetry. 
(Bradley M. Johnston and Elizabeth S. DeGraw, of this Laboratory). 
Surfaces of constant 3 obtained in this way correspond closely with what was 
expected on the basis of values previously computed (IBM 650) for the plane 
of symmetry. 

11. MAGNETIC SHOCKS 

S. A. Zwick 

Solutions to the single-loop trajectory equations for the magnetic pulse 
have been.obtained for Alfvn-Mach numbers up to 20. The equations assume 
the plasma to contain positive and negative particles of equal mass, initially 
at rest in a uniform magnetic field B 0  (in the z direction). The magnetic 
disturbance travels across the .fieldnegative x direction) and is considered 
to maintain its shape, so that the problem is time-independent in a frame. 
moving with the pulse. Although electrostatic effects have been ruled out, 
there is an electric induction field present (along the negative y direction) 
which will be constant in the pulse frame. The field equations and the 
particle equations of motion, ignoring collisions, were solved consistently 
by an integration and convergence procedure which, is considered to yield 
at least three figures of accuracy at each point. Characteristic parameters 
of the problem are the distance unit,R and Alfvn-Mach. number M, given by 

I... 	2 
R 

	

I mc 	
M=—, = 	/ ' '\flTg N 	

a0 
 

/  where 

	B02  

in which m and g are the mass and charge of the plasma particles, N is 
the particle density (including both signs of charge) in the undisturbed plasma, 
and V is the pulse speed. 
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Results of the trajectory integrations for Alfvn-Mach numbers 2, 
5, 10 and 20 are given in Figs. V-7, V-8, and V-9. Figure V-7 shows the 
particle trajectories in a coordinate system at rest in the undisturbed plasma. 
In this frame, a positive particle starts to move slowly in the +y and z 
directions as the disturbance begins to arrive from x = + . After the pulse 
has passed, the particle finally comes to rest again, displaced a net amount 
to the left (in the direction of travel at the pulse). For M between 1 and 2 
the path is a circular segment of radius R, but for Mach numbers greater 
than 2 the center portion of the trajectory has a larger radius of curvature. 
The Mach 20 trajectory in Fig. V-7 deviates from the circu].ar path for 
-7.99 <x/R <7.99; the circular segments at the ends of the trajectory have 
been extended for comparison as dashed curves. 

Corresponding trajectories in a frame moving with the speed of the 
magnetic pulse are shown in Fig. V-8. For M > 2 the trajectories in this 
frame have loops because the velocity component of the particle in the 
(negative) x direction exceeds that of the pulse near the top of the trajectory. 
In the loop region the magnetic field is affected by current contributions 
from three separate particle streams, and this modified the formulation of 
the problem through the region. Physically, the loop has simple diamagnetic 
properties, as is indicated in the magnetic field profiles of Fig. V 7 9. From 
these it appears that the magnetic field will not reverse at high Mach numbers. 

A summary of the loop constants over the range M = 2 to 20 is presented 
in reduced form in Fig. V-b, where the ratios of loop width and height to the 
distance MR, and the ratio of peak magnetic field to MB 0, have been plotted 
against 1/M. Empirically, these curves may be approximated by 

ix.0511R (2M - 4), iy = .0511R (4.390 M + 1) 

to a few parts in a thousand, and 

B 	= B (,92M3 
max 	

M 2  - 1.55 

to within about 1%. 
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Fig. V-7. Particle trajectories in the plasma rest frame for 
Alfvn Mach numbers 2, 5, 10, and 20. 
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Fig. V-8. Particle trajectories in the respective pulse frames 
for A1fvn Mach numbers 2, 5, 10, and 20. 
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Fig. V-9. Magnetic field ratio B/B0 for the Mach 2, 5, 10, 
and 20 pulses. 
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F1g. V-10. Reduced loop width tx/MR, height ay/MR, and 
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12. CONTAINMENT OF POSITRONS IN A MIRROR GEOMETRY 

Gordon Gibson, Willard C. Jordan, and Eugene J. Lauer 

Asymmetric Geometry 

A paper has been written on the "Containment of Positrons in an 
Asymmetric Mirror Geometry. 'i  Experimental evidence is presented 
which demonstrates that charged particles can move rather freely across 
field lines within a well-defined boundary when the cojls are tilted. The 
tilt that was investigated is achieved by rotating the coils from the symmetric 
geometry through the same angle but in opposite directions about parallel 
axes which are in the planes of the coils and pass through the center of the 
coils. This rapid diffusion does not happen in the symmetric geometry. 
The experimental data are compared with predictions 2  of adiabatic theory. 

Symmetric Geometry 

The effect of the mirror ratio on the time constants observed in the 
"fastempty" version of the experiment have been studied earlier by varying 
the bias of the coil currents. - These results have been reported previously. 
A larger variation in the mirror ratio is obtained by the direct method of 
changing the separation of the coils, 

In Figs. V11 through V-14, experimentally observed mean contain-
ment times are compared with theoretical values at various mirror ratios 
(or coil spacings) for the symmetric mirror geometry in which neon at a 
pressure of 1.0X10 6  mm Hg is the scattering gas. Data are presented for 
two sets of coils (mean diameter 1.52 meters, Figs, V-li and V-12; and 
mean diameter 0.76 meter, Figs. V-13 and V14; and for particles escaping 
with energies in two different intervals (0.50d.15 Mev, Figs. V- li and V-13, 
and 1,00 ± 0.23 Mev, Figs. V12 and V14). Experimental data were ob-
tained for three different coil spacings and various magnetic field strengths 
as indicated. The field bias was +15% for all cases. Theoretical values 
were calculated only for the same three mirror ratios. The straight lines 
joining these theoretical points are intended to be only aids to the eye. 

'We stinghouse Electric Corporation, Atomic Power Department, Pittsburgh, 
Pa. 

tThe  Bendix Corporation, Research Laboratories Division, Southfield, Mich. 

G. Gibson, W. C. Jordan, and E. J. Lauer, (UCRL-6 380, June 1961), to 
be presented at the IAEA Conference on Plasma Physics and Controlled 
Nuclear Fusion Research, Salzburg, Austria, Sept. 1961. 

2G. Gibson, Wi C. Jordan, and E. 3. Lauer, Phys, Rev. Letters 4, 217 
(1960). 	 - 

3G. Gibson, W. C. Jordan, and E. J. Lauer, in -Controlled Thermonuclear 
Research Quarterly Report UCRL-9393, Sept. 1960, p. 73. 
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Fig. V-li. Mean containment times for various coil spacings. 
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Two sets of theoretical values are given in each figure 

The mean containment time of a positron with a single energy, either 
0.5 Mev or 1.0 Mev (Labeled: Theory. ). 

The expected time for th counting rate to decrease to 1/e of its 
initial value when the resolution of the detection system and the energy 
degradation due to collisions with the background gas are taken into account 
(Labeled: Corrected Theory). 

See Refs, 3 and 4 for the details of how these values are calculated. The 
relation between coil spacing and mirror ratio was obtained in the following 
way. Integrating the expression for the field on the axis of a single turn 
loop over he radius of a coil, one obtains 

/22 ZirIN 	 a 	 a, 	 a + ,a +z 

	

_____ I 	0 	 i 	 0 ,..I0 B(z) 	 - - 	 ,+ in 	 (1) 
10(a -a.) 	'.ja +.z 	'Ja. +z 	 a.+ ia, +z 

t.) 	1 	I 	0 	 1 	 1 	'J 1 

where IN = ampere turns, a 0  = outside radius, and a 	inside radius of coil. 
By use of this expression, the field along the axis of a set of coils biased at 
+15% may be' expressed to a good approximation as 

	

B() = 0.925 B() + 1.07 5 B f  (L-), 	 (2) 

where B and Bf  are obtained from Eq. (1) withJ replaced by the mean 
current in the two coils, L is the distance between coils, and is the 
distance measured along the axis from the center of the coil nearest the 
counter, i. e. the coil through which the smaller current passes. The 
mirror ratio, R, is given to a close approximation by 

RB(0 ) 
B(L/2) 	

(3) 

The following points about the figures should be noticed. 

(a) Theoretically, the energy-degradation effects tend to increase the 
observed mean containment times when the counter is set to detect positrons 
escaping with an energy near 1/2 Mev, and tend to decrease the observed 
times at 1 Mev. This occurs because the number of particles per unit 
energy interval is an increasing function with increasing energy at 1/2 Mev, 
but the distribution decreases with increasing energy at 1 Mev. Experi-
mentally this is borne out, since when the counter is adjusted to detect 
escaping particles in the energy interval about 1/2 Mev the observed e-fold 
decay times of the counting rates are about the same as or slightly longer 
than when the counteris adjusted to detect particles in the interval about 
1 Mev, for a given set Of cois and when the mirror ratio is R z 1.8 or 
R z 3.6, even though the rms angle of scattering goes approximately as 1/vp. 

4G. Gibson, W. C. Jordan, and E. J. Lauer, Phys. Rev. Letters 5, 141 
(1960). 	 - 
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However ;  for the case in which the mirror ratio is approx. .1. 1 the con-
tainment time is relatively short and the energy degradation effects are 
smaller. In this case the observed e-fold decay time of. the counting rate 
is about 20% longer for the 1-Mev case than for 1/2-Mev case. This was 
established by repeating 12 runs alternating between the 1/2-Mev and the 
i-Mev cases, 

In Figs. V-13 and V-14 (76-cm mean diameter coils) the measured 
containment times are greater for the stronger field ;  hence smaller particle 
orbits ;  for R = 1.7. This was established by repeated runs alternating 
between the field strengths. This difference is believed to be due to a 
nonadiabatic effect (see Ref. 3); viz. ;  as the orbit size gets larger, with the 
magnetic field geometry kept the same, an orbit size is reached such that 
for larger orbits there is an effective loss cone which is larger than the 
adiabatic loss cone. When the particle' s velocity vector is outside the 
effective loss cone the particle behaves adiabatically, that is, the contain-
ment time still varies inversely as the pressure of the scattering gas. 
There are some theoretical results 5  (numberical integration of the equations 
of motion of a particle) that indicate that this type of nonadiabatic effect 
should occur, 

In Figs. V-li and V-12 (152-cm mean diameter coils) the observed 
containment times at R = 1.1 and 1.7 are, within our uncertainty, independent 
of the magnetic field strength for B treater than about 900 gauss. This is 
to be expected if the adiabatic theory of particle motion is applicable, i. e. 
the containment time should depend on the field shape and not its intensity. 
A parameter that is a measure of the adiabatici'ty is the ratio of the orbit 
size to the coil size for a given mirror ratio. 

In Figs. V-li and V-12 the observed containment times for R = 1.7 
are about 4 to 5 times as long as those at R = 1.1. This variation is roughly 
what is expected theoretically. However, when the mirror ratio is changed 
from R z 1.7 to R z 3,6 (Figs.. V-li through V-iZ) there is very little change 
in the observed containment times. Since the containment time is expected 
to be longer for R = 3,6, the energy-degradation effects are expected to be 
larger, which tends to make the ratio of the rate of decay of the counting 
rate at R = 3.6 to that at R = 1.7, smaller. Even when these effects are 
taken into account theoretically, however, the predicted containment time 
is greater for R = 3.6 than for R = 1.7. If the results from our simplified 
model (see Ref. 3) are applicable, this would suggest that there is a larger 
effective loss cone due to a nonadiabatic effect for the cases in which the 
coil spacings were such that R z 3.6. The field strengths on axis at the 
midplane were smallest for R z 3.6 in order that radiation losses should not 
be dominant. 	 . 

5 	 . 
A. Garren et al. , Proc. of the Second UN International Conf. on the 

Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy, Vol. 31, 65. (1958). 
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13. ATOMIC AND MOLECULAR BEAM RESEARCH 

Forrest S. Baker, Gilbert 0. Brink, Edmund S. Chambers, 
Basil Curnutte, Robert H. McFarland, James Mattingly,  

Edward A. Soltysik, and William H. T obey* 

During the past four months work has continued toward the objectives 
and on the specific experiments described in the preceding quarterly report. 

The Crossed-Beam Machine 

Introduction 

Since the construction of this machine has progressed to a point where 
it is capable of turning out data, it is fitting to describe the machine in some 
detail at this time. The crossed-beam machine is an experimental system 
in which two atomic or ionic beams may be allowed to intersect at 90 deg 
to each other and the products of the reaction analyzed by means of a suitable 
detector. The system is quite general, and beams of almost any substance 
can be used. At present the system is being used to investigate the electron 
ionization cross section of potassium. Potassium was selected for several 
reasons, among.which is its extreme suitability as an atomic-beam material. 
After a successful experiment is done on potassium it will be possible to 
turn to more difficult materials such as atomic hydrogen. 

The Machine 

Figure V-15 shows an over-all view of the machine. It consists of a 
three-chamber differentially pumped vacuum system. The system uses 
mercury diffusion pumps, and typical pressures are of the order of 	mm 
of Hg. 

The block diagram of the setup for an ionization experiment is shown 
in Fig. V-16. The atomic beam is produced in an oven and collimated by 
two slits. The atomic beam is then crossed by an electron beam. The ions 
thus formed are extracted by a weak electric field and accelerated into a 
mass spectrometer and counted with an electron multiplier. The pulses 
from the electron multiplier, after suitable amplification, are counted by 
two scalers connected in parallel. 

The atomic beam is chopped at 2 cps by means of a wheel located in 
the second vacuum chamber. A square wave is also derived from the wheel 
by means of a light bulb and photocell. This signal, after phase inversion, 
is used to gate the two scalers on and off so that one scaler records back-
ground plus beam and the other scaler records only background. Thenthe 
difference between the two scalers gives  the net counting rate. 

Summer employees from Kansas State University. 
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Fig. V-i 5. Over-all view of crossed-beam machine. 
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This system has several advantages over the usual method using 
tuned amplifiers and phase detectors. It has very high sensitivity in that 
individual ions can be detected. Also one can do a coincidence experiment 
in which two ions are detected at the same time. It is also possible to 
count photons by substituting a photomultiplier tube for the electron multiplier. 

The mass spectrometer used is of special interest, since only a few 
of this type have been constructed. It is an rf mass spectrometer of the 
type first described by Paul, 1  A photograph of the spectrometer is shown 
in Fig. V-17, It consists of four round rods held in a quadrupole arrange.' 
ment andfed with an rf signal from a crystal-controlled oscillator. The 
rf voltage is swept to tune the mass range. 

A typical mass spectrum of the background gas in the system is shown 
in Fig. V-18. This was recorded at a pressure of 1-6  mm of Hg with an 
electron bombardment current of 10-8  amp. Figure V- 19 shows the same 
spectrum recorded with an electron current of 10-6  amp. The smaller 
peaks are one mass unit apart. 

Relative Electron Ionization Cross Section of Potassium 

Some measurements have been made of this cross section. The results 
obtained so far have not been good in that the data have been subject to as 
yet unexplained drifts. It is hoped that the cause of these drifts will be found 
in the near future and that this measurement can be completed. 

Absolute Electron Ionization Cross Section of Potassium 

by Use of Radioactive K42  

During this past period, effort has been focused on the development 
of the interior machine components, completing the alcove installation, 
working toward a reliable counting system, and developing in detail the 
procedures for conducting the total experiment, 

Since February, numerous electron-gun configurations have been 
developed and tested, The latest gun appears quite satisfactory prima 
facie but will require further testing and perhaps slight modification before 
the design can be finalized. Obviously, any final evaluation of the gun must 
be postponed until it has actually been used in a tria.] experiment. The gun 
is basically the same as that employed in other crossed-beam machines. 
Currents in the 100.. J.amp range are developed at 10 v heater potential. 
Focusing appears to be quite good, about 98% at 100 vamp beam current and 
112 v acceleration potential. Ultimate evaluation tests will be toward the 
determination of the optimum operating characteristics, and will include 
stopping potential measurements and focusing ratios. 

Similar to the larger crossed beam machine, the oven has been located 
and thermally insulated by means of three pins permanently affixed to an 
oven platform. The platform is aligned with the beam machine axis and is 

W. PauiLandM Raether, Z. Physik 140, 262 (1955), 
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rigidly held by two rods. Loading of the oven is done in a Hchange?t  box. 
The rods supporting the oven platform telescope to allow the entire oven 
assembly to be pulled into the vacuum change box. 

Lead shielding 2 in. thick has been designed and fabricated. This is 
partially installed. All main closure valves are now the air-solenoid type 
and are operated remotely from the electronic racks. Most manual valves 
are now located a few inches from the floor level and manipulated from out-
side the lead shielding. This has required additional time and effort in 
plumbing, but is clearly of benefit in minimizing the personnel hazard. 

A Rotac assembly driving an eccentric circular blade is being in-
stalled on the handling cave. This will be used to open the capsules 
received from the reactor. 

Because the backside of the handling cave was not shielded during 
manufacture, a 2-in, lead barrier approximately 4 ft long by 3 ft high 
had to be fabricated. This is now being installed and will nearly form-fit 
the cave backside. 

The development of the counting system has not progressed as 
satisfactorily as would be desirable. The 20-channel pulse-height analyzer 
has been a continuous source of grief. However, until there is definite 
success achieved in the program, it is felt that no expenditure for a mone 
reliable analyzer is warranted. It is hoped that the troubles can soon be 
ameliorated. 

The total apparent ionization cross section of potassium affords a fine 
measurement on which to calibrate the machine. This particular cross 
section was measured by Brode 2  in 1929, and by Funk 3  in 1930. Because of 
the very large discrepancy between the results of these two investigators, 
the cross section could be assumed only to order of magnitude. Recently 
Rubin and others 4  have measured this cross section in the range 0.6 to 
9.0 ev, and the results appear to agree rather well with those of Brode. 
However, because of the large systemic errors, and because of the very 
restricted energy range of the investigations in both cases, the measurement 
still leaves something to be desired. 

It is expected that preliminary trial runs on a semiquantitative basis 
can be commenced within the next two weeks. Nonradioactive potassium 
will be used. 

Hydrogen Ion Source 

The ion source—energy analyzer system has been improved. The 
internal insulator geometry has been changed to increase the breakdown 
voltage. The rf oscillator has been rebuilt to realize maximum output from 
the tube. A nuclear-magnetic-resonance gaussmeter was used to monitor 
the magnetic field of the energy analyzer. The geometry of the ion-source 

2Robert B. Brode, Phys. Rev. 34, 673 (1929). 

3Hans Funk, A,nn, Physik 4, 149 (1930), Translation UCRLTrans-634(L). 

Rubin, J. Perel, and B. Bederson, Phys. Rev. 117, 151 (1960). 
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etraction gaphas been. modifie4 to. decrease, the ttobjectT  size: on which 
the einzel lens oper.ates. 	 .. 	 : 	 :. 	 . .. 

The.breakdown.voltage ..bf .the. source is.abóut 5.0 - ky.. A90abeam 
has been obtained. Meas:urementson -an open two-conthictoi transmission 
line indicate that the plasma source impedance, Ze  is 152 - j44 ohms. A 

M003 11 photQgrapht' of the focused beam showed a sharp central core with 
concentric circles around it A phosphor was also used in beam-focusing 
studies 

An X-Y plotter was used to record the e/m spectrum of the analyzed 
beam, plotting Faraday cup current versus magnet current Cup currents 
at peaks were 2i.a H+,  7ia  H2+, 21j.a H,t 0 5 Ii.a H 7 0+ There were also 
a few other unidentified species The 	current Tias been as high as 19 .i.a 

Deflection plates and a modulated high-voltge power supply have been 
installed so that the beam can be periodically pulsed thrQugh the system. A 
4-in diffusion pump and liquid nitrogen trap are being installed on the 
vacuum vessel .follcwing the analyzer. A more adequate replacement for 
this pump and trap is being drawn up .bythe. m.echarical engineering group. 

It is planned to determine charge-exchange cross sections up to 60 key 
and possibly to study vibration and excitation levels in ions and atoms from11  
various types of ion sources 1yusing eleètric dissociation analysis. 

Von Ardenne Ion Source 

A small high-current source patterned after a modified Oak Ridge 
design is being constructed. Planned use of this source is for those experi-
ments in which large ion currents are a necessity. A specific example is 
an experiment in which only a small fraction of the ion current is used, 
such as fast neutral-atom interactions with other neutral atoms and mol-
ecules. . In this instance the efficiency of the neutralization process may be 
low. 

Progress to date has involved the redesigning and machining of the 
source. itself, 

High-Vacuum Experiments 

The experiments described under this heading are those which require 
low background pressures. For this purpose a bakable vacuum system 
usin Vacsorb and Vacion pumps has been constructed which is capable of 
10 mm of mercury pressure with only moderate prior outgassing. Ex-
periments presently attached to this system are as follows: 

a. A retarding-potential experiment patterned after the work of G. J. 
Schulz at Westinghouse Research Laboratory has been. built and is ready to 
be tested. A more elaborate model in which contact potentials have been 
minimized by gold plating is being constructed. These two somewhat 
different vacuum and gas source systems will be mounted on the same 
system and checked against each other. The principal feature of these 
experiments for measuring low-energy electron interactions with gases is 
that the electron energy resolution should be better than 0.1 v. 
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b. An electron gun for investigating the polarization of light near thresh-
old (electron energy) has been constructed and is being modified. Polari-
zation of visible helium spectral lines dispersed by a 500mm Bausch and 
Lomb monochromator has been detected. Additional work is planned in this 
direction in order that one may better understand the interaction of electrons 
with hydrogen. 

C. An interesting side experiment using the above-mentioned electron 
guns has indicated that it is possible to measure pressure by using.the light 
emitted by electron beams. A preliminary experiment using a 0.2-ma 
electron beam modulated at 120 cycles per sec demonstrated that through 
the pressure range of io to 10-1  mm of mercury (as read by a Veeco 
ionization gauge) the pressure is linearly related to the ac output of a RCA 
lP28 photomultiplier tube focused on the path of the electron beam. The 
output current was amplified by a narrow band twin T amplifier tuned to 
120 cycles. Its voltage output was displayed on a vacuum-tube voltmeter. 

Asecond experiment demonstrated that partial pressures are meas-
urable in this manner by use of interference filters in the optical path. 

Further interesting potential features of this gauge are that it should 
not suffer the xray limitation of an ionization gauge, it should be capable 
of pressure measurements in the presence of a magnetic field, and it pro-
vides for short-time and small-volume sampling to an extent not now possible. 
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VI. ENGINEERING AND TECHNOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENT 

1. ULTRAHIGH-VACUUM..DEVELOPMENT 

Norman Milleon and Leonard Levenson 

Introduction 

Pursuing our goal of otiimizing diffusion pump systems, we worked 
on 

perfecting a new heater for oil, 

top-jet design for a diffusion pump, 

.a.contarnination.ana•lyzer, 

conductance measurements, 

design of a large bakable valve, and 

properties of trap materials. 

A New Heater for Oil 

The 2-3/4-in. -diameter corrugated nichrome heater reported pre-
viously 1  is still running. Accumulatedtime without failure is now 14 weeks. 
This heater is now operating in a one-stage diffusion pump using Monsanto. 
fluid (rn-.phenoxyphenoxy)-benzene. . In this pump, the heater, operating at 
15 amp and 1100 watts, maintains a vapor pressure of,l mm Hg in the jet 
stack. One,,.ml of liquid is vaporize.d per second. Further details are re-
ported elsewhere. 2 

Corrugate4 nichrome strip heaters are now in use in a 7-in. -diameter 
and in a 10-3/4-in -diameter diffusion pump These pumps are commercial 
pumps modified for use with the new heater., . Both pumps use Monsanto 
fluid. A bakable system has been built for the 7-in, pump. This system 
will test the possibility of having an optimized ultravacuum diffusion pump 
system without a liquid nitrogen or Biondi-type adsorption trap. 

Top-Jet Design for a Diffusion Pump 

A conical top jet using collimating flues made for corrugated nichrome 
strip is in use in the modified 7-in, -.diameter diffusion pump. This new jet 
has not been completely evaluated, but it seems to give good collimation to 
the vapor stream. A water-cooled cover over this top jet is the only baffle 
required by the 7-in, pump. 

'Norman Milleron and Leonard L. Levenson, in Controlled Thermonuclear 
Research Quarterly Progress Report, UCRL-9598, March 1961, p.  76. 

2Norman Milleron and Leonard L. Levenson, Progress on Optimization of 
Oil Diffusion Pump Systems for Ultra-High Vacuum. II (UCRL-6254) Le Vide 
(to be published). (Presented at an International Congress on Vacuum Technique 
and Applications, Paris, June 1961. 
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Apparatus is being built to study the parameters involved in the design 
and use of vapor jets with collimating flues. 

- 	 Contamination Analyer 

A preliminary setup using a nonbakable mass spectrometer has been 
assembled. It has been hoped that baking the system except for the mass 
spectrometer would give stable pressures below lx 10 torr. This has 
not been the case. Further work will be done with this system before the 
modified bakable mass-spectrometer tube is used. 

Conductance Measurements 

Molecular-flow conductance measurements have been made with 
nitrogen and argon gas. On the basis of these data, further measurements 
are being made on other geometries. 

Large Bakable Valve Design 

Data on the life expectancy of an actuator shows that more than 200 
openings and closings can be made at 1500 psi with present techniques. A 
test of the actuator on a dummy valve is planned. 

Properties of Trap Materials 

The roo1n-temperature adsorption-trap systemdescribed in the pre-
ceding report has been baked out several times. A series of accidents 
resulting in leaks has slowed the work on this experiment, but pressures of 
2x10 9  torr have been reached on three occasions. Linde Company type 
13-X artificial zeolite was the adsorption material. Convoil 20 was the 
diffusion pump fluid. Cooling of the absorption trap to liquid nitrogen tem-
perature gave a pressure of5XlO'° torr. No evaporation of oil intothe 
trap has been done yet because of the accidents with this system. 

3Leonard L. Levenson, Norman Milleron and D. H. Davis, Molecular 
Flow Conductance (IJCRL-6253) Le Vide (to be published). (Presented at 
an International Congress on Vacuum Technique and Applic3tions, Paris, 
June 1961. 
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2. MECHANICAL ENGINEERING DEVELOPMENT 

Thomas H. Batzer 

Toy Top 

John R., Benapfl. and Edward G. Scarlett: 

Mechanical Engineering support to the Toy Top experiment for the 
quarter just past has consisted primarily of field engineering support and 
the design and vacuum testing of an. improved five-channel analyzer. 

Low-Energy NeutralBeam Experiment 

William S. Neef, Jr., William T. Crothers, and Eugene T. Bradley 

uAlice tf Machine Layout and Assembly 

The beam-tube pumping tests were completed. The need for an 
additional active =metal pumping was indicated to .reduce the diffusion of gas .  
from the neutralizer to the burial chamber. These beam-tubealterations 
are nearly complete. The performance.of.the pinch.gasket seals onthis 
equipment was  very satisfactory, and vacuums in the low 10 0 -mm-Hg 
range were.consistently obtained. 

The first pump box with its 10-in, bakable valve, trap, and diffusion 
pump was thoroughly baked to 450 0 C, and pumping speeds were measured. 
System speeds of 5.00 liters er second at 3.6X 10- 7  mmHg and 1200 liters 
per second at about 3.5Xl0 mm Hg were obtained on hydrogen. The' 
second pump box with its trap and diffusion pump but no valve has also been 
baked to 450 0 C. Base pressure readings with NRC and CVC 6-in. oil 
diffusion pumps have been obtained and they are, respectively, 3>< 10 0  mm 
Hg and 4x10 10  mm Hg. 

The light-weight, beam target to thermally measure the amount of 
beam actually reaching the burial chamber has been designed and released 
for fabrication. This target plate is movable, in that it collapses into or 
is extended from the thermally insulated container. The target is exposed 
only during the short interval of actual beam injection, so as to minimize 
heat losses or gains from the surrounding equipment.. 

Pulsed Plasma Priming Experiment 

This entire experiment was assembled and placed in operation during 
the past quarter. It consists of one 1 tAlice" pump box with its 10=in. bakable 
valve, trap, and 7-in. diffusion.pump connected to a tube which simulates 
the volume of the tAiiceH  reaction chamber. The middle portion of the tube 
has a bakable glass window and five diagndstic ports. An extension on one 
port permits location of anion gage at the null point.of a magnetic field that 
surrounds the tube. The m'agntic mirror.is produced.by  two pairs of 16-in. 
modular magnets, and is uséd.to investigate the performance Of the spark 
gap tsourcet in regions of high magnetic field. The source is mounted on 
the end plate opposite the pump box. 
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No vacuum difficulties have been encOuntered with this system, which 
includes many of the "Alice" bakable seals. Molybdenum evaporation has 
permitted vacuums of 1.7X10 10 mm Hg in a system of roughly 300 liters 
volume. 

The design of diagnostic equipth:ent for measurement of particle 
angular distribution from the source was completed. Fabrication if nearly 
complete :  but the assembly of this complex equipment may take several 
weeks and will have to be coordinated with the .first "Alice" assembly. 

"Alice" Source 

All parts for the field control probe are installed and ready for use 
when the probe arrives, 

"Alice" Magnet Coil 

A new pancake terminal design has been.thoroughly tested, in both 
structural strength and electricalproperties.: A method of adding screws 
tothe old pancake terminals has permitted rework of several existing coil 
sections,.. The addition of fiberglas sheets on the o. d. and i. d. of the new 
sections has eliminated.the "crazing" observed in previous tests. 

Coil testing was resumed, and .four sections, one-half of the complete 
mirror, have been tested. Individually each section was pulsed approxi-
mate].y 30.times, with about half of the pulses varying in current from 
2800,•to 3500 amp. Design current is .3000 amp.. These four sections were 
then.stacked together to form a half mirror, and were pulsed to 2620 amp. 
This gave an internal field strength of 61,000 gauss, compared with 75,000 
gauss at design point, for the completed.mirror. 

Astron 

Charles A. Hurley, James F. Ryan, and James E. Blades 

Building 157 ..Modifications 

The steel..worc,fortbe..mchi.ne platforni inside the shielding wall was 
completed March 24, 1961. Construction on 40% of the steel structure for 
storing the pulse-forming network cable has begun :  with an estimated. com-
pletion date of July 10. . The remaining 60% was ordered through Plant 
Engineering on June 19, 1961. Ten 12-in. -diameter holes are being drilled 
into the east shielding wall for the cable run. 

720-ky Electron Gun 

Electrical Engineering.tests: indicate the necessity of three primary 
straps per core instead of one. This increases the number of feed-through 
bushings in the tank walls from 90to 180,. Therefore, new side plates had 
to be fabricated,to allow more space for feed-throughs. All the necessary 
hardware for the above changes is approximately 90% complete. 
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Delivery of the accelerating column assembly has suffered a further 
delay. The improvisation of welding additional copper on the inside diameter 
of the lens proved unsuccessful. It was decided to leave enough machine 
stock on new copper lenses to meet the required tolerances. Spinning new 
lenses will set the delivery date back to appr oximately September 1. As 
a precautionary theasure against more delays, the rejected column.was 
purchases from Coors Porcelain Company. This has been reworked by 
LRL technicians and will be used. in the first mechanical assembly of the 
gun, which should be started by July 15. This will allow debugging the 
assembly before final delivery of the column. Installation of the pressure 
vessel and auxiliaries has been. started in Building 157. A study is being 
made of the fabrication and assembly procedures for the pulse-forming 
switch assemblies, of which there will be 500. It is desirable to achieve 
100% interchangeability of the switch assembly.and the support racks. 

Astron Main Chamber 

This work is well in hand and all parts should be here by September 
30, except for the resistor. arrays. These have been designed and the 
Electronic Engineering Department is now contacting vendors to get proto-
types made. A system has been designed for assembling the resistors in 
24-in, -long cylindrical cages. 

Induction Accelerator 

The Electronics Engineering Department is now installing pulsers for 
the eight-core assembly. All mechanical parts for one 48-core accelerator 
unit are on hand. This unit will be assembled after results of the eight-core 
test are available. 

Plug connectors for tying the coaxial power leads to the primary straps 
have been:designed and turned over to Electronics for procurement. Of 30 
ceramic stacks ordered from General Electric, 22 have been recieved and 
accepted. Delivery will be completed June 30. 

Beam Diagnostics 

• 	Tests onthe pressure-transition section have been resumed. Four 
Kinney 310 pumps have been used with a four-stage differentially pumped 
transition. . Best results so.far, all with air, are: inlet pressure, 740 mm 
Hg and last-stage pressure, 270 i; inlet pressure, .270 mm Hg and last-
stage pressure 71 i. • Two Kinney KMB.230 mechanical booster pumps are 
on order. When.received, they will be used for additional stages of the 
transition pumping. • 	 • 

A curved pressure-transition section is being made in an attempt to 
increase low-pressure performance. The beam will be turned through 
87 deg bya magnet. Whenthe orifices are not inline, a molecular beam 
will not form. Pole pieces fitting the existing analyzer magnet are being 
made, • They provide double focusing and. an  87..-deg turn on an 8-in, radius. 
A tentative location for the beam pipe has been selected alongside the Astron 
main tank. An 18-in. -diameter 70-ft-long aluminum pipe is proposed. 
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Atomic Beam Cross-Section Experiment 

Charles A. Hurley 

The rotating section of the analyzerhas been redesigned and fabricated 
and is being tested. It is now going through the debugging stage and appears 
to operate quite satisfactorily. A pressure of 1 X 10 mm Hg is maintained, 
except at the start of motion, at which time a very slight change in pressure 
is noticed. . However, the recovery is rapid. and this is not bothersome. 

Beta-Ray Experiment 

J. Ralph Uliman 

The new 2-by-18-in. counter window and light pipe complex has been 
assembled and installed in place of the old 2-by-14-in. counter window. 
This should permit the counting of mirror escape-cone events across 90% 
of the beta-ray'.tank inside diameter. 

A preliminary design was completed for a proposed multimirror torus 
geometry. On the, basis of this design a detailed cost estimate has been.com-
pleted. 

Component Development 

Thomas H. Batzer and J. Ralph Uliman 

To gain reliability, a modified seat assembly has been installed and 
is. being tested in the 3-in. bakable Conoseal valve. Equipped with.a stain-
less steel stock gasket, the gate has been closed 100 times, baked.over-
night at 2000C, and cycled 17 more times until valve-stem galling occurred. 
The best close conductance was 6x10 8  atm/cc/sec, and the worst before 
and after bakeout was 7X10 7 .atm/cc/sec. A 90-10 cupronickel gasket 
will be tested as a gate seal next. 

The new L19D3865 6-in. bakable gate valve is being assembled. 
Plans are for completion of assembly and testing by July 1. 

Detail designs have been completed, and checking is under way on the 
new 10in, bakable gate valve. A compact gate linkage arrangement permits 
a shorter, lighter valve housing. . This valve will beinstalled beyond the 
west end of the 'TAlice" reaction. chamber. 

An Engineering Note, ENA-122, has been released showing the stand-
ar.d details for bakable pinch gasket-flange configurations for high-vacuum 
seals. 

A preliminary layout is under way to define engineering problems in-
volved in building an ion-gage calibration apparatus.. The apparatus would 
provide aprimary standard for accurate calibration at low operating pres-
sures. It is hOped it would not be subject to the limitations of the McLeod 
gage. . . . . 
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Further diffusion pump evaluation tests on the Monsanto fluid OS-124 
have included pumping-speed runs, using both air and hydrogen. Indications 
are that it compares favorably with conventional fluids and is not adversely 
affected by hydrogen. •. 	 . : 

Cryogenic .  Coils 

Clyde E. Taylor, Robert L. Nelson, and David C. Holten 

Construction of the large pulsed refrigeration system has taken nearly 
all of this group' s effort during the last few months.. All major components 
except for valves and piping have been instrumented and installed. The 
helium gas refrigerator has been modified by. adding  liquid nitrogen pre-
cooling, and an. increase of 40% in capacity was achieved at 1 5°K load return 
temperature.. Several coo.l-down tests in.liquid nitrogen have been made on 
the assembled coil. Low-temperature leaks developed, and changes are now 
being made in the cold vacuum seals. The new sodium still was first operated 
satisfactorily on June 20, alter the repair of a number of vacuum leaks 
which developed only at high temperatures (300 0C). 

Work now inprogress includes multiple distillation of sodium and 
development of tape coating techniques for so4ium  wire. 

3.. ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING DEVELOPMENT 

Vernon L. Smith 

Pyrotron 

David R. Branum 

Table Top 

The experiment has been in a period of final assembly and tests. 

The two 300-kilowatt dc magnet supplies have been installed and tested 
and are now in use. 

The fast "gating" bank consisting of twelve 7.5-f 20-ky "Green River" 
type of capacitor-ignitron sétupshás been àompleted and tested to a bank 
level of +17 ky.  Parts are being assembled to double the stored energy in 
this bank by adding a negative 20-ky 12can section. The output would then 
be 34k. 

The three -channel source:ban.khas.béen  corriplted and awaits a vacuum 
in the experiment for actual source tets. 	 . 	. 

In May the main pulse coils shorted and imploded into the vacuum 
chamber. New coils were tested and installed. . Additional coils are being 
fabricated. . The resulting explosion froñ -i the coil failure fractured the lead-
in terminis to the fast gating coil. A new gatcng coil is under construction. 
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When the second set of main pulse :co.iTh was installed, the bank was 
tested up to levels of ± 16 kv. At this level, prefire became a problem and 
the old series 5555 ignitrons in the main Table Top bank were replaced. 
These were the original ignitrons, installed in 1955, and have some 85,000 
pulses on them. They will still "fire" reliably, but will not hold 16 kv 
reliably.  

When the new ignitrons were installed, an ignitor jitter problem that 
caused some sections of the bank to "hang fire" evolved.. This problem is 
now under study. The rise time of the main field is 7.5 msec with a maxi-
mum current of 10,000 amp. 

In the main bank crowbar 'chainthere has been a problem in getting 
the four crowbar chains to share the current equally. Chokes were added 
on the transmission line to slow the rate' of rise of the current into the tubes 
and they now initially share the crowbar L/R current. After several msec, 
one chain invariably' has a lower arc drop than the others and "hogs" all the 
current, 'with the remaining three chains of crowbar ignitrons actually 
extinguishing. The mechanical crowbar switch is being reworked to save 
the ignitrons from destruction when one chain takes all the current. The 
L/R field decay is approximately.190 msec. The mechanical switch will 
also be needed in the future when cooled pulseicoils  are used. The switch 
will have a much lower IR drop than the. chain of ignitrons. 

A mezzanine in the main  bank' will be constructed and a bank No,. 3, 
consisting of twenty-six 7.4-f 20-ky capacitor-ignitron Green River setups, 
will be added on this mezzanine. 	 . 

When bank No. 3 is installed and bank No. 2 is doubled, they will be 
charged from the main kenotron dc supply in parallel with the main bank 
No. 1. 

A bank of six 7.5-f 20-ky "Green River" type of capacitor-ignitrons 
is under construction ma portable cart for the gas-valve experiment. An 
additional one-can bank in a bud rack is under construction for the same 
experiment... 

Toy Top III 

The experiment has been under capacitor bank-coil tests and operation. 
There have been 6,400. machine pulses for this period. The total number of 
machine operations.is  now 21,400.  

During the past 4-month period there have been several bank failures., 
Several components, like. the.vacuum switches, have failed mechanically. 
A new type of vacuum switch with a longer, expected life is now being in-
stalled. The old units had an expected life of 10,000 to 20,000 operations. 
The new switch types have, an expected life of 200,000 operations. 

There have been no capacitor failures in any of the main banks The 
source bank still has a 'can fail, every now and then. Better capacitors for a 
10-ky ringing service are on order. 

ft 
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There have been two coil failures on the experiment that required 
new potted lines from the main transmission lines to the new coils. All 
the potted transmission lines and pads are functioning remarkably well. 
There have been several bad joints in bank No. 4. Each time a joint has 
failed the original design has been modified so that the replacement joint is 
a stronger one. The peak current in the joints that failed is 150,000 amp. 

Additional memoscopes are on order to mOnitor thethird -stage pulse 
fields. 

Bank Nor 2 will be modified into a fast bank similar to bank No, 1 
The capacitor-ignitron setups have been constructed for this bank. 

Fifty source bank setups have been fabricated for a modified source 
setup. 

A slow30 000-joule 20kv portable bank has been designed and will be 
constructed in the near future. 

A 30-ky four-capacitor Marx bank in a portable cart has been con-
structed and tested for a large source experiment.. 

A remote-control station rack system was added in Room 301 for the 
source test experiment. 

Prelimtiary design work is now under way to add 5x 10 6  joules of the 
old Squash 10 -joule bank to the experimental area. This bank will be a 
20-ky bank and will be initially charged by the four 20-ky 4-amp dc supplies 
now installed. Some time in fiscal 1962 a power supply order will be started 
for units to charge the whole bank every 20 seconds (the repetition rate of 
the machine). 

Two additional 300-kw dc magnet supplies will be ordered for the 
experiment and the source test stand area. 

Design work is under way for the electronics for solid state detectors 
for the machine diagnostic effort. 

Two of the WX4564 developmental 5-inch ignitrons have been received. 
The first tube failed the high-voltage tests owing to a bad anode insulating 
job. This tube is being repotted. A second tube has been received and is 
awaiting tests. These tubes will be installed in banks No. 2 and No. 3 for 
operational tests. 

One hundred and sixty special type D ignitrons are on order for bank 
No. 6. These tubes are standard 5555 shells without the internal baffles-
a higher bakeout temperature and a third ignitor in place of the holding 
anode. They will be tested in the early part of July. A few of these tubes 
will be installed in ôrowbar, service on bank.Nb.. 4 for operation tests. The 
remainder will be used in the construction of bank No. 6. 

New delay generators are still under design. . The new units must 
have low jitter. 
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Pyrotron--Miscellaneous 

H W. Van Ness and A F Waugh 

Alie 

With the arrival of the 6,000-amp dc èiruitbraker purhased from 
the .I-T-E Circuit Breaker Company, the dc.power-supply system for the 
Alice machine mirror field coils was completed during the first part of 
May. This system consists of five 300-kw Perkins supplies, series con-
nected and located in Bldg. 156, the two-pole dc breaker , installed in a 
standard 307in, rack enclosure, in the main bay of Bldg. 180, and the water-
cooled shunting thyrite assemblies mounted in tanks atop the dc breaker 
rack and adjacent racks. 	

S 

This system has been in operation during the past 6 weeks in testing 
four individual Alice coil modular sections and then, most recently, the 
four sections stacked and series-connected. There were no coil failures 
of any kind during these tests. The coils were instrumented for voltage, 
current, resistance, temperature, and inlet liquid nitrogen manifold 
pressure. All data were recorded on an Offener Dynograph eight-channel 
strip chart recorder. The individual coil sections were each given. 40 
current pulses, six of which were at thedesign level, of 3,000 amp and six 
at about 3,500 amp. The four coils connected in series were charged to 
2,600 amp three times. Coil testing will continue until at least eight in 
dividual modular sections have been charged to their design value and higher, 
and a second group of four in series has been tested. The.final assembly of 
,the,Alice mirr.or..coils and reaction confinement chamber will then commence. 

Alice Ion Source Development 

Operation of the ion source is continuing to maximize the beam current 
by experimental variation of the many parameters involved The high-
voltage equipment cage is being rebuilt with additional shielding to minimize 
the bothersome noise broadcast while the source is operating. A new 30-ky 
1amp accelerator, supply has been.built and is presently being installed. 
Improvements are also being made in the high-voltage regulator system. 
The J. C. Carter rotating-coil fluxmeter has recently arrived, and its 
installation is in progress. This instrument is to be used to control an 
MG. ; set in a.closed-loop regulating system to hold the ionsource field to 
0 . 1 %.. 

 

Alice P3 Ion Source 

A pulsed occluded-gas type of ion source has been designed, built, 
and. put, ,in operation during this quarter.. This source will possibly be used 
in addition to the Alice. ion source for the ecperiment. . The pulse-forming 
network built to discharge through the washer stack load has the following 
characteristics: for Z 0  2 Z maximum pulse length 180 sec; for output 
0 to 10 kv, 0 to 5,000 amp; .risetime approximately 5 ,}sec. . The pulse 
length is conveniently variable by firing an ignitron shunting the washer 
stack.  

11 
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Alice DDT Installation (Diagnostics Development and Test) 

A Von Ardenne -type ion source has been purchased fromthe High 
Voltage Engineering Company. This source, which has a rated output of 
up to 50 ma at up to 50 kv, will be used in connection with reaction diag-
nostictechniques development. The required power supplies and controls 
have been designed and fabricated and the installation is proceeding 

Pyrotron--Research and Development 

K. Aaland, B. M. Loth, and G. A. Reeser 

Alice 

The Gordon-Steinhaus high-voltage regulator was operated with its 
intended load, the Alice iOn source. Some undesirable characteristics were 
exhibited, and further work has been done which will be checked in the near 
futurewhile the machine is down to allow for changes in thehigh-voltage 
cage. 

Toy Toplil 

A two-loop regulator for a 50-lw negative output was designed for the 
mass spectrograph analyzer. This unit has been completed and final assembly 
of the pulser is now under way. 

Astron- -Research and Development 

K. Aaland, B. M. Loth, and G. A. Reeser 

Experimental Electron Gun 

A pulse generator for an electron gun was built with specification as 
follows: 

pulse width: 0.1 to 2 p.sec, adjustable; 
amplitude: 0 to 17 kv, adjustable; 
typical load: 1,000 ohms; 
repetition rate: 0 to 10 kc; 
duty cycle: 0.1% maximum; 
floating power supply: 0 to 7 volts, .adjustable, 60 amp ac; 
magnet power supply: 0 to 7 volts, adjustable, 40 amp dc with vernier 

control. 

Trigger Control for Pulsed. Machine 

The analog part of the Astrontrigger distribution system received 
attention. A solid-state computer unit has been designed and fabricated with 
printed circuit boards using commercial plug-in modules and other solid-
state circuitry.. The chassis provides the firingulse, fixed delayed pulse, 
adjustable delayed pulse, and synchronization clock signals at 1 Mc, 100 kc, 
10 kc, 5 kc, and 2.5 kc. These signals were obtained by digital methods and 
the time jitter between any of the signals was not discernable on a 545 scope 
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at 0.1 sec/cm sweep speed. For the, 'lO-nsec delayed pulse the accuracy of 
the delay is better than one part in a million. 

Accelerator Core.. Acceptance Test •. . 	 . 

Another, accelerator core investigation was completed The first four 
Westinghouse accelerator cores received (24 7 inch'o. d. ) appear to be inferior, 
but the latest two cores are higher in both saturation flux and pulse i, and 
compare favorably with those received from Magnetic Metals. Saturation 
flux was measured several, ways during this test., ..A 60-cycle B-H loop was 
obtained, and highg.radient tests were also performed,.. A report (LE-450-1) 
has been written presenting the procedure and the data obtained. 

Pulsed. Reset Supply for Cores 

An analysis was made of the pulse-reset requirements with respect to 
power . needed and power dissipated.. .This.anal.ysis showed that the grid-
isolating.çhoke would not handle the required power in its present design. 

A blocking oscillator was constructed which can produce a peak power 
output of 1 Mw and handle an .ave rage power of 25 kw. With the present out 
put transformer, the reset time would be 100 lisec. Another transformer 
to., produce a  250=.isec reset time is, under construction. 

This unit has been installed in the Astron eight-core test to evaluate 
system performance, 

Astron Trigger System 	, 	.. . 	. 	. 

With most of this system completed, it was found that the thyratron 
switch (1907) would not deliver enough power. 

So1id.State Trigger Distribution System 

Work has started on a magnetic pulse generator to trigger 500 thyratrons 
simultaneously. In contrast to the originally planned system', which utilized 
stepdown and distribution transformers, this system generates the output 
pulse at a low impedance. 

The unit will produce an output pulse of 1500 volts with a rise time of 
100 nsec into a 0.1ohm load. The output is divided into 25 channels, 2.5 0 
each, Shorting any of the outputs does not affect the operation of the unit or 
any of the other channels. ' 

The t!secrettl  with this magnetic compressor, or saturable reactor, is 
the magnetic coupling which insures the simuitaneity in time of'all output 
pulses.  

With such an output stage designed, it is easy to add magnetic stages 
with sufficient compression to excite the unit from a silicon-controlled 
rectifier.  

In order to test the performance of this type of system a scale model 
was built and installed Jn the eight-core Astron test, 
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Astron- -System Engineering 

C. D. Nail and J. D. Fahey 

ElectronAccelerator 

Pulse-forming cables 

The pulse-forming cables have been increased, in number from six to 
seven to lower the characteristic impedance of the..network. This has im-
proved the quality of the pulse obtained with large cores of the gun section. 
It is expected that this will also improve results with, the smaller cores. 

The use of an odd number of cables in the pulse-forming network also 
simplifies the isolation and connection ofthe high-voltage power supplies to 
charge the PFN' s.  

Charging supplies 

The contract has been awarded the Carad Corporation of Palo Alto 
to construct four special supplies, each rated at 125 kv output. These will 
pulse-charge the system of.PFN s when given a command signal at any 
repetition rate from 0 to 60 times per second. 

Core oulsers 

Seve'ral proposals were received from prospective vendors. . The re-
sults of these contained very little improvement over our basic designs. 
Twelve, chassis were constructed with coaxial housings and special con-
nectors manufactured by Franklin Engineering Company. These are,now 
being tested for reliability and performance. In addition, they are serving 
as operating prototypes with which to design and test the compensator and 
core excitation system. 

Since none of the proposals contained outstandingly novel features, 
drawings are being prepared which incorporate all the details we have 
evolved, These ,drawings will be submitted to vendors for bids on fabrication. 
This chassis will use the 5949A hydrogen thyratron rather than the smaller 
type 6587.  

Compensator 	 ' 

A compensator has been developed which can be located near the out-
put of the switch chassis. . It consist's of variable.transmitting capacitors 
and variable inductors.. In order to increase the range of variable, capacitors 
and to prevent sparking between plates of the capacitors and between tu.rns 
of the inductors,. the assembly is immersed in a tank of dibutyl sebacate. 
This is a castor oil derivative with a dielectric constant of about 6 

A pulse in large cores can be compensated to a flatness of better than 
0.5% for 300 nsec with two pulsers and two compensators driving three 
primary straps. The pulse amplitude s  however, is about 14 kv maximum. 
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In order to obtain the desired. 16-ky pulse. .it is inecessary to use three 
pulsers and compensators. A pulse width of abóut Z50 nsec is then attained 
at a flatness of 0.5%.  The compensator is small enough to be rack-mounted 
in an 8-3/4-in, panel space. The oil is not highly flammable, but is a 
nuisance, since it attacks polyvinyl chloride jackets on coax cable and re-
moves enamel and other finishes on panels and rack hardware. 

Coreexcitation windings 

As indicated above it has been found impractical to excite cores with 
one primary strap,. It now appears probablethat three straps for excitation 
and one additional for monitoring the pulse will be necessary. 

Tests have now been run in excess of 2,000 hours on straps consisting 
of oil-impregnated teflon or polyethylene wire further protected from corona 
by iso-mica sheet insulation. The polyethylene wire appears to be superior, 
but neither has failed so far. This wire is a special corona-resistant product 
made by Boston Insulated Wire Company. 

Flat copper straps have been installed between iso-mica sheets in eight 
accelerator cores. These will be tested soon to determine the life expectancy 
of this simpler structure. 

Connectors 

In all of the approximately 16,000 connections throughout the system 
where coaxial cable terminates :  there is an increased likelihood of corona 
and early failure. These joints include the ends of the PFN cables 1  the 
cables from switch chassis to compensator, and from compensator to core. 
Because of the proven ability of inorganic insulation to resist corona we are 
specifying iso-mica sleeves surrounding the polyethylene dielectric of cables 
at these critical points. This will be done in all the RG-213/IJ cable, but is 
not necessary in RG-218/U used in the pulse-forming networks. 

Core bias 

Core resetbias current will be pulsed ratherthan either dc or ac. 
Tests have shown that thecore can be reset in a fewmicrosecbnds at no 
significant increase in, peak current over dc. However, introducing pulsed 
reset current through the braid of the grid isolation choke has its disadvantages. 
If the pulse is long 7  the power dissipated in the choke becomes excessive. 
A satisfactory compromise or alternative method for injecting the pulsed 
reset remains to be developed. . . 	 • 

U 

Elevated storage of PFN' s 

The construction of an elevated steel structure for supporting the PFN' s 
is about 40% cOmplete, This will provide for racking thin reels of cable on 
two levels above the racks containing the switch chassis and compensators. 
Each of the nearly 2,000 reels will be accessible for maintenance. Most of 
these reels with cable of exact length have been fabricated 
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Development of the main Astron tank magnet leads 

The design of coaxial water-cooled. 250-amp magnet leads forinner 
coils has been submitted to vendors for bid. Allowable outside diameter 
is 0.5 in. 

Power supplies 

The requirement for power supplies for the more than 100 separate 
magne.t windings are being determined. These depend considerably on the 
choice of location of the power supplies and the sizes of interconnecting 
leads. 

Pinch-and-Collapse Program 

HughW. Van Ness 

Gamma Bank Area 

The bank facility has been made operational and initial "Levitront' 
experiments are in progress. The 60-cycle core-position indicator was 
checked and found to operate satisfactorily. As a further improvement, 
operation of the core-position indicato.r will be made automatic at the end of 
each operation. It will prevent further operation in the event the copper core 
in the levitron has not been correctly returned to the center of the torus. 

Successful indiction heating of the copper core to 450 0 C was achieved 
by using 30.kva of 60-cycle power applied to the 0 windings. 

Attempts to heat the inconel-x liner with 500-kc rf energy applied to 
the Z windings produced a number of problems. Unwanted paths for the rf 
in the capacitor bank resulted in overheating of resistors and consequent 
fire damage to several lucite insulators. The most serious problem appeared 
to be insulation damage on the torus due to the high frequency employed. 
Consequently, lower-frequency heating has been decided upon. A 10-kc 
30-kw motor-generator induction heater has been ordered and should be 
delivered in July. In the meantime, an attempt is .under way to temporarily 
modify the present 500-kc oscillator to operate at 10 kc for this purpose. 

Energy-Storage System Investigation 

The repaired unipolar. generato.r has been reinstalled in the pit. 
Charging with sodium-potassium alloy and initial startup are scheduled for 
June 28. . This will be done under the supervision of an Allis-Chalmers 
factory engineer. Tests will be conducted to determine if rebalancing of 
the machine is required and to see that the machine will operate successfully 
as a motor up to its rated speed. .......... 

Optical. Maser Experiment 	 . . 	. 

A small (12-if) 20-ky capacitor bank has been constructed and is in 
operation,. This bank utilizes. heated .ignitrons fOr switching. Heating the 
ignitrons to about 40 0  C reduces the arc -formation from about 0.5 p.sec at 
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room temperature to 0.1 sec. This permits obtaining an over-all current 
rise time between 0.5 and 1.0sec from the bank. The bank provides the 
pulse power to a pinch discharge used. as an optical pump for the ruby 
crystal. 	 . 

Cryogenics Coil Experiment 

The final bus -installation work is under way and the installation is 
expected to be completed in about 3 months. The control system is in final 
design stage and preliminary work has started on the diagnostic system. 
A reverse current trip has been added to the chãrgingYsystn for:.protectIon 
in event of diode failu.re . 

Pulse tests were run on Standard Rectifier Corporation Type 400E 1OR 
400-amp silicon rectifiers. They appear to successfully withstand 3,000-amp 
pulses of 1 sec time constant. It was originally planned to use these rec-
tifiers for crowbar of the coil at the end of each pulse. However, it appears 
that a simple shunt resistor will be adequate for this application and give 
less. chance of failure. Consequently, a resistor has been designed for this 
purpose. 	 .. 	 . 

Switch Development 

David B. Cummings 

Mechanical Switchin 

The fast mechanical crowbar relief switch has been modified to im-
prove alignment. This will decrease the current per contact and reduce 
contact wear. The parts.are completed and the switch has been assembled. 
Testing and timing are not, yet complete. 

Ignitron Development 

Tube tests 

Work on the submerged ignitor is completed. It operated, but was t oo .: 
sensitive to mercury level to be useful. 

New designs 

The, WX4599 is a 2-in, tube with a vacuum-melted mild steel anode 
and a single glass pantleg anode seal,.. Twent .y-four tubes were received and 
will be. tested in several bank applications. 

The WX4564, isa radical short low-inductance stackable tube designed 
for arc stabilization. Two have been received, which broke down externally 
at 25 kv. The potting will be revised and tested. The tube will first be 
bench-tested to determine performance characteristics. It will then be in-
stalled in a capacitor bank to test for stability and life. 

The WX4681 and GZ7207 are .identical 5-in, tubes from Westinghouse 
and General Electric respectively. They have a standardized outline and 

1 
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fittings )  three rectifier igni,tors, and a 22009 C vacuum-baked graphite anode. 
Each has the best proprietary exhaust procesing developed by its makerfor 
the 2 7 in switching ignitrons. 

Technical conferences  

Meetings were held with General Electric and Westinghouse tube 
engineers. New designs, tests, tube requirements, and production problems 
were discussed. The exchanges were very helpful and several new designs 
are being planned. Among these are several possible solutions to the ignitor 
problem and a simplified version of the WX4564. 

Cross Section 

David R. Branum 

The rf circuits associated with the rf oscillator were installed and 
tested inthe beam machine.. Long-term stability has not been satisfactory, 
despit.e a number of changes to the system. Additional work on this problem 
will continue. 

The rf ion-source oscillator will be used on ion-source experiments 
in the glass system. Operation at low power levels is.expected. The ion-
source experiments include two power supplies (40 kv and 15 kv) and the 
associated instrumentation. Installation and connections to the test elec-
trodes have been completed. Tests will begin when adequate rf connectors 
are installed. 

In the engineering study of the noise level of the ion-detection. system, 
undesirable signals at the rf frequency of the mass spectrometer have been 
detected in the counting system.. The use of. well-shielded components and 
line filters and careful location of all units and cables have reduced the feed 
through well below the random X.noise level of the cathode follower. It 
appears at this time that the minimum detectable signal. is limited by the 
cahode -follower noise level. Tests are.in progress to reduce .the tube and 
circuit noise level. 	 . 	. 	 . . 

Diagnostic Development 

Charles.B. Wharton and Joseph Katz 

P-4 Instability Excitation Experiment 

The depth of penetration longitudinally of the 18-key 20-p.sec 1/2-amp 
electron beam pulses into the plasma is being studied. Current transformers, 
using ferrite cores, were placed at various locations along the plasma 
column. They pick up the electron beam pulse (with plasma turned off) and 
indicate a very good beam-injection efficiency. . When the plasma is on, how-
ever, the random cur-rent fluctuations induce excessive noise and the beam 
pulses are swamped. The transformers thus cannot be used to study pen-
etration. 
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An x-ray probe shows làre response. The electrons strike a tung-
:sten ball immersed in the plasia, and the x rays are viewed with a scm-
tillator and multiplier phototube. Plasma electrons do not have sufficient 
energy to produce x rays. The shape of the pulse is different when the plas-
ma is on, but the amplitude is essentially the same, • which is surprising. 
One expects such strong coupling between the beam and plasma that after 
the 2 meters of traversal the electron current would be very much attenuated. 
Instead, only the leading edge of the pulse is attenuated, and that only slightly 
and intermittently. We have not looked at the microwave radiation and x 

• rays: simultaneously, but are prepaied to do this in the next quarter. A 
summer employee is spending :full  time on this job. 

Toy Top III 

No measurements have been made in this quarter. Plumbing has been 
developed and installed to measure plasma radiation at 35, 70, and 90 Gc. 
Round-cross-section waveguide runs have been used (TE 11 ) to keep the 
attenuation in the 4-meter un below 6 db. Small conical orns and di-
electric rod radiators are used for pickup. 

We plan to try slot radiators (cut in the wall of a waveguide) to re-
ceive:radiation and to try propagation measurements across the plasma 
column in the compression regions (as we did in Table Top I and the Ion 
Magnetron experiments). The waveguide runs inside the vacuum chamber, 
supported by insulated rings, as shown in Fig. VI-l. If sliding vacuum 
seals are used the' measurement can be made at any point along the axis. 

Development 

The x-y motion table, which we have used for 5 years for field plots 
of experimental radiators, is about worn Out and a new arrangement is 
being 'designed. A pantograph with an index head will carry the probe and 
position.indicator, allowing angular positioning as well as,x-y positioning. 

The multi-input sampling system has been completed and is being 
tested. At present it samples ten inputs for a microsecond, stores the 
information, and then reads it out as a histograph on a scope sweep. After 
a predetermined delay the cycle repeats. . This allows multiple-input 
sampling of transient events several times during the event. One of the 
first applications will be scanning ten Faraday cup pickups, used in plasma 
source injection studies. 
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Fig. VI-1. Waveguide slot radiators for transmission measure-
ments within a vacuum chamber. 
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TALKS AND PUBLICATIONS 

Symposium on Engineering Aspects of Magnetohydrodynamics, Philadelphia, 

Pa. , March 7-10, 1961 

A. L. Gardner, Diagnostic Measurements of:a Highly Ionized, Steady.State 
Plasma, UCRL-6232T Abst. Dec. 1, 1960. 

F. Post, Some Aspects of the Economics of Fusion Reactors, UCRL-
.6077-T Abst. Jan. 16, 1961, invited paper. 

23rd Annual Meeting, American Power Conference, Chicago, Illinois, 

March 21-23, 1961 

A. Co1gate The Status of Research in Thermonuclear Power, UCRL-
6351, Feb. 28, 1961. 

2nd International Conference on Quantum Electronics, Berkeley, California, 

March 23-25, 1961 

S. A. Colgate and.A W. Trivelpiece, The Dynamic Pinch as aHigh-Intensity 
Light Source for Optical Maser Pumping, UCRL-6364, March 31, 1961. 

Northern California Society for Spectroscopy Meeting, Livermore, California, 

March 23, 1961 

W. L. Barr, Spectroscopic Diagnostics in Project Sherwood, invited paper. 

Symposium on Electromagnetics and Fluid Dynamics of Gaseous Plasma,. 

Brooklyn, New York, April 4-6, 1961 

S. A. Colgate, Ionization in Crossed Electric and Magnetic Fields, UCRL-
6176, March 15, 1961, invited paper. 

American Physical Society 1961 Spring Meeting, Washington, D. C. 

April 24-27, 1961 

F. H. Coensgen, Production and Confinement of Hot Plasma in a Multistage 
Mirror Machine, invited paper. 

R. F. Post, Present Understanding of Plasma Confinement in Mirror 
Machines, invited paper. 

N. C Christofilos, Interaction of Relativistic Electron Beams with a 
Quasi-Neutral Plasma, Bull. Am. Phys. Soc. Ser. II 6, 290 (1960) 
(UCRL-6310-T Abst.). 	 - 

Charles W. Hartman, Stirling A. Colgate, and Paul J. Kellogg, Collision-
less Electrostatic Shock, Bull. Am, Phys. Soc. Ser, II 6, 299 (1961) 
(UCRL-6337-T Abst.). - 
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W. A. Perkins and R. F. Post, Effect ofMetallic Walls on Confinement of 
Plasma in a Mirror Machine, Bull. Am. Phys. Soc. Ser. II 6, 300 
(1961) (UCRL-6333-T Abst. ). 

a 

John Killeefi and Harold P. Fu1 ,. Instabilityof a Resistive Sheet Pinch, 
Bull. Am. Phys. Soc. Ser. II 6, 309 (1961) (UCRL-6336-..T .Abst. ). 

AmericanIocket Society Meeting, Gatlinburg, Tennessee, May 5, 1961 

F. Post, The IJCLRL Controlled Fusion Program, invited paper. 

Special Engineering Program Meeting, UCLRL Berkeley, Calif. , June 8, 1961 

Norrnan.Milleron, New Heater for. Oil Diffusion-Pumps,, invited paper. 

Second International Conference on the Physics of Electronic and Atomic 

Collisions, 'Boulder, Colorado, June 12 16, 196.1 

G. 0. Brink, A Crossed-. Beam Study of the Electron Ionization Cross Section 
of Potassium, TCRL.6448-T Abst., April .ZSj  1961. 

108th Meeting of the American Astronomical Society, Nantucket, Mass., 

'June 18-21, 1961  

A. Colgate, The Dynamics.of Supernova Explosions, UCRL-6471-T Abst., 
May 5, 1961.  

International Congress on Vacuum Techniques and Applications, Paris, 

France, June 20-24, 1961 

Norman Milleron and Leonard Levenson, Further Progress on Optimization 
of Oil Diffusion Pump Systems for Ultrahigh Vacuum, UCRL-6254-T 
Abst. , December 12, 1960. 

L. L. Levenson, N. Milleron, and D. H. Davis, Molecular Flow Conductance, 
UCRL-.6253-T Abst. , December 9, 1960. 

American Physical Society 1961 Summer Meeting with La Sociedad Mexicana 

de Fisica, Mexico City, June 22-24, 1961 

Laurence S. Hall, Reversible Heating by Magnetic Pumping, Bull. Am. Phys. 
Soc. Ser. II 6, 378 (1961) (UCRL-6371-T Abst. ). 

iw 
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Publications 

The Physical Review 

Marvin H. Mittlernan, Proton-Hydrogen Scattering System, 122, 499 (1961). 
(UCRL-5941.) 

John R. Hiskes, Dissociation of Molecular ions by Electric and Magnetic 
	 11 

Fields,, 122, 1207 (1961). (UCRL-9 1 8 2 .) 

The Physics of Fluids 

William A. Newcomb and Allan N. Kaufman, Hydromagnetic Stability of a 
Tubular Pinch, 4, 314 (1961). (UCRL-5434.) 

Laurence S. Hall, On the Application of Bohrn' s Criterion for the Formation 
of a Sheath, 4, 388 (L) (1961). (UCRL-9401. 

William A Newcomb, Convective Instability Induced by Gravity in a Plasma 
with a Frozen-In Magnetic Field, 4, 391 (1961). (tJCRL-6034. 

Jean-Paul H. Watteau, Experiments with Pulsed Magnetic Cusps, 4, 607 
(1961). (UCRL-9239. )  

Harold P. Furth, Comment on 'Plasma Motion across Magnetic Fields, " 
4, 787 (1961). (UCRL-6294. ) 	 ' 

Information Division 
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This report was prepared as an account of Government 
sponsored work. Neither the United States, nor the Com-
mission, nor any person acting on behalf of the Commission: 

Makes any warranty or representation, expressed or 
implied, with respect to the accuracy, completeness, 
or usefulness of the information contained in this 
report, or that the use of any information, appa-
ratus, method, or process disclosed in this report 
may not infringe privately owned rights; or 

Assumes any liabilities with respect to the use of, 
or for damages resul ting from the use of any in for-
mation, apparatus, method, or process disclosed in 
this report. 

As used in the above, "person acting on behalf of the 
Commission" includes any employee or contractor of he Com-
mission, or employee of such contractor, to the extent that 
such employee or contractor of the Commission, or employee 
of such contractor prepares, disseminates, or provides access 
to, any information pursuant to his employment or contract 
with the Commission, or his employment with such contractor. 




